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Deposition of DR. ANTHONY C. ATTARD, a 

witness in the above-entitled action, taken at the 

request of the Intervenors pursuant to 10 CFR Section 

2.740a before Kathryn Orofino, a Notary Public within 

and for the State of Connecticut, at the Mystic-Noank 

Library, 40 Library Street, Mystic, Connecticut, 

commencing at 12:20 p.m.  

STIPULATIONS 

The deposition is to be used for discovery or 

as ev-ince in this proceedn-fg o•o-ly; objections or 

motions to strike will not be considered to be waived 

except as to matters of form; the Deponent will be 

given a right to read and sign the transcript when it 

is complete; the original of the transcript will be 

forwarded to the deposing attorney who will provide the 

opportunity for the witness to read and sign; and the 

original will be filed with the Commission in 

accordance with the Commission's rule of 10 CFR part 2.

SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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1 DR. ANTHONY C. ATTARD, 

2 of United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 

3 Washington, D.C., 20555, a witness in the 

4 above-entitled action, having been duly sworn by 

5 Kathryn Orofino, a Notary Public within and for the 

6 State of Connecticut, was examined and testified on his 

7 oath as follows: 

9 THE REPORTER: Are you going to have 

10 the same stipulations? 

S-- MR.-REPKA-.---Th-at-s-fine-.  

12 MS. BURTON: You can just incorporate 

13 them.  

14 EXAMINATION BY MS. BURTON 

15 Q Dr. Attard, first of all, am I pronouncing 

16 that properly? 

17 A Oh, yes. Yes.  

18 Q You have been a nuclear reactor physicist 

19 with the NRC since 1990; is that correct? 

20 A Uh-huh.  

21 Q Can you tell us what role you have played in 

22 these proceedings concerning the application by the 

23 licensee to rerack in Unit 3 of the spent fuel pool? 

24 A Yes, I was given the job of reviewing the 

25 rerackina submittal, the amendment reauest, and --
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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1 which I had started back in -- last year, actually.  

2 Q Do you recall when last year? 

3 A I would say around the June time frame.  

4 And around September, maybe a little later, 

5 this situation of the contentions started to -- at the 

6 time I heard about it from the PM, who was not Victor 

7 at the time, it was somebody else.  

8 And so I put it aside for a little bit 

9 while -- to see what the outcome would be from the 

10 contentions and so forth. In the meantime, we're 

11 always working on several-th-ings at once-.Th-is is just 

12 one amendment that one has on their desk, so to speak.  

13 Q So in other words, you were assigned to 

14 analyze the amendment request in order to aid -

15 A Review. Review it.  

16 Q -- the Commission in deciding whether to 

17 grant it or deny it or whatever? 

18 A Right.  

19 Q And in addition, you have been asked to 

20 participate in these proceedings? 

21 A That's correct.  

22 Q Is it part of your assignment to continue to 

23 provide the NRC staff with the benefit of your insight 

24 as this process continues? 

25 A Yes, on both -- both -- you know, the
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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amendment and the contention aspect of it, too.  

Q Did you participate in the formulation of the 

finding of a no significant impact? 

A I don't know. Not yet anyway. The review is 

still ongoing, so if it's part of the package, I would, 

you know, eventually see it, so -

Q Before these proceedings, had you ever 

participated in providing input in adjudicatory 

proceedings -

A No.  

Q -- licenses, ch-ali-enges? 

A No.  

Q Now, you have put the date at June '99 

approximately when you were first involved in this 

matter.  

Can you please tell us how you went about 

your analysis; what you were requested to do.  

A Yes. Usually what I do, as I do with all 

amendments pretty much, is I read through the package, 

you know, and go looking for what I call red flags that 

may pop up out of the pages, you know. And then quite 

often you talk with your colleagues, you know, to see 

whether something similar has been done before, see if 

there's a precedence to it, you know. And you start 

collectinq any info vou may need for it, whether it's
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Reg. Guides or 10CFR50.  

And so I try -- usually I try to take a quick 

cut off any REI's that I may want to address as a first 

cut. I usually do this a couple of times just to make 

sure that there is no major show stopper, sometimes 

people refer to them, in the package, including the 

whole package.  

And if there isn't, it's -- you know, I start 

to look into it a little deeper. There's almost two or 

three levels that I go into.  

Aga-in, you interact -- well,-idid anyway -

seeked Larry's comments on things, because I -

Q Who is Larry? 

A Dr. Kopp, excuse me. Dr. Kopp.  

Q Uh-huh.  

A -- comments, because he has been in the spent 

fuel pool area for a great number of years. So -- and 

I'm still in that process now.  

Q So the spent fuel pool is not one of your 

particular areas of specialty? 

A Not really, no. I -- I inherited it, so to 

speak, because there are -- people leave. They would 

like to have some type of continuity, you know, and I 

was picked to do that.  

Q Now, you looked at first for red flags. Did 
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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you see any? 

A The -- the 800 ppm part with regard to being 

present, not so much the ppm concentration, but rather 

the while moving fuel was one that I was going to -- I 

was going to pursue for sure, you know, either through 

a conference call or perhaps some other means.  

Q And why is that? 

A I wasn't sure of what -- what it meant. It's 

how I -- how I was interpreting it was that -- and this 

was before I went into the tech. specs. I had to look 

tsee -a-b6u--the--2-6D ppm. So-th!h was the first -

like I said, the first sitting down and reading, okay, 

was to make sure that I was understanding it correctly.  

I read it as meaning that there would not be 

or they would not be concerned about having 

concentration in the pool, which didn't make any sense 

at all, so I knew I was wrong, but I wanted to, 

obviously, follow up on it.  

And so -- which I did eventually. We sent a 

set of REI's out, actually. And in the meantime, I 

came in contact with this one incident where I did talk 

to Dr. Kopp regarding chemistry procedures that I'm 

sure they were in existence. And actually, I knew that 

they would be monitoring at some interval, which I did 

not know at the time. So it was still -- it was still
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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1 in the very preliminary stage.  

S 2 Q Prior to this application had you ever 

3 reviewed another amendment concerning a spent fuel pool 

4 reracking? 

5 A No. No.  

6 Q Well, you mentioned the red flag being the 

7 800 parts per million? 

8 A Uh-huh.  

9 Q Why was that a red flag to you? I'm not sure 

10 I understood.  

I- 7 -Oh7i-Ot so muc-h--t-h 8--S Pe-r-ha-ps--I-sho-ul 

12 clarify that. It's the while moving fuel is the part 

13 that kind of -- I wanted to -- I was going to seek 

14 clarification on. Not so much the 800, but while 

15 moving fuel is the part that gave me a little bit of 

16 heartburn.  

17 Q And tell me why. What about it gave you 

18 heartburn? 

19 A Only because like I said, I wasn't sure what 

20 that meant. I knew that I'm misinterpreting it about 

21 what they were asking or what they are requesting, so I 

22 had to -- I made it a point to first go and talk to 

23 Larry -- Dr. Kopp, and then eventually, you know, we 

24 made up a set of REI's, two or three REI's -- I don't 

25 remember how many at the time -- after we had a
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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conference call with the licensee to pursue that.  

Q So now do you recognize the need to maintain 

boron at the spent fuel pool at the level that is 

proposed? 

A At the 800 level or -- right now it's
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still -

Q At the 800 level? 

A I -- no, because their tech. specs say they 

have to be within -- they have to be greater or equal 

to 2600 ppm, so really the 800 is just to show that if 

they had a misplacement or, you know -- it was -

again, it fell into that double contingency situation.  

Q Were there any other red flags? 

A No.  

Q Now, when you set about discharging your 

assignment to analyze the application, can you please 

tell us what standards you had to meet -

A Oh, by that -

Q -- or the application had to meet.  

A Well, again, there was -- it was kind of done 

for me in a way.  

Q It was what? 

A I was kind of presented in the front of the 

Holltech (ph) report. For example, you know, they list 

a series of -- I think it's Rec. Guide 11 -- 1.13, the
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correct?

-- it h •d -to m-eel-? 

Yes.  

And you believe that that assessment was

A Yeah, again, you know, I would have checked 

with Dr. Kopp, for example, to see if there was 

anything else that was either left out or, you know.  

Q So again, going through those, that was the 

Reg. Guide and -

A 1.13, I believe, yeah.  

Q And Dr. Kopp's memo? 

A Dr. Kopp's memo, and I think there was -

Q And what else? 

A I think it was Brian Grimes.  

Q The Grimes letter? 
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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so-called Grimes letters, Grimes letter, Dr. Kopp's 

letter. There's about five or six bullets in there 

that talks about the -- what they had to meet.  

And I would have went to the same thing.  

mean, I would have resorted to the same -- same 

documents, if you like.  

Q So in other words, the report that was 

submitted by Holltech set out the standards that it 

believed -

A That's correct.
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A The Grimes letter, yeah.  

Q Anything else? 

A I think the ANSI so and so.  

Q The ANSI what? 

A I forget the number of it offhand, but it's 

the same ANSI that talks about the double contingency 

principal that's stated in there.  

Q And anything else? 

A No, not that I know of.  

Q So are you satisfied that those four 

-coponen-ts -on-st-ut e_7&J1J_6 -t-hSt~a-d-r-dsfth-a-ttheý NRC 

applies to consider license amendment to rerack in the 

spent fuel pools? 

A I think they go a long way to help whoever is 

doing the review to do a satisfactory job.  

Satisfactory meaning, of course, that all the safety 

requirements are met and the criticality, in 

particular, is the .95.  

Q Have you determined that this application 

meets all those so-called standards? 

A I have not yet.  

Q What else do you need to look at? 

A Well, I mean, I haven't looked at all of them 

is what I meant.  

Q Haven't looked at what?
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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1 A At all those ones that I told you. I haven't 

2 individually went down the list and looked at all of 

3 those yet.  

4 Q You have never looked at some of these? 

5 A I have. In terms of not necessarily in that 

6 order or -- or checked off every one as I went down.  

7 In other words, I'm still in the process of doing the 

8 review is what I'm saying.  

9 Q Prior to this assignment have you had 

10 occasion to look at Dr. Kopp's memo? 

11 A No, not after this, no.  

12 Q What about the Grimes letter? 

13 A No. None of these -

14 Q The particular ANSI standards that you 

15 referred to? 

16 A No. I've heard about them thrown around, you 

17 know, discussed, but never -

18 Q Now, you have a background in race car 

19 engineering? 

20 A Yes.  

21 Q Can you tell me a little bit about that.  

22 A Yes. I was a -- for a number of years what 

23 is called a Grand Prix Formula 1 mechanic at 

24 McClarin Racing in England, situated in Collinbrook, 

25 England. So I traveled around the world in the
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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Grand Prix circuit.  

And then at the ripe old age of 29, I decided 

I had enough living out of a suitcase, basically. And 

that's back in '72, I believe. I started to pursue a 

career. I don't know how much you want to hear.  

Q Well, can you tell me about your operational 

experience at nuclear reactors.  

A I've never worked at a nuclear plant. My -

my nuclear background is with Westinghouse at first 

from out of college, and then -- I think for about six 

-years, and then-- was on the SDI project for a while on 

the so-called SB100 program, the space base reactor, 

and then the NRC.  

Q Now, yesterday I understand that you 

accompanied others to the spent fuel pool at Millstone? 

A That's correct.  

Q Had you ever been there before? 

A No.  

Q Had you ever been in any other spent fuel 

pool before? 

A No.  

Q And can you please tell me your observations 

from that visit.  

A Besides the obvious stringent security aspect 

of going through the various doors to get to the area,
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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basically racks -- I saw racks there. I think it may 

have been new fuel racks, from where I was standing 

anyway.  

Q How could you tell? 

A I think I had somebody ask the question and I 

found out, I believe.  

And I looked to see -- observed pipes for any 

means of dilutant, dilution, you know, in the area of 

pure water dilution aspect, where the fire pipes were

and that kind of thing. I -

I Q You said you looked for pipes or you saw

pipes? 

A I didn't look, I just noticed a lot of piping 

in the area. I wasn't sure what they were for. I 

heard -- I think it was Dr. Thomas (sic) talking about.  

Q Dr. Thompson? 

A -- Dr. Thompson, excuse me, talking about the 

heat removal system a little bit. But as I was about 

to listen to that, I was distracted by something else 

so I didn't get the answer that the gentleman he was 

talking to gave him.  

Q But you did notice a lot of pipes? 

A- Yes.  

Q Were some of these pipes overhead? 

A Yes.
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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Q Who did you ask?

A MiJe -- ne's sitting rignt Dace there.  

Q Mike Jensen? 

A Mike? 

Q Jensen? 

A I believe that's right.  

Q And he told you it was a drain pipe from the 

roof that drained -

A From the -- drain water pipe. I think he 

called it a drain water pipe. Drainage pipe.  

Q So you were distracted when you were asking 

about some of these pipes and you didn't pursue the 

questions? 

A I was distracted when I was trying to listen.  

I wanted to listen to the answer that Dr. Thompson 

asked Mike, so I didn't get to hear the answer about
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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Q And do you know what was running through the 

pipes; was it pure water or was it something else? 

A Well, the only -- besides the fire pipes, the 

fire extinguisher pipes I'm assuming, there was a big 

drain pipe from the roof of the building.  

Q How could you tell it was a drain pipe from 

the roof? 

A Oh, because I asked them and they told me it
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1 the heat removal system.  

2 Q And what did you learn about the heat removal 

3 system? 

4 A Not very much. I didn't follow up anymore 

5 beyond that.  

6 Q Did you happen to notice heating equipment 

7 suspended from the ceiling? 

8 A No, I can't say I did.  

9 Q Now, you mentioned that you saw racks for 

10 fresh fuel, I believe? 

I -0h,- I thought I t --- z one en-there were 

12 fresh fuel racks. I believe I heard right. I'm not 

13 100 percent sure, but I think that what I heard was 

14 correct, that they were fresh fuel racks. Now, again, 

15 I didn't go up to the individual and ask him whether 

16 that was right or not.  

17 Q You wouldn't have known just looking without 

18 the benefit of somebody guiding you what was a fresh 

19 rack and what was for spent -

20 A No, not really. No. No. No. This is the 

21 first time I've ever been, so I -- no.  

22 Q What is your nationality? 

23 A I was -- I was born in Malta, but I was 

* 24 raised in Australia.  

25 MS. BURTON: Nothing further for this
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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1 witness.  

2 MR. REPKA: Just a couple questions.  

3 EXAMINATION BY MR. REPKA 

4 Q Dr. Attard, Ms. Burton asked you about some 

5 pipes you may have seen yesterday in your tour of the 

6 spent fuel pool. Did you see any -- when you talked 

7 about some heating pipes, are you aware of those pipes? 

8 Do you know which pipes I'm talking about? 

9 A No.  

10 Q Okay. You said you saw pipes? 

-I- --- weerth e are a lot of pipes, 

12 particularly along the wall.  

13 Q Okay.  

14 A And I was actually trying to look for pipes 

15 directly above the pool, that went off directly above 

16 the pool, where I presumed that if you had a leak in 

17 it, it would go straight down into the pool.  

18 Q Right. And I think you mentioned you saw one 

19 pipe which was a drain pipe? 

20 A Yeah.  

21 Q The other pipes on the wall, how far were 

22 those from the spent fuel pool? 

23 A Oh, well, they ran -- if my memory serves me 

24 right, there was one wall -- I only saw them -- except 

25 they came in from one buildinq into the spent fuel pool
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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1 and perhaps they went back out. I don't know. It 

2 looked like they came in through walls.  

3 Q Were they right next to the pool or were they 

4 20 yards, 30 yards? 

5 A The one wall that I'm thinking of is where 

6 the transfer canal is. Again, I -- you're asking for 

7 me to check my photographic memory here which is not 

8 very good.  

9 Q Was it a few inches away or a -

10 A Oh, the pipes were directly kind of nailed -

11 not nailed, but bracketed to the wall.  

12 Q Right.  

13 A So they were secured to the wall.  

14 Q How far from the pool? 

15 A Well, if they were -- in the transfer canal 

16 area, they -- I don't know, I would say maybe two -

17 two feet. I mean, they were against the wall. And the 

18 next area -- the next area to the -- where the transfer 

19 canal -- you know, whether it dripped or trickled down 

20 or whatever, it would eventually find its way, I would 

21 think, if they were water pipes. But I don't know what 

22 they were.  

23 Q Did you have any particular concern that the 

24 pipes would leak to lead to dilution of the pool? 

25 A No, not really.
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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questions.

MS. HODGDON: I don't have any

questions.

MS. BURTON: Okay. Thank you very much.  

THEWITNESS: Thank you.  

(Time noted 12:45 p.m.)

SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592

- I.

Q Why not? 

A First of all, Mike was telling us that -

that there are alarms in the control room, so if water 

level rose beyond a certain point, the alarm would go 

off, or if it drained, it would also alarm.  

MR. REPKA: Okay. Okay. No further
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Deposition of LAURENCE T. KOPP, Ph.D., a 

witness in the above-entitled action, taken at the 

request of the Intervenors pursuant to 10 CFR Section 

2.740a before Kathryn Orofino, a Notary Public within 

and for the State of Connecticut, at the Mystic-Noank 

Library, 40 Library Street, Mystic, Connecticut, 

commencing at 10:15 a.m.  

STIPULATIONS 

The deposition is to be used for discovery or 

-- a s-evi-denc- n -th-s-p- or 

motions to strike will not be considered to be waived 

except as to matters of form; the Deponent will be 

given a right to read and sign the transcript when it 

is complete; the original of the transcript will be 

forwarded to the deposing attorney who will provide the 

opportunity for the witness to read and sign; and the 

original will be filed with the Commission in 

accordance with the Commission's Rule of 10 CFR part 2.
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LAURENCE T. KOPP, Ph. D., 

of United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Mail 

Stop 010B3, Washington, D.C., 20555, a witness in the 

above-entitled action, having been duly sworn by 

Kathryn Orofino, a Notary Public within and for the 

State of Connecticut, was examined and testified on his 

oath as follows: 

MR. REPKA: Okay. These depositions 

today, the following stipulations will be in effect, 

cons~stet-wih-te--depostons--th-at-Northeast-Nuclear 

took yesterday of their expert witnesses for the 

Coalition Against Millstone.  

These depositions are to be used for 

discovery or as evidence in this proceeding only.  

Objections or motions to strike will not be considered 

to be waived except as to matters of form. The 

Deponents will be given a right to read and sign the 

transcript when it's complete, and the original of the 

transcript will be forwarded to the deposing attorney 

who will provide the opportunity for the witnesses to 

read and sign, and then the original will be filed with 

the Commission in accordance with the Commission's Rule 

of 10 CFR Part 2.  

MS. BURTON: Okay. Good mornina,
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purposes? 

A 

Q 

A 

Q

Do you consider yourself an expert for those 

Yes.  

Do you have a curriculum vitae? 

Pardon? 

A resume, curriculum vitae.  

MS. HODGDON: Is -

THE WITNESS: I thought it was attached

to it.

MS. HODGDON: It is. I believe so. It

12 

13 

14 
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25

Dr. Kopp.  

THE WITNESS: Good morning.  

EXAMINATION BY MS. BURTON 

Q Dr. Kopp, you have provided an affidavit in 

these proceedings that is dated April 10th of the year 

2000, correct? 

A Yes.  

Q And you have had a role in assisting general 

counsel to the NRC with respect to discovery matters in 

this proceeding, correct? 

A --- --Yes -. -- -

I

is.  

MS. BURTON: I'd like to ask for one. I 

don't have one attached with my documents.  

MR. REPKA: We may have a copy here.  
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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MS. BURTON: I have Dr. Attard.  

DR. ATTARD: Yes.  

MS. BURTON: I have his.  

MS. HODGDON: I might have one, but I'm

not sure.

MR. REPKA: I have one. I have a copy 

here if you would like to use it or make a copy. Do 

you need it to ask your questions? 

MS. BURTON: I would like to see it.  

Thank you very much. Actually, when we take -- I'll 

-- ma ke--a--opy-fý- hts.- I--l--a-r-id-it wil-end-up--wi-tthrmy 

notes, so I'll give it back to you.

MS. HODGDON: 

MS. BURTON: 

MS. HODGDON:

I have a copy.  

You do have a copy.  

Would you like to borrow

mine?

MS.  

MS.  

MS.

BURTON: 

HODGDON: 

BURTON:

It's your only copy? 

Yes.  

I'll make a copy at the

break.  

Q Now, Dr. Kopp, according to your affidavit 

here, you have provided particular assistance with 

regard to certain interrogatories, correct? 

A That's right, yes.  

Q Beyond that, were you of other assistance in
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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the preparation of the responses that we've received 

from the NRC? 

A Yes.  

Q And can you please elaborate how -- what your 

role has been in assisting with the discovery 

responses? 

A Sure. Dr. Attard was the reviewer for the 

Millstone 3 pool expansion, and I reviewed it also, not 

in as much detail as Dr. Attard, and was also asked to 

provide responses to the three contentions that were 

-fi±-eld-,-whi-ch -I--I-have--.

Q Well, let me then go back in time. You said 

that Dr. Attard reviewed the expansion application.  

Was that before there was an intervention petition? 

A I'm not sure what the timing was before -- as 

far as when the application amendment came in and what 

the contentions were. I'm not sure of the dates.  

Q Well, you said that he reviewed the 

application? 

A That's right.  

Q And then you took a further step beyond that

with regard to the application prior to the 

intervention? 

A I'm not sure if it was prior to or after the 

contentions.
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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Q All right. Well, let's confine ourselves to 

yourself because you will know about what you have 

done.  

When did you first become involved with the 

matter of this pending application for reracking at 

Millstone Unit 3? 

A I'd say three or four months ago.  

Q And that would be approximately what month, 

what date? 

A Either January or February of this year.  

matter? 

A I was asked to assist Dr. Attard, because I 

had previous experience in similar rerack projects and 

with the history of many of the regulations governing 

spent fuel pools.  

Q Who asked you to assist Dr. Attard? 

A I believe it was my -- probably my section 

leader at the time.  

Q And who was that? 

A At the time, it was Eric Weiss.  

MS. BURTON: Let's just hold everything 

for just a moment. We have some arrivals.  

(Recess taken)
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BY MS. BURTON: 

Q Dr. Kopp, what was the name of the individual 

who gave you that particular assignment? 

A I believe it was Eric Weiss, W-e-i-s-s.  

Q Now, can you tell us what you did to acquaint 

yourself with the issues here? 

A Well, I reviewed the amendment request that 

came in, and I believe this -- this may have been 

Dr. Attard's first review of a request like this. And 

since I had done many of them in the past, I was asked 

t--o-sort-of-overview-his-rervi-w-and-do--prel-mirrarmy 

review myself, not as detailed as his, but to acquaint 

myself with the facts.  

Q So you reviewed the application itself? 

A Yes.  

Q What else did you review? 

A The -- I guess there was a prehearing 

conference, the contentions that were filed, and the 

technical specification changes that were requested.  

Q Were you at all involved in the process in 

the evaluation of environmental assessment or the 

finding of no significant impact? 

A No.  

Q Or do you know if Dr. Attard was involved at 

that stage in this matter?
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A I don't know.  

Q So you were asked to be involved in the 

discovery part of this? 

A With regards to the criticality concerns, 

contentions.  

Q Would it be fair to say that your work here 

is in some way related to the staff's formulation as to 

its position on this license amendment application? 

A Could you -

Q Do you see the two matters as being separate 

-- oýr-all- togethex----Do--you-understand--that-we-are --here -.....  

today in a pending discovery proceeding? 

A Uh-huh.  

Q And that ultimately, the staff will arrive at 

a position as to this license amendment application.  

Are you providing input in that process as well? 

A Well, I guess I will see Dr. Attard's final 

safety evaluation and be asked to comment on it if 

appropriate, so in that sense, yes.  

Q Now, do you have the interrogatories with you 

that you provided an affidavit about? 

MS. HODGDON: Yes.  

A You're speaking about the April 10th
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plants.  

Q 

Millstone.  

Millstone?

Well, let's confine ourselves for a moment to 

Which ones are you familiar with at

A I don't know of any errors at Millstone that 

involved misplacing spent fuel involving any
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592

BY MS. BURTON: 

Q Correct.  

A NRC staff response? 

Q Right.  

A Yes.  

Q And you have identified that you provided 

assistance to a number of these interrogatories.  

Particularly addressing yourself to Interrogatory F-i, 

do you have that before you? 

A Yes.  

-Q--Nowy-,canyou tel1--s-plase--what-you -did in 

order to determine that -- the information base that is 

requested here? 

A I don't recall reviewing all instances of 

various errors of movement in managing moving and 

tracking spent or fresh fuel at Millstone.  

Q You have not done that? 

A No. I am aware of reported licensing event 

reports, but not primarily at Millstone, but at many
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criticality concerns.  

Q Are you aware of any LER's that concern spent 

fuel pool incidents at Millstone? 

A I recall there was an incident involving 

adequate cooling, but I was not involved in that time 

because it was not in my area of expertise as far as 

criticality.  

Q And which event was that, do you recall; 

which plant, approximately what time frame? 

A Well, I believe this was about a year and a 

-- al-f-ago--or-two--ye-a-rs-a-go.  

Q How did you become aware of that if that was 

not within your area? 

A It was just in public press releases.  

Q And are you aware and familiar with any other 

LER's concerning the spent fuel pool at Millstone? 

A As far as? 

MS. HODGDON: Excuse me. Do you mean 

all spent fuel pools at Millstone? 

MS. BURTON: Yes.  

A As far as criticality concerns, as far as -

BY MS. BURTON: 

Q As far as any License Event Reports that were 

filed with the NRC.  

A I recall several years ago a -- an LER that

*
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was filed concerning Boraflex degradation at one of the 

Millstone plants and seismic concerns regarding 

Boraflex degradation.  

Q And tell me what you recall about that. Are 

those two separate incidents, or was that one? 

A One. One incident.  

Q Uh-huh. Well, can you tell us about that 

one; when did it occur, which plant, and so on? 

A I'm not sure which unit it was. It was 

probably either 2 or 3, because it was a PWR concern.  

---And-the-- what--exa-ctl-y-dtd-you-a-n-t-o-tkn-w? -.........  

Q Well, I wanted you to tell us what 

familiarity you have with License Event Reports filed 

concerning the spent fuel pools at the Millstone 

station.  

A I recall that there was an event filed that 

had to do with concerns about a seismic event 

embrittling or detaching the embrittled Boraflex 

material that was attached to the spent fuel racks.  

Q Do you recall when that occurred? 

A I'd say sometime within the last five years, 

but probably closer to five than one or two.  

Q And what was your involvement with that 

particular LER? 

A I reviewed it, and I quess we asked some
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that, about seven or eight years ago, that had to do 

with some calculational discrepancies in the spent fuel 

pool.  

Q Which pool; do you know? 

A I don't recall the unit. I don't recall 

which unit.  

Q And what role did you play in that license 

event matter? 

A I believe there was a prehearing conference 

that I attended, and I think the matter was -- was
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592

questions about licensing, and I think we issued a -

probably an NRC Information Notice on it.  

Q Did you review that event in conjunction with 

your assistance in the interrogatories in this matter? 

A I have seen reference to it, came across a 

reference to it as part of a discovery.  

Q You said that occurred, to the best of your 

recollection, within the past five years. Can you be a 

little bit more precise? 

A I'd say probably just about five years.  

Q- -those e-are--two-LER-4 s.Have-therebeen 

others? 

A For Millstone, at Millstone? 

Q Millstone.  

A I believe there is one maybe longer than
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board, judges.  

Q Was there a determination that there had been 

a discrepancy? 

A There was a determination, I believe, that 

-there-had-e-en--adi-screpancy,ý-and-th-at--th-caacul-ationr-s..  

were performed with the better model, and there was 

no -- I guess the final outcome was there was no safety 

significance that was attached to it.  

Q So that's three LER's. Have there been 

others? 

A I don't recall any others, no.  

Q Now, you have a lengthy history of service 

with the NRC. It's about 35 years or so? 

A Yes. Yes.  

Q And do you consider yourself an expert in the 

area of criticality at spent fuel pools? 

A Well, I have worked on them for the last 20 

years, so I -- I would say, I guess, yes.  

Q And, in fact, you prepared a memorandum dated
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592

cleared up at the -- at the prehearing.  

Q What do you mean by "cleared up"? 

A Well, it didn't go any further than -

than -- than the prehearing conference.  

Q Was there a determination -

A There was a board there, the NRC three-man
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pools, yes.  

Q Now, you say that this was an update. When 

was the issue of criticality and spent fuel pools first 

addressed by the NRC or the AAC, if you know? 

A I guess from the date of the first nuclear

plant.  

Q And that would have been when?
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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August 19th, 1998, on the issue of criticality analysis 

at spent fuel pools? 

A Yes.  

Q And, in fact, that has been produced in these 

proceedings by the applicant. Are you aware of that? 

A That is the memo from myself to 

Timothy Collins? Yes.  

Q Can you tell us why you prepared this memo? 

A Yes. The previous guidance for spent fuel 

pool analysis, I guess, was about 20 years old. It was 

-- i-n-a--so-cal-ed-Grimes -Ietter- that-was-sent-to-a-Il .-......  

licensees. And several things had progressed from then 

that the Commission had accepted which was not in the 

Grimes letter, and that was just an update of the 

current practices that were acceptable to the NRC.  

Q With regard to fuel handling and the spent 

fuel pools? 

A With reaard to criticalitv and spent fuel
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1 A I would say somewhere in the '60's.  

2 Q So as of 1998, there was perceived to be a 

3 need to update the staff -- I guess this was directed 

4 to the staff -- with regard to criticality issues at 

5 spent fuel pools, correct? 

6 A Yes. This served two purposes; to update the 

7 current acceptable methods that the staff had reviewed 

8 and approved over the years for spent fuel pool 

9 criticality, and also as a guidance for new staff 

10 members who may have recently come in who weren't aware 

1 --- -of-at1-the -progre-ss-ive-ly---accepted--technique-s.  

12 Q So over a period of decades, acceptable 

13 methods -- the term "acceptable methods" has been 

14 developing; would that be fair to say? 

15 A Yes.  

16 Q There's been an evolution? 

17 A Yes.  

18 Q Can you describe the evolution in terms of 

19 safety standards? 

20 A Sure. In the early '80's is when licensees 

21 started taking credit for so-called burn up, burn up 

22 credit for spent fuel production and reactivity caused 

23 by burn up.  

24 Around the same time some licensees went to 

25 sort of a checkerboarding arrangement of fuel storage
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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configurations so as to increase the spacing, because 

at the same time uranium enrichments were increasing in 

the fuel assemblies. Reactors are going to longer 

cycles and fuel enrichments are increasing, plus there 

was no central repository and more and more fuel 

assemblies had to be stored on site, so there had to be 

some techniques to be able to manage it safely.  

Q Now, has the K-effective standard changed 

over the years? 

A That has always been .95 as the design basis, 

a~sfa as l-knR-w-.  

Q Do you know if .9 was ever used and 

practiced? 

A I have seen .90 in some older boiling water 

submittals and tech specs.  

Q So the change from .9 to .95, how would you 

characterize that in terms of strictness; more strict 

or less strict? 

A Well, it goes from 10 percent margin to 

criticality to 5 percent margin to criticality, so it 

still offers a significant margin, it just reduces the 

margin.  

Q Was there a time when open frame racks used 

to be required? 

A I'm not sure what you mean by open frame 
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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racks. They are all open. They all have openings in 

the top where the fuel assemblies go in.  

Q Was there a time when there was a more 

particular requirement for a certain type of rack to be 

used?

A 

alone or 

Q 

generally.

Well, are you talking about based on spacing 

No, not based on spacing alone, just

A Well, the racks have evolved, as I said, with 

- the-evo-lution--of-higher--enriched--fueta--•and-h -in-cre-s• ... 

in the number of fuel assemblies on site. Racks have 

had to be compacted so that more fuel assemblies could 

be stored.

Q And what has that done -- how would you 

characterize what that has done in terms of the margin 

of safety? 

A Pardon me, concerning what? 

Q The margin of safety. Has it increased or 

decreased the margin of safety? 

A It has kept the margin of safety the same.  

They are still designed to K-effective of .95.  

Q Now, in the interrogatories, there is a 

question concerning an analysis of the probabilities 

and consequences of a criticality accident in spent
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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fuel pools. And the answer that is provided here is 

that there has not been such a study by the NRC.  

A Yes, there has not been.  

Q You're aware -- I think that was one of the 

answers that you assisted with. Can you tell us when 

there will be such a study by the NRC? 

A I don't think there will be. The NRC has a 

practice of including criticality in the design, and 

therefore, we don't feel there is a need to design 

assuming that there is a criticality event.  

ý------~Q-----We13,--but--tiere ----- has -there-beer-r-an--aa-lsis .  

to arrive at that conclusion? 

A Well, all the plant analyses arrive at that 

conclusion by maintaining a safety margin of at least 

5 percent subcriticality even for the worst accident.  

Q Let me go back to where we were a moment ago 

on the LER's. The information that you have with 

regard to Millstone is based on LER's, as you have 

said.  

Do you have any other information about 

incidents at the spent fuel pools at Millstone in terms 

of boron dilution or fuel mishandling? 

A No, I don't. I know of no boron dilution 

events that occurred at Millstone that result in an 

LER. I'm sure I would have been aware of that if there
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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were.  

Q Can you tell us what the threshold standard 

is for filing an LER on the part of a utility in the 

event of a boron dilution or maybe an event of a boron 

dilution? 

A Well, I'm not sure what the regulations are 

for filing LER's. I would imagine it would involve a 

technical specification violation, first of all, or a 

violation -- or a decrease in margin in the licensing 

basis analysis, something like that.  

Q ...But--ybre n-t sure.  

A I'm not sure what the exact requirements are 

for filing an LER.  

Q Do you know if there's a requirement for 

filing information about boron dilution that does not 

violate tech specs? 

A I'm not certain. I don't know.  

Q Do you know what the reporting requirements 

are with regard to fuel mishandling? 

A There's fuel -- fuel storage configurations 

in spent fuel pools are the only part of tech specs, so 

any violation or fuel mishandling accident or fuel 

misplacement would be reported, because it would be a 

tech spec violation.  

Q Sorry. Could you go through that one more
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time.  

A Technical specification is usually defined 

the storage configuration of fuel in the spent fuel 

pool. If there is a misloading which would violate 

those configurations, that would be a technical 

specification violation, or at least a violation of the 

design basis analysis, and that would require some type 

of report.  

Q So you would assume that in all cases after 

fuel mishandling, that they would be required to be 

-- reported-to-the-NRC-by-the--util1ity?-_ _ 

A I'm not certain. If it involved a technical 

speculation violation or a violation of licensing 

design basis, I would assume so.  

Q But you don't know for sure.  

A No.  

Q Addressing your memo of August 19th, 1998, 

again, can you tell us what database you used to -- for 

the information that you relied on for the preparation 

of this memo in terms of incidents at spent fuel pools? 

A In terms of incidents? 

Q Uh-huh.  

A I -- it was not based on incidents at spent 

fuel pools, it was based on regulatory requirements 

over the years, staff quidance over the years,
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methodologies that had been approved over the years.  

Q Well, does the NRC maintain a database of 

incidents of boron dilution or fuel mishandling at the 

spent fuel pools at Millstone and elsewhere? 

A No, we don't.  

Q You do-

A These are available in independent or 

individual LER's, but as far as maintaining a database, 

I don't know that we do. I don't think we do.  

Q If you did, do you suppose you would be in a 

posri--to--be aware f-that,i given you-r35 years o•f 

service and your specialty in this area? 

A I'm sure I would.  

Q So would you state with confidence that there 

is no database that the NRC has compiled with regard to 

boron dilution and fuel mishandling incidents at 

commercial nuclear reactors in this country? 

A I don't know of any, so I'm sure if there 

were, I would have known of it.  

Q And in the same way, are you sure that you 

would have had access to information about any boron 

dilution or fuel mishandling events at Millstone prior 

to compiling your memo of August 19th, 1998? 

A Yes, any incidents that would involve safety 

or have any safetv sianificance, I would have.
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Q And who would have made the determination as 

to whether incidents involved safety significance? 

A Could have been a number of people, including 

myself.  

Q Well, would it be the NRC that would 

determine that, or would it be the utility? 

A Well, the utility may make a determination of 

whether there was safety significance or not, but the 

NRC would do an independent review and make an 

independent determination.  

--- ..Q----.Well-l---l-ets--say-thte-utiiLi.jL-makes-a

determination that there's not a safety issue and 

therefore, doesn't report to the NRC, how does the NRC 

then find out about the incident? 

A Well, we have resident inspectors at all the 

facilities, at all the sites. We have regions that 

oversee various plants and their locales, so it would 

be one of those means.  

Q One of those means what? 

A Of knowing whether -- of being able to detect 

something like that.  

Q So you're assuming that in all cases where 

there have been incidents of fueling mishandling or 

boron dilution at reactors that the resident inspectors 

would have evaluated those for safety analysis and
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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1 reported them to the staff in such a way that you would 

2 have had access to that information in preparing your 

3 August 19th, 1998, memo? 

4 A No, I'm not sure of that, but one of the 

5 means of being able to -- to know whether such an event 

6 happened would be through a resident inspector. Not 

7 necessarily the NRC staff at headquarters.  

8 Q Can you tell us why the NRC does not 

9 maintain a database of boron dilution and fuel 

10 mishandling at the reactors? 

1-1------A•-Because--t-ose--are--two-events--t-hat-are 

12 analyzed in the design basis, whether they can occur or 

13 not. And for a complete boron dilution, I can't really 

14 think of any mechanism that would cause that, but the 

15 licensees are required to analyze for that anyway, and 

16 show that there's still 5 percent criticality margin.  

17 Q You're a scientist, are you not? 

18 A Yes.  

19 Q In order to scientifically analyze these 

20 issues, you need to have a proper database as the 

21 industry evolves, wouldn't you think? 

22 A Yes, and I am only aware of one reported 

23 incident of boron dilution event, which was very minor.  

) 24 Q And where was that? 

25 A I am not sure which plant it was, but I think
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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it was brought up by either Dr. Thompson or 

Mr. Lochbaum yesterday and at the prehearing.  

Q Was that at McGuire? 

A It might have been McGuire.  

Q Was that the reference? You were not 

previously acquainted with that event? 

A Yes, I was aware of it, but it didn't amount 

to very much. You consider the spent fuel pool is 

about 30 percent subcritical and you dilute about 100 

or 150 ppm of boron, that only brings K-effective from 

--- 7-to-.-7--ohat- s-ot-verst-gni-fi-cant-s-afety--wi:se.  

Going from 30 to 29 percent subcritical, I can't get 

very excited about that as a safety concern.  

Q Do you know if the NRC maintains a 

systematic record of administrative failures at the 

reactors? 

A No, I don't. That could encompass a very 

large area of -

Q If there were such a systematic record, would 

you be aware of it? 

A I'm not sure if I would be. I'm not sure if 

my area of the organization would be aware of it or 

would maintain that.  

Q But you're not yourself aware of such an -

A I'm not aware of it.
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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Q Are you familiar with an industry wide effort 

to establish a database of events concerning boron 

dilution and fuel mishandling? 

A No, I'm not.  

Q You're not? 

A I never heard of it, no. I'm not saying that 

it might not be a good idea, but I have never heard of 

it industry wide.  

Q Dr. Kopp, are you aware that the NRC 

requires licensees to perform analyses of the 

probabi-ity-of-degraded--core-reactor-accidents? -.......  

A I'm sorry, can you repeat that again.  

Q That the NRC requires licensees to perform 

analyses of the probabilities of degraded core reactor 

accidents? 

A I'm not aware of that, no.  

Q Well, are you aware that planning for 

off-site emergency response assumes that a degraded 

core reactor accident could occur? 

A No, that's -- I'm not involved in that.  

That's not my area. I'm aware of -

Q Well, are you aware of it? 

A No. I'm aware of safety analyses for various 

events that are required as part of Chapter 125 of 

FSAR's, which go anywhere from anticipated operational
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occurrences all the way through to severe accidents.  

I'm not aware of any -- I'm not involved, at least, in 

any of the probability assessments of various core 

accidents.  

Q The question is are you aware? 

A No.  

Q Are you aware that K-Efficient says the NRC 

will not conduct an analysis of the probability of 

consequences of the spent fuel criticality because the 

policy is to prevent criticality? 

SAj-_•,--l--be-i-ve-that--what--just said 

earlier.  

Q Then, can you tell us why --

MR. REPKA: Excuse me, where are you

reading from?

MS.  

MR.  

MS.  

MR.

BURTON: 

REPKA: 

BURTON: 

REPKA:

Where am I reading from? 

Where is that -

I'm looking at some notes.  

Okay. You weren't looking

at a document.  

BY MS. BURTON: 

Q Can you tell us, why is criticality not 

addressed in the same way as are degraded core reactor 

accidents? 

A You mean in scent fuel Dools?
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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Q Yes.  

A I would think, first of all, cores are 

designed for criticality. I mean, that's how you 

generate power. You have to have a reactor going 

critical. And if you have an accident condition during 

a power generation or something like that, you have a 

much more severe event than trying to increase 

reactivity on somewhat of a -- in a spent fuel pool, 

which is quite a bit subcritical. It's just two 

different animals.  

-th• is your expd-a on -ff-why

criticality is not addressed in the same way as are 

degraded core reactor accidents? 

A Yes, they are just two different -- two 

different animals. A core, a reactor and a spent fuel 

pool, one is designed for criticality, and one is 

designed to be inherently subcritical.  

Q Well, one has been analyzed and the other has 

not, isn't that fair, at least by the NRC? 

A Analyzing criticality in a spent fuel pool is 

a very difficult analyses. I'm not sure it could be 

done even with current techniques.  

Q Would you explain why.  

A Just assuming an initiating mechanism would 

be difficult. One cannot think of any initiating 
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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mechanisms that could cause criticality in a spent fuel 

pool, at least I can't.  

The biggest reactivity condition to a spent 

fuel pool would be a boron dilution event. The boron 

holds out about 25 percent of the reactivity in a spent 

fuel pool, and if you lose all the boron, calculations 

still have to show that you're still 5 percent 

subcritical, plus it's a very slow event, slow 

reactivity addition event.  

If you consider feedback effects, probably 

-tlie-fi-na -state-wouid,---even-if-you d-i---werelab-e--to--

go critical, would be just a chugging along or the 

boiling of some water. Not a very major event.  

Q Dr. Kopp, have you read Appendix C of 

Orange County's filing of January of the year 2000 in 

the pending matter involving the Shearon Harris plant? 

A I read the submittals. And I can't quite 

recall what Appendix C referred to, but I'm sure I read 

it all, yes.  

Q And is your statement informed with the 

information that you gleaned from that appendix? 

A I don't know. If I can see the appendix.  

I'm not sure what was in it.  

Q This is Appendix C, which is entitled, 

"Assessing the Probability and Consequences of 
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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Criticality Events in Fuel Pools," which I'll show you.  

A I recall seeing this several months ago 

during the Shearon Harris.  

Q So you have had occasion to review this 

appendix? 

A Yes.  

Q Do you agree -- can you tell us if you agree 

with the conclusions of this analysis, or disagree? 

A Is there a section on conclusions? 

MS. HODGDON: It might be more helpful 

-if--yo-w ee-to-a- -him-wh- h-c oncl~usi-xns--youS re-ta I king--

about.  

A Yes, I do not agree with these conclusions.  

BY MS. BURTON: 

Q Can you break it down and be specific as to 

why not? 

A Well, the first paragraph implies that a 

one-time variety of administrative controls are 

acceptable, and then it talks about fuel misplacements.  

You select fuel to be placed in a given position in a 

spent fuel pool on a one-time basis, so that would seem 

to fit in with this allowance of one-time 

administrative controls.  

And it goes on to speak about multiple 

events, which is not what the double contingency
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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1 principal that was brought up yesterday refers to. The 

2 double contingency says that -- realizes that there can 

3 be two events or more that can cause criticality, and 

4 therefore, the spent fuel pool is designed so that the 

5 worse unlikely event would not cause criticality, and 

6 they have a sufficient margin.  

7 In other words, combinations of various 

8 events like fuel misloadings and boron dilutions are 

9 not the way the double contingency principal is 

10 intended.  

ii So you eadifferenceofopinontere-.....  

12 Are there other differences that you have 

13 with this appendix? 

14 MS. HODGDON: Objection. Dr. Kopp, it 

15 appears, is being asked to agree with everything that 

16 he doesn't specifically disagree with, and I don't 

17 believe that it's appropriate to put him in that 

18 position. If you want to ask questions, specific 

19 questions regarding this, I would suggest that he be 

20 given an opportunity to read it and then ask specific 

21 questions with regard to specific conclusions.  

22 In other words, I would not -- I would 

23 suggest that his failure to disagree is not a wholesale 

24 endorsement of this document. I would like that on the 

25 record.
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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my question and his response.  

MS. HODGDON: I don't believe it was.  

A I can go on. The next paragraph talks about 

the experience at U.S. nuclear plant showing the fuel 

mispositioning involving misplacement of a fuel in one 

or more inappropriate burnups is a likely occurrence.  

We don't necessarily agree that this is a likely 

occurrence, but that is an event that's analyzed 

anyway, to show that pools still maintain the 5 percent 

--stbcr±ticality--margi-n-. ----

The next paragraph talks about experience 

showing that the concentration of a soluble boron in a 

pool can fall below specified levels. I don't know of 

any events except the one that was previously mentioned 

where the concentration fell to about 150 ppm, which I 

said ranged it from a subcriticality margin of about 30 

to about 28 or 29 and a half percent, which is still 

not significant.  

Plus the fact that a complete boron dilution 

event is part of the design basis of each plant. As I 

said, they analyze the spent fuel pool configuration 

with pure water rather than borated water, and that 

will still show that there's still at least a 5 percent 

subcriticalitv marain.
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BY MS. BURTON: 

Q Go on. I've asked you to break it down into 

the specific issues that you take issue with. Are 

there others? 

A I think that's every paragraph that's been in 

there. There's a mention about calculations performed 

show that supercritical configuration could occur if 

two or more fuel assemblies are positioned and the 

concentration of soluble boron is reduced. Those are 

the two or more accidents that I spoke of earlier that 

a re --no req-i byrdob2e- b-n-tih-ency.

Fuel mispositioning or dilution of soluble 

boron will occur as a result of failure of ongoing 

administrative controls. And there's a mention that 

there have been several experiences shown that there 

are -- have been fuel mispositioning events.  

Well, I think that illustrates more than 

anything that administrative controls work, or we 

wouldn't have known about these fuel mispositioning 

investments. These fuel mispositionings were found 

detected and corrected because of administrative 

controls.  

Q Were they always found and detected 

immediately? 

A I'm not sure if -- what do you mean by
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"immediately"? As soon as they occurred or before 

there can be any type of criticality? 

Q As soon as they occurred.  

A No, I don't think so. I don't believe so.  

Q So in some cases, you're aware that there 

have been lags in the failure of discovery of

administrative control? 

A I'm sure there have been failure in discovery 

that a fuel assembly was mispositioned, yes.  

Q So that would be another failure of 

A Well, as I said, the fact that they are 

eventually found shows that eventually the 

administrative controls did work.  

Q And that's a good enough standard, you think, 

for spent fuel pools? 

A Well, it is when you consider the fact that 

mispositioning of fuel assemblies are determined and 

calculated to be -- to show that there's no safety 

significance if they occur in a spent fuel pool. This 

is one of the events that are required to be analyzed 

by the staff.  

Q Do you dispute that supercriticality could 

occur, given the assumptions stated in Appendix C? 

A In the combination of fuel misplacements and
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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boron dilutions? 

Q Right.  

A There could be various combinations, sure, 

that could result in criticality well beyond anything 

realistic, and they are well beyond what's required to 

be analyzed. And I'm not sure what one would do with 

information like that when developed in an envelope 

like that. If it took 100 misplacements and the 75 

percent boron dilution event to show that you can go 

critical, I'm not sure what that would show.  

---- A-s---I--sadTd--we--l-ok--at the --worst--most- -.--.----..  

unlikely event, complete boron dilution event, and 

still show that there is a 5 percent subcriticality 

margin.  

Q Can you tell us if a degraded core reactor 

accident was considered realistic in 1970? 

A I don't know.  

Q You do not know? 

A I'm -- when you speak about the degraded cor e

reactor accident, I'm not sure what you're referring 

to. I mean, we've looked at the reactor core accidents 

since the beginning of nuclear power plants.  

Q In the year 1970, were they considered 

realistic by the NRC? 

A They were classified according to whether 
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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1 they are expected to occur, say, during the lifetime of 

2 a plant, or whether they were not expected to occur, 

3 but were analyzed anyway, such as the accident, such as 

4 rod ejection accidents, loss of coolant accidents, 

5 compared to the other end, some minor transients, such 

6 as rod misalignment, control rod misalignment. So 

7 these were looked at, as far as I know, since nuclear 

8 plants were designed and built.  

9 Q Are you familiar with NRC Regulatory Guide 

10 1.174? 

~11--~ A-nt--sure---What--is--th•-tit1e? 

12 Q Concerning risk assessments.  

13 A No.  

14 Q Are you familiar with individual plant 

15 examinations and individual plant safety assessments? 

16 A No.  

17 Q Are you familiar with INPO? 

18 A Is that an organization? 

19 Q Yes, uh-huh.  

20 A I've heard of them.  

21 Q Are you familiar with data that is collected 

22 by INPO concerning events in spent fuel pools which may 

23 not reported to the NRC? 

24 A No, I'm not.  

25 Q Are you familiar with the term "standard
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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review plan"? 

A Yes.  

Q What is that, please? 

A Well, that was a set of guidance that the 

staff developed for licensees or applicants that were 

coming in for a construction permit or operating 

license for a nuclear power plant. And it was guidance 

on how to calculate various accidents, the assumptions 

to make, the results that were acceptable to the staff.  

Q And when was the first standard review plan 

-- implemented;--do--you--know? 

A I'd say the early '70's.  

Q And what analysis of boron dilution and fuel 

mishandling in spent fuel pools are required to be 

submitted in conjunction with those review plans? 

A Well, as I said, the standard review plan for 

the spent fuel pool requires that the analysis be done 

in pure water, so the requirement is that the analysis 

be done assuming complete boron dilution without 

describing what mechanism may be available to -- to 

allow that to happen.  

Q Is that the extent of the analysis that is 

required of boron dilution and fuel mishandlings in the 

standard review plan? 

A - In the spent fuel pool? 
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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Q Yes.  

A There are boron dilution events in the core 

that are reviewed.  

Q What about fuel mishandlings? 

A I'm not sure if the standard review plan 

mentions anything about fuel mishandlings or 

misplacements. There is, of course, the fuel assembly 

drop event, which is not really a criticality concern.  

That's more of a radiation concern. The concern is you 

drop a fuel assembly and you damage other fuel 

-&-a-embtes--n--the- -o-o--ald-dam- -ge--thi a-ddi-g--ad.  

release nuclides, so that's more of a dose concern 

rather than a criticality concern.  

Q Dr. Kopp, what is your plant operational 

experience? 

A Plant operation? 

Q Operational experience.  

A I have never worked at a nuclear plant.  

Q Now, do I understand that yesterday you

participated in a site visit of the Unit 3 spent fuel 

pool?

A 

Q 

A 

Q

Yes.  

Had you ever been there before? 

Not at Millstone, no.  

Can you tell us your observations, please.
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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A All of them? I'm -- I'm not sure what you 

mean. What are you -

Q I'd like to hear your impressions of what you 

observed at the spent fuel pool.  

A Well, I observed that security was very 

stringent, I observed the space in the spent fuel pool 

where the new racks will be going.  

Q And what did you observe about that? 

A First of all, that there was adequate space 

to place the spent fuel pool racks, and that the new 

-ra-cks-ould -come- -n--and-b--pia-ced-tn-the vacant .  

position in the pool without going over the existing 

spent fuel, so that there would not be concern about a 

rack drop accident on spent fuel that is currently in 

the pool.  

Aside from that, there's not very much to get 

excited about looking at a spent fuel pool. There's 

not really much going on, so I'm not sure what you're 

after as far as my observations go.  

Q Did you notice anything about the location of 

the area for fresh fuel in relation to spent fuel? 

A When it first comes in or when it's put into 

the pool? 

Q The location in the pool.  

A Yes.
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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Q You did make an observation as to the 

location in the pool for fresh fuel in relation to 

spent fuel?
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system? 

A No, I -- I've seen -- I saw pipes and all
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592

A Yes, I believe it was in an area of the pool 

that was checkerboarded. It was either capped, or some 

way to prevent fresh fuel from being placed in every -

every pool location. It was checkerboarded in order to 

increase the spacing between fresh fuel.  

Q Was there anything about the spacing that 

particularly was of particular interest to you or 

-- concern-?..----...........  

A No, except that the spacing between fresh 

fuel was about twice as -- twice the distance as it was 

between the spent fuel.  

Q In terms of the location of the fresh fuel 

with reference to the spent fuel, did you make any 

observations about that or have any concerns about 

that? 

A Well, of course, it was closer to the reactor 

because it eventually has to go into the reactor core, 

so it was near the reactor opening. Aside from that, 

there were really no other observations.  

Q Did you happen to notice the overhead heatina
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types of things, equipment in there, but I'm not sure 

what was what. My expertise is in criticality and the 

pool, not in the auxiliary systems, so I wouldn't have 

any comment on any of that.  

Q But you did observe overhead piping? 

A I observed piping, yes, overhead.  

Q But you don't know -

A What was going through there.  

Q -- what was going through the pipes? 

I wonder if you can tell us what NRC 

-- guiidelines-the-r-e-a-nd-what-criteri-there are for .----..  

determining when administrative controls are 

appropriate and when not? 

A Are you talking with regard to criticality 

or -

Q With regard to the spent fuel pools.  

A The NRC has a lot of administrative controls 

for -- since I've been involved in spent fuel pool 

reviews for placing fuel assemblies.  

Q Would you please identify the guidelines and 

criteria that are used by the NRC, if you can, if you 

know? 

A I'm not just sure what you mean by guidelines 

and criteria.  

Q Well, are there any standards that the NRC
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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applies when it evaluates whether reliance on 

administrative controls is appropriate? 

A Well, we have regulations that allow 

administrative controls for precluding criticality.  

Q You're talking what appears in the CFR? 

A Yes.  

Q Apart from that, standards, guidelines, 

criteria? 

A There are various standards that -- ANSI 

standards. I'm not sure of the number or the exact 

officially endorsed by the NRC, but there are industry 

standards that -- that speak about administrative 

controls.  

Q Okay. But my question was NRC standards, not 

industry standards.  

A Our NRC standard is there would be -- one of 

them would be the regulation 10 CFR 50.68.  

Q Well, apart from that, are there any other 

standards that you can identify? And are there 

standards that the NRC itself employs; if you know? 

A Offhand, I don't know, no.  

Q Well, if there were standards, you probably 

would have referred to them in your memo of August 

19th, 1998; is that a fair statement?
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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Possibly there would have been a reference in 

Is there a reference in your memo? 

To a standard?

Q Uh-huh.  

A Not that I know of.  

Q So how does the NRC, then, decide where to 

draw the line where it has to decide whether an 

administrative control is appropriate or not in a given 

situation involving spent fuel pools; if you know? 

A----Im-not sure-wh-at-you-mean-r-where-the-NRC----

draws the line.  

Q You don't know then? 

A I'm not quite sure what you're -- what you're

asking.  

Q Well, in any given case where there is an 

application to rely on administrative controls and the 

NRC has to decide whether it's appropriate or not in 

that instance, I'm looking to understand what the NRC 

uses in order to understand whether it should allow 

administrative controls or say no, they would not be 

appropriate in a certain case? 

A Well, for one thing, we would probably look 

at how many things would have to go wrong for the 

administrative controls in order to get to a situation 
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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where, for example, an erroneous fuel assembly could be 

put in the wrong place, whether it would take several 

operators not following a set of preplanned procedures 

and a second set not verifying the final position of a 

fuel assembly. So things like that would be looked at.  

How many screwups there would have to be to get into an 

abnormal situation.  

Q So there is a screwup policy that the NRC 

employs? Can you identify a little bit better for us? 

A Not any better than I just said. We would 

l ook -at--how--nany-t-imes -how manyc-ontro--s how-many .  

administrative controls there are on selecting the fuel 

assembly to be put in a certain spent fuel pool 

location.  

Q Would it be fair to say that the analysis 

done is -- that the analysis that is done is done on an 

ad hoc case-by-case basis, without standards and 

criteria? 

A There are no concrete standards or criteria, 

it's just a matter of the reviewer looking and seeing 

what would have to go wrong. And aside from that, the 

event is analyzed as a required analysis anyway. It 

has to be analyzed.  

So the analysis for a spent fuel pool 

accident is somewhat different than a reactor core,
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because in a reactor core, you have to assume what the 

initiating events are, how long it takes, what controls 

there are.  

Spent fuel pool, the requirement is that you 

assume the accident occurs independent of whether it 

can, how likely it is, how long it takes to occur, and 

so forth. It's instantaneously all the boron in the 

spent fuel pool is lost. How that's magically done, I 

don't know.  

Q Are you familiar with an incident at 

-Mi-11stone-where--the-re -was -leakage--that--went-tndetected 

for a certain period of time leading to a drop in the 

pool level, the water level? 

A No, I'm not.  

Q Well, if that had occurred, would that be 

something that you would have considered as part of 

your work on this matter? 

A That would be more of a radiation problem 

than a criticality problem.  

Q Would it have been of interest to you and 

concern in your assessment and in your participation in 

this proceeding? 

A It would, yes.  

Q And can you tell us why; why that would be 

relevant to your role here?

| ,!
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) A No, I don't. All I know is that most spent 

L- -f ue-poo-1l-have--both-a-low-leve -l-and-a--high--level --.-......  

Z alarm, which would indicate a several inch variation 

3 between what the required 23 feet of water above the 

I spent fuel is -- whether it's decreased or increased.  

Q Is there a criticality alarm at Millstone? 

5 A I think it just went off.  

1 In the spent fuel pool? 

Q Yeah, at Millstone.  

A I'm not sure there's a criticality alarm.  

There are radiation alarms in the spent fuel, which 

indicate a pool level drop or damaged fuel or spent 

fuel assembly that may be coming too close to the top 

of the pool, but those, again, are radiation concerns, 

not criticality concerns.  

Q Do you know if there is any criticality
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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A Well, depending on what the makeup source was 

for the water, if there were a pool level drop -- first 

of all, a pool level drop within a very small band is 

enunciated in the control room. That's one thing we 

heard yesterday at the site visit. So the operators in 

the control room would be aware of any pool level 

change through measurement systems and alarms.  

Q Do you know when that system was put in 

place?
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monitoring that goes on at Millstone? 

A I do not know.  

Q You do not know? 

A No.  

Q Would you be concerned to learn that there 

have been incidents of fuel mishandling at Millstone 

that were not reported through the LER process? 

A I would be interested. As far as concerned, 

I would have to know what the events were and how 

significant they were.  

Q Wolu-yGuprtcip~t1-on--in-1te~e--pro-ce-edings ...  

potentially be affected by learning about a series of 

fuel mishandlings at Millstone? 

A A series all at the same time or -

Q Over time.  

A Over the years? Over time.  

Q Over time.  

A As I said, I would be interested in learning 

about it, but as I said before, this is an event that's 

analyzed for anyway, so -

Q But you have not analyzed -- your analysis 

has not been informed by fuel mishandling events at 

Millstone, other than what you spoke of earlier in the 

three LER's; is that correct? 

A That's correct, as far as I can recall, yes.  
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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Q Do you know if this amendment is granted, 

would it be possible for spent fuel to be moved from 

Unit 1 to Unit 3? 

A I don't think so. I think I asked yesterday 

whether the units were connected, whether the spent 

fuel pools were connected, and I was told no. Whether 

it could be done via casks, dry casks, that's another 

question. But as far as being transferred under water, 

I don't think so. I don't think there's a connection.  

Q I didn't say under water. I meant 

-- transferred-at--al-l;---.--

A Oh, I assume that fuel could be put into a 

dry cask and transported over into another unit, spent 

fuel pool.  

Q So you would assume that it would be possible 

to move Unit l's spent fuel to the Unit 3 pool if this 

amendment allowing reracking were to be granted? 

A Well, that would require separate approval, 

first of all, for dry cask storage and for dry cask 

movement. That would not be part of this amendment 

request. It's a separate type of request. It would be 

a different organization within the NRC that would be 

involved in that also.  

Q If the spent fuel pool in Unit 3 were 

presently beyond capacity to allow a full core 
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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off-load, is that a situation that would require 

shutdown? 

A No.  

Q Can you tell us why? 

A There is no requirement to have a full core 

off-load capability in spent fuel pools. I mean, 

that's up to the licensees if something occurs where 

they have to shut down the reactor and have to off-load 

the fuel, it's their concern whether they have -

whether they can do that or not. If they can't do 

-- t-hat,--the-fie-l--would--have-to--remarh-i-n--the--core, and 

it's completely a licensing decision -- I mean a 

licensee's decision.  

Q Aren't there occasions, emergency conditions 

that could arise that would require full core off-load? 

A Not that I know of. I don't see any reason 

where there were an emergency the fuel could not remain 

in the core. And as I said, that would be, you know, 

the licensee's problem whether he would -- if he 

couldn't off-load fuel that were damaged in some type 

of event in the core and had to keep it in the core, 

that would prevent him from operating again with -

with fresh fuel. But there are no regulations that 

require a full core off-load, as far as I know.  

Q You mean capacity for a full core off-load?
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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A Right.  

Q But would you agree that there are occasions 

when it is necessary to unload the reactor, defuel the 

reactor, other than a refueling of it? 

A I can't think of any. Like I said, this 

would be purely a licensee's decision whether he would 

want to be able to off-load the core if some event 

occurred. If there is not capacity available for it, 

then licensees would be forced to maintain the fuel in 

the core and discontinue operating.  

Q ---- r-e-you-famiT-with--the--standards-

qualification standards for operators at the reactors? 

A No.  

MS. HODGDON: While you're shifting 

gears, could I ask, first of all, could we take a 

break; and secondly when you're contemplating lunch.  

How much more do you have? 

MS. BURTON: I think I have just a 

little bit more with Dr. Kopp, if you would like to 

take a break now.  

MS. HODGDON: I think a break for

everybody.

MS. BURTON: All right.  

MS. HODGDON: Thank you.  

(Recess taken)
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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1 MS. BURTON: We're back on.  

S 2 Q Dr. Kopp, you have indicated that you have 

3 reviewed the submissions by Northeast Utilities in this 

4 matter? 

5 A Yes.  

6 Q And is it your understanding that the 

7 licensee is proposing to maintain a soluble boron in 

8 the spent fuel pool? 

9 A Yes.  

10 Q And do you agree that it is needed in this 

-1-1- -matte r,--that-IA -'ýL s--necessary-for-the--l ensee--to--

12 maintain soluble boron in the spent fuel pool at 

13 Unit 3; and if so, why? 

14 A The main requirement to maintain it is -

15 primarily has to do with the core itself during 

16 refueling. When everything is connected -- the 

17 transfer canal, the spent fuel pool and the reactor 

18 core -- during refueling, when the fuel is removed from 

19 the core and put in the pool, and new fresh fuel from 

20 the pool is put in the core, if there are no boron in 

21 the -- there's a requirement to maintain at least a 

22 5 percent shutdown margin in the core during that time.  

23 And you need about 2600 ppm of boron to meet 

24 that. If there are no boron in the pool when 

25 evervthinQ was connected, that would be -- dilute the
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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boron in the reactor core, which would not maintain the 

5 percent required shutdown margin during refueling.  

So that's one reason why you have to maintain 

boron in the spent fuel pool.  

Q Apart from that, do you perceive any other 

reason why the soluble boron needs to be maintained in 

the spent fuel pool at other times? 

A Do you mean any level at all or the required 

2600 ppm? 

Q Any level at all.  

A --- As-I--saTd,--the--a-nlaysi s--s-done -as-suming -that--

there is no boron in the spent fuel pool, and that has 

to show that there is still a 5 percent subcriticality 

margin without boron.  

Q Do you agree that boron is required to be 

maintained because of the potential for fuel 

misplacement? 

A Well, that's one of the lesser events that I 

looked at. The complete dilution of 25 or 2600 ppm of 

boron from the spent fuel pool is by far a larger 

reactivity addition to the spent fuel pool than any 

fuel misloading event. The reactivity insertion due to 

fuel misloading event is on the order of a few percent 

reactivity, whereas boron dilution event is about 25 or 

30 percent of reactivity.  
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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So by far, a boron dilution event is the most 

reactive accident or the accident which has the most 

reactivity to a spent fuel pool. That is the limiting 

event.  

Q Do you agree that it is necessary to 

maintain soluble boron because of the potential for 

fuel misplacement at Unit 3? 

A I think the licensee or whole text analyses 

show that fuel misplacement would still not result in 

criticality, even with complete loss of boron.  

_-- Q ... D--t---dy-a--Lyze mItp-mspla-cement 

incidents? 

A I don't think so.  

Q Are you aware that there have been multiple 

misplacement incidents at reactors? 

A I recall seeing something where there have 

been several, yes.  

Q Do you agree it would be important in this 

matter for an analysis to be undertaken that would 

postulate multiple misplacement incidents in the spent 

fuel pool? 

A That would go beyond what the staff requires 

in reviewing -- in spent fuel pool analysis.  

Q And could you point to the standard or the 

policy that provides that? 
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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A There's one thing, the letter -- the letter 

you referenced before, my letter to -- to Mr. Collins, 

which addressed all the approved methodology and 

guidance for spent fuel pool criticality analysis, 

which talks about the single fuel misplacement.  

Q Well, where is the standard that establishes 

that that is the extent that will be required by the 

NRC? 

A There is no standard. The -- the guidance is 

provided by the double contingency principal.  

_--Q -- Do-you--agree-that-you-drafted-your-mnemo-of-

August 19th, 1998 in part because there was confusion 

with respect to this issue on the part of licensees and 

the staff -- on the part of the staff, shall we say? 

A On the part of the staff, no.  

Q Then what was the need to draft the memo? 

A As I said, there were new methodologies that 

had been reviewed and approved from the previous 

guidance that had been issued, which was the so-called 

Grimes letter.  

More recently, we approved a methodology for 

accrediting boron, partial boron, in spent fuel pools, 

which Millstone doesn't use, but other licensees have 

taken credit for partial boron to meet the .95 

criterion.
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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Q But again, your memo does not -- stricken.  

So you're saying that because the staff has 

never required an analysis of multiple misplacement 

incidents, does that alone set a standard? 

A No, I'm saying the double contingency 

principal, which has been adopted by the staff for many 

years, does not require it.  

Q And you agree that analysis has not been done 

with respect to this present application? 

A For multiple misplacements? 

Q-----Yes.-_ _ 

A Correct, yes.  

Q Now, going back for a moment again to the 

site visit yesterday of the spent fuel pool, when you 

were there, were you able to distinguish between the 

areas that have blockers and those that -- and the area 

that does not? 

A I was able to see the blockers, but I -- from 

the distance over the vacant part of the spent fuel 

pool, I did not look over the edge when I was closer, 

for fear of losing my hat.  

Q So you noticed an area where there were 

blockers? 

A Yes.  

Q Was there an area that did not have blockers?
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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A 

Q 

each othE 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

PWR fuel 

Q 

-A

Q 

look like

Yes.  

And did you notice how close they were to 

mr? 

Yes.  

Could you tell us how close they were? 

Well, they were adjacent to each other.  

How close? 

Probably a little larger than the width of a 

assembly.  

Which would be what, approximately in inches? 

--A-li-ttle--ovet--efight--i-nches -- maybe. -........... .  

Could you describe for us what the blockers

A I couldn't see -- I don't know whether they 

were just caps on top of a vacant storage container 

that prevented an assembly from being locked in there, 

or whether they were -- extended the whole length of 

the can. I just saw something blocking every other 

storage container.  

Q And do you know what blockers are used for? 

A Prevent fuel from inadvertently being loaded 

into the wrong location.  

.Q And did anything about the proximity of those 

two different areas that you have just observed give 

you cause for concern?
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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A No, not really. The blockers were pretty 

well visible from way on the other side of the pool.  

Q Did you understand that one area was suitable 

for fresh fuel, as opposed to the other area, which was 

not suitable for fresh fuel? 

A Yes.  

Q And that these were -- these areas were 

separated by eight inches? 

A Approximately, yes.  

Q Let me ask you this: In terms of the 

-probabil-ity-o-f-th--mi-spIa cement- of-fuel-Into--ths-wrong -

region, would that probability be lessened if they were 

a greater separation distance between those two 

regions, in your opinion? 

A I'm not sure. I -- offhand, I don't see 

why. As I said, the region that had the blocking 

devices was fairly visible from clear on the other side 

of the spent fuel pool.  

Q Well, would your answer be different if you 

knew that there has been, at Millstone, a series of 

fuel misplacements? 

A I'd have to know what -- what type of 

misplacements and what the effect was.  

Q But you're not willing to concede that having 

these two regions so close together has no potential

j.5..  
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1 effect on the probability of a misplacement that could 

2 not be diminished by greater separation? 

3 A I suppose one could say that, but, you know, 

4 I -- I'm just not sure what -- you know, how much of a 

5 diminishment there would be or how much of an increase 

6 there would be in the probability having the regions 

7 next to each other.  

8 Q You're not willing to concede any probability 

9 if the separation -- if one region were moved to the 

10 far end -- let's say the far end of the spent fuel 

1I pool, you're wot-W - -toc-nce that-th•--mith-t 

12 make a difference in lowering the probability? 

13 A I'm sure that it would. You're talking about 

14 a completely different area of the pool. If you're 

15 talking about just a few inches separation, I wouldn't 

16 see much of a difference.  

17 Q Well, I didn't mention any number of inches 

18 in my question.  

19 A That's why I'm confused as to what you're 

20 talking about.  

21 Q Well, would you be willing then to concede 

22 that there would potentially be a reduction in the 

23 probability of a misplacement of fuel if those two 

24 regions were separated by a greater distance? 

25 A Well, the thinq that qoverns the placement of
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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fuel is still the administrative procedures, and they 

are still -- I guess it would seem that if, you know, 

an area were removed quite a distance from the spent 

fuel -- the new fuel region, there could be somewhat 

less of a chance of a misloading, but still the loading 

is governed by administrative procedures and 

administrative controls, and those same procedures 

would have to be followed.  

MS. BURTON: I have no further questions 

for this witness. Do you have anything? 

MRT--REPK. -....I--havej-ust-a-coupl•-of---

questions.  

EXAMINATION BY MR. REPKA 

Q Dr. Kopp, your position at the NRC, do you 

have responsibility for establishing the requirements 

for License Event Reports? 

A No, I don't.  

Q Do you have any particular knowledge of the 

standards for what types of events require an LER? 

A No, I don't.  

Q Do you ordinarily review and trend License 

Event Reports as part of your -

A Not as a matter of routine. If a particular 

event is given to me for review, then I would see it.  

Otherwise, I would not necessarily see them.
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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Q Is there an organization at the NRC that does 

that? 

A There used to be. I'm not sure if it still 

exists or not. It was AEOD.  

Q Does that function still exist somewhere, as 

far as you know? 

A I don't know.  

MR. REPKA: No further questions.  

MS. BURTON: Attorney Hodgdon.  

MS. HODGDON: Just -- I will have to 

•o-k--tmy n-otes.-__ _ 

EXAMINATION BY MS. HODGDON 

Q Could you explain more fully what your 

responsibilities are with relation to review of a 

particular licensee application for an amendment.  

What do you do as a technical reviewer and 

what determination are you asked to make regarding that 

application; and if you could, the extent to which the 

use of administrative controls might come into that 

review?.  

A Boy.  

Q That's a long question. I'm sorry. I'll 

break it up. You have done all of those. I'm just 

trying to get it together.  

A Well, the first thing --
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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Q What are your responsibilities in your 

technical review? 

A Reviewing the methods, the computer codes and 

the benchmarking to see whether the methods that are 

used are adequate to -- to predict the -- or to use for 

the analysis that's being performed; to look at the 

analysis itself to see if the results meet the staff's 

and the NRC's regulations as far as degree of 

subcriticality required, the events that should be 

looked at to ensure that that degree of subcriticality 

is.. •- me•f - est-6-f-i? ....  

Q The rest of the question was how do you focus 

on the use of administrative controls? I mean, is 

there any focus on administrative controls? Do you 

separate that out as being some box you check, or just 

how do you go about that? Is that something that leaps 

out at you, the words "administrative controls" as 

being something that you pay particular attention to, 

or-

A I guess the answer is no, not really.  

Q What -

A I'm certainly aware of where administrative 

controls are used, but any time you move fuel or place 

fuel in a spent fuel pool, it's based on administrative 

controls.  
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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MS. HODGDON: Thank you. I think that

answers my question. I have no other questions.  

MS. BURTON: I'm just going to go back 

to follow that for a moment.  

FURTHER EXAMINATION BY MS. BURTON 

Q Dr. Kopp, are you familiar with the 

circumstances at Millstone that led to the two-year 

shutdown of the entire station in 1996? 

A No, I'm not.  

Q Not at all familiar with that? 

-. . .. N o . - . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . .  

Q Are you familiar with the history of 

penalties and enforcement actions against that 

particular station? 

A No, I'm not.  

Q Are you at all familiar with a federal 

criminal investigation that led to $10 million in fines 

being imposed last September? 

A No.  

Q Northeast Utilities, you're not aware of

that? 

A No.  

Q Are you aware of recent sanctions that were 

upheld against certain people at the station for 

retaliatory conduct aqainst employees?
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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A No.  

Q Are you aware of charges of felonies under 

the Atomic Energy Act that the company pleaded guilty 

to last fall? 

A No, I'm not.  

Q Falsification of training documents? 

A No.  

Q You never heard of any of this -

A This is not my -- I'm a nuclear engineer that 

looks at, primarily, criticality concerns in spent fuel 

pools.. A-11-tiose other issues are-nh-t inhmy --- WUd

not be involved in them.  

Q Well, you have mentioned administrative 

controls. That really has to do with -- well, could 

you define "administrative control" for us.  

A I would view it as a written procedure that 

is required to be followed performing a certain task.  

Q And are you familiar with the performance at 

the Millstone station in terms of complying with 

administrative controls? 

A No, I'm not.  

Q You have no familiarity whatsoever? 

A No, not anything that I could talk about or 

that I would be aware of enough to talk about.  

Q Well, if you were aware that there was a
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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FURTHER EXAMINATION BY MR. REPKA 

By saying that that wouldn't inform your 

do you mean to imply that the NRC would not 

those considerations? 

No, I would not.  

You personally would not? 

As a personal reviewer. There are other 

the NRC, I'm sure, that would.  

Might that include the regional office? 

The regional office, enforcement, whatever.  

The Office of Enforcement, the Commission
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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history of failure over years to adhere to standards of 

administrative controls at that station, would that be 

an issue that would be of concern that you would need 

to analyze or should have analyzed in the course of 

preparing the work that you did in participating with 

this discovery? 

A That would have been something that would 

have been handled by the NRC itself rather than my 

little area of the NRC.  

Q So it would not inform your analysis at all? 

A--No.  

MS. BURTON: I have nothing further.  

MR. REPKA: Let me follow up with that,
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itself? 

A Yes.  

Q And as far as you know, those organizations 

permitted Millstone to restart Unit 3 in 1998? Are you 

aware of that? 

A Well, if they are operating, they must -- I 

guess they have.  

MR. REPKA: Okay. Thank you.  

MS. BURTON: Just to follow up.  

FURTHER EXAMINATION BY MS. BURTON 

Q------But--yo -h-av -any-pe

degree to which the regional office or other agencies 

within the NRC have evaluated issues of failure to 

comply with administrative controls? 

A Millstone, no, I do not.  

Q And are you aware or do you have familiarity 

with violations of administrative controls which may 

have occurred at the plant since the NRC approved 

restart of Units 2 and 3? 

A No, I'm not.  

Q Are you familiar with License Event Reports 

that may have been generated in this intervening time? 

A No, I'm not, not unless I was specifically 

asked to review them.  

MS. BURTON: I have nothinq further for
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1 this witness.  

) 2 Anything further? 

3 MR. REPKA: Nothing from me.  

4 MS. BURTON: Attorney Hodgdon? 

5 MS. HODGDON: No.  

6 MS. BURTON: Thank you.  

7 (Time noted 12:15 p.m.) 
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MAY 11, 2000

DEPOSITION OF LAURENCE T. KOPP, Ph.D.

LAURENCE T. KOPP, Ph.D.

daySubscribed and sworn to before me this 

, 2000.

Notary Public

My Commission Expires: 
SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592

In the Matter of: 

Northeast Nuclear Energy 
Company 

Millstone Nuclear Power 
Station, Unit No. 3

of
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1 STATE OF CONNECTICUT) 
7.) ) 
2 COUNTY OF NEW LONDON) 

3 I, Kathryn Orofino, a Notary Public within 

4 and for the State of Connecticut, do hereby certify 

5 that I took the deposition of LAURENCE T. KOPP, Ph.D., 

6 a witness above-entitled action pursuant to 

7 10 CFR Section 2.740a on the 11th day of May, 2000, at 

8 the Mystic-Noank Library, 40 Library Street, Mystic, 

9 Connecticut, at 10:15 a.m.  

10 I further certify that said witness was by me 

11 diuly sworn to tesifyto-te u, the o1-e--trut-hnd--

12 nothing but the truth, and that the testimony was taken 

13 by me stenographically and thereafter reduced to 

14 writing under my supervision; and that I am not an 

15 attorney, relative or employee of any party hereto nor 

16 otherwise interested in the event of this cause.  

17 In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my 

18 hand and affixed my seal this 26th day of May 2000.  

19 

20 

21 Sho and Reporter #342 
Notary Public 

22 
My Notary Public Commission Expires March 31st, 2001 

23 
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SHEA & DRISCOLL (860) 443-3592
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June 21, 2000 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD 

In the Matter of: ) ) 

Northeast Nuclear Energy Company ) Docket No. 50-423-LA-3 
) 

(Millstone Nuclear Power Station, ) 
Unit No. 3) ) ASLBP No. 00-771-01-LA 

NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ENERGY COMPANY'S SUPPLEMENTARY RESPONSE 

TO CONNECTICUT COALITION AGAINST MILLSTONE AND LONG ISLAND 

COALITION AGAINST MILLSTONE'S THIRD SET OF INTERROGATORIES 

Northeast Nuclear Energy Company ("NNECO") hereby files its supplementary 

response to the Connecticut Coalition Against Millstone ("CCAM") and the Long Island 

Coalition Against Millstone's ("CAM") (collectively, "Intervenors") "Third Set of 

Interrogatories and Requests for Production" ("Intervenors' Third Discovery Requests"),' which 

was served on NNECO on May 19, 2000.  

1. Discovery Requests 

A(4) Calculations of kef 

(1) Given the implementation of the proposed re-racking of the Millstone 3 

pool, and assuming an absence of soluble boron, what would be the calculated k-effective in each 

of the regions of the pool if various combinations of fresh fuel assemblies were placed in the 

racks? For this purpose, various combinations of fresh fuel assemblies would include one 

assembly, two adjacent assemblies, four adjacent assemblies, and a full rack, where in each case 

the surrounding cells would be occupied by assemblies of the highest reactivity allowed by the 

Technical Specifications.  

I Although Intervenors refer to the subject request as their third, in reality it is their second.



NNECO's Response: In accordance with Atomic Safety and Licensing Board's 

Memorandum and Order (Discovery Rulings, 5/26/00 Telephone Conference), dated June 8, 

2000, and NNECO's June 2, 2000, responses to the Intervenors' Third Discovery Requests, 

attached to this response are the assumptions and results for beyond-design-basis criticality 

calculations performed by Dr. Turner of Holtec International that NNECO will rely on in its 

written filing for the Subpart K proceeding.  

Respectfully submitted,

Dated in Washington, D.C.  
this 21 st day of June 2000

David A. Repka 
Donald P. Ferraro 
WINSTON & STRAWN 
1400 L Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20005-3502 

Lillian M. Cuoco 
NORTHEAST UTILITIES SERVICE COMPANY 
107 Selden Street 
Berlin, Connecticut 06037 

ATTORNEYS FOR NORTHEAST NUCLEAR 
ENERGY COMPANY

-2-
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Attachment A

TABLE 1 

Criticality Calculations for Region I

SAr k-effective* Comment 

2,600 Completely filled 0.7611 k,, well below critical 

Normal with fresh fuel of 

concentration 5% enrichment 

800 Completely filled 0.8916 Remains subcritical at 

Technical with fresh fuel of Technical Specification 

Specification limit 5% enrichment limit of 800 ppm 

0 Completely filled 0.9728 Remains subcritical with 

Highly unlikely with fresh fuel of system filled with fuel of 

5% enrichment maximum reactivity and 
Loss of all soluble concurrent loss of all soluble 

boron boron 

* The k-effective values do not include bias and manufacturing tolerances, which are 

usually about 0.01 5Ak in Region 1.



Attachment A

TABLE 2 

Criticality Calculations for Region 2

ppm Bo Fuel Arra k-effective* 

2,600 Completely filled with 0.9384 Multiple accident condition 

Normal concentration fresh fuel of 5% remains sub-critical 

enrichment 

2,000 Completely filled with 0.9842 Minimum Boron 

fresh fuel of 5% concentration of 2000 ppm 

Boron dilution enrichment Boron to assure sub
criticality for multiple 

accident scenario 

800 8 assemblies fresh fuel 0.9794 Multiple accident with 8 

Technical of 5% enrichment mis- fresh fuel assemblies 

Specification limit loaded into otherwise remains sub-critical at 

empty Region 2 rack Technical Specification limit 
of 800 ppm Boron 

800 5 assemblies fresh fuel 0.9663 Multiple accident with 5 

Technical of 5% enrichment mis- fresh fuel assemblies 

Specification limit loaded into Region 2 remains sub-critical at 

otherwise filled with Technical Specification limit 

spent fuel of 800 ppm Boron 

0 3 assemblies fresh fuel 0.9241 Maximum number of 

Loss of all soluble of 5% enrichment mis- concurrent accidents in 

Boron loaded into otherwise otherwise empty Region 2 

empty Region 2 rack with loss of all soluble 
Boron 

0 1 assembly fresh fuel of 0.9450 Single misplaced assembly 

Loss of all soluble 5% enrichment accident with concurrent loss 

Boron accidentally mis-loaded of all soluble boron 

into Region 2 otherwise 
filled with spent fuel 

k-effective values do not include bias and manufacturing tolerances which are usually 

about 0.OlAk for fresh fuel ( Cases 1, 2, 3, and 5 above). For Cases 4 and 6 above, with 

spent fuel assemblies present in the Region 2 racks, the bias and uncertainties could be as 

large as 0.019Ak.

A-2



Attachment A

TABLE 3 

Criticality Calculations for Region 3

mFuel Arr k-effective* Comment 

2,600 Completely filled with 0.8503 Multiple accident 

Normal fresh fuel of 5% condition - remains sub

concentration enrichment critical 

1,320 Completely filled with 0.9811 Minimum soluble Boron 
fresh fuel of 5% concentration of 1,320 

Boron dilution enrichment ppm to assure sub
criticality with multiple 

accident scenario 

800 8 assemblies fresh fuel 0.9752 Maximum number of 
Technical of 5% enrichment mis- concurrent accidents in 

Specification limit loaded into otherwise Region 3 at the 

empty Region 3 rack Technical Specification 
limit of 800 ppm Boron 

800 5 assemblies fresh fuel 0.9528 Maximum number of 
Technical of 5% enrichment mis- concurrent accidents in 

Specification limit loaded into Region 3 Region 3 at the 

otherwise filled with Technical Specification 
spent fuel limit of 800 ppm Boron 

0 1 assembly of fresh fuel 0.9707** Single misplaced 

Loss of all soluble 5% enrichment mis- assembly of the 

Boron loaded into Region 3 maximum reactivity 
otherwise filled with with concurrent loss of 

spent fuel all soluble Boron 

k-effective values listed do not include bias and uncertainties which are about 0.018Ak 

for fresh fuel ( Cases 1, 2, and 3 above ) and 0.029% Ak when the racks are otherwise 

filled with spent fuel ( Cases 4 and 5 above).  

** A single misloaded assembly accident remains sub-critical at nominal spent fuel pool 

water temperatures, including bias and maximum uncertainties. However, because the 

temperature coefficient of reactivity is positive for Region 3, should a concurrent 

abnormal increase in pool temperatures occur, Region 3 could potentially reach a critical 

condition in the absence of all soluble boron. At 150*F, as little as 30 ppm of soluble 

boron would ensure sub-criticality, including bias and uncertainties.

A-3
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A l !I - N E S T A E S .  

0A I ENRG COMSSO

No. H-252 FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Tel. 973-3335 or (Monday, November 22, 1965) 

973-3446 

AEC SEEKING PUBLIC COMMENT ON PROPOSED DESIGN CRITERIA 
FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONSTRUCTION PERMITS 

The Atomic Energy Commission is seeking comment from the 
nuclear industry and other interested persons on proposed 
general design criteria which have been developed to assist 
in the evaluation of applications for nuclear power plant 
construction permits.  

The proposed criteria have been developed by the AEC 
regulatory staff and discussed with the Commission's Advisory 
Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS). They represent an 
effort to set forth design and performance criteria for 
reactor systems, components and structures which have evolved 
over the years in licensing of nuclear power plants by the 
AEC. As such, they reflect the predominating experience to 
date with water reactors but most of them are generally appli
cable to other reactors as well.  

It is recognized that further efforts by the AEC regu
latory staff and the ACRS will be necessary to fully develop 
these criteria. However, the criteria as now proposed are 
sufficiently advanced to submit for public comment. Also, 
they are intended to give interim guidance to applicants and
reactor equipment manufacturers.  

The development and publication of criteria for nuclear 
power plants was one of the key recommendations of the special 
Regulatory Review Panel which studied ways of streamlining 
the Commission's reactor licensing procedures.  

In the further development of these criteria, the AEC 
intends to hold discussions with organizations in the nuclear 
industry and to issue from time to time explanatory informa
tion on each criterion. Following such discussions with 
industry and receipt of other public comment, the AEC expects 
to develop and publish criteria that will serve as a basis 
for evaluation of applications for nuclear power plant con
struction permits.

(more)
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GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONSTRUCTION PERMITS 

Attached hereto are general design criteria used by the AEC in judging 

whether a proposed nuclear power facility can be built and operated without 

undue risk to the health aqd safety of the public. They represent design 

and performance criteria for reactor systems, components and structures 

which have evolved over the years in licensing of nuclear power plants by 

the AEC. As such they reflect the predominating experience to date with 

water reaczo:-s but most of them are generally applicable to other reactors 

as well.  

It should be recognized that additional criteria will be needed for 

evaluation of a detailed design, particularly for unusual sites and 

environmental conditions, and for new and advanced types of reactors.  

Moreover, there may be instances in which it can be demonstrated that one 

or more of the criteria need not be fulfilled. It should also be recognized 

that the application of these criteria to a specific design involves a 

considerable amount of engineering judgment.  

An applicant for a construction permit should present a design approach 

together with data and analysis sufficient to give assurance that the design 

can reasonably be expected to fulfill the criteria.  

FACILITY 

CRITERION 1 

Those features of reactor facilities which are essential to the 

prevention of accidents or to the mitigation of their consequences 

must be designed, fabricated, and erected to: 

(a) Quality standards that reflect the importance of the 

safety function to be performed. It should be 

recognized, in this respect, that design codes commonly 

used for nonnuclear applications may not be adequate.
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CRITERION 6 

Clad fuel must be designed to accommodate throughout its design 

lifetime all normal and abnormal modes of anticipated reactor operation, 

including the design overpower condition, without. experiencii•g significant 

cladding failures. Unclad or vented fuels must be designed with the 

similar objective of providing control over fission products. For unclad 

and vented solid fuels, normal- and abnormal modes of anticipated reactor 

operation must be achieved without exceeding design release rates of 

fission products from the fuel over core lifetime.  

CRITERION 7 

-The maximum reactivity worth of control rods or elements and. the rates 

with which reactivity can be inserted mijst be held to values such that no 

single credible mechanical or electrical control system malfunction could 

cause a reactivity transieiot capable of damaging the primary system or 

causing significant fuel failure.  

CRITERION 8 

Reactivity shutdown capability must be provided to make and hold the 

core subcritical from any credible operating condition with any one control 

element at its position of highest reactivity.  

CRITERION 9 

Backup reactivity shutdown capability must be provided that is 

independent of normal reactivity control provisions. This system must have 

the capability to shut down the reactor from any operating condition.
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CRITERION -14 

Heans must be included in the control room to show the relative.  

reactivity status of the reactor such as position indication of mechanical 

rods or concentrations of chemical poisons.  

CRITERION 15 

A reliable reactor protection system must be provided to automatically 

initiate appropriate action to prevent safety limits from being exceeded.  

Capability must be provided for testing functional operability of the system 

and for determining that no component or circuit failure has occurred. For 

instruments and control systems in vital areas where the potential conse

quences of failure require-redundancy, the redundant channels must be 

independent and must be capable of being tested to determine that they remain 

independent. Sufficient redundancy must be provided that failure or 

removal from service of a single component or channel will not .inhibit 

necessary safety action when required. These criteria should, where 

applicable, be satisfied by the instrumentation associated with containment 

closure and isolation systems, afterheat removal and core cooling systems, 

systems to prevent cold-slug accidentso and other vital systems, as. well 

as the reactor nuclear and process safety system.  

CRITERION 16 

The vital instrumentation systems of Criterion 15 must be designed 

so that no credible combination of circumstances can intefere with the 

performance of a safety function when it is needed. In particular, the 

effect of influences common to redundant channels which are intended to

I .
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CRITERION 19 

The maximuam integrat4d leakage from the containment structure .4nder 

the conditions described In Criterion 17 above must meet the site exposure 

criteria set forth in 10 CF'R 100. The containment -st-ructure must be 

designed so that the containment-can be Leak tested at least to design 

pressure conditions after completion -and-.ttistarlation of all penetrations, 

and the leakage rate measured oler asittable period to verify its con

fo-mance with required performance. The plant must be designed for later 

tests at suitable pressures, 

CRITERION 20 

All containment Structure penetrations subject to failure such as 

resilient seals and expansion bellows must be designed "and constructed 

so that leak-tightness can be demonstrated at design-pressure at any 

time throughout onerating life of the reactor.  

CRITERION 21 

Sufficient normal and emergency sources of elect 4Ical'-power must 

be provided to assure a capability for prompt shutdowhtand* codtinued 

maintenance of the reactor facility in a safe condition under all 

credible circumstances.  

CRITERION 22 

Valves and their associated apparatus -that-are essektial to'the 

containment function must be redundant and-so arrangedf that no credible 

combination of circumstances can interfere with their necessary function

ing. Such redundant. malves and associated apparatus*must be independent

I
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CRITERION 26 

Where unfavorable environmental conditions can be expected to require 

limitations upon the release of operational radioactive effluents to the 
A 

envirbnment, appropriate hold-up capacity inust bi provided for retention 

.of gaseous, liquid, or solid effluents.  

CRITEION 27 

The plant must be provided with systems capable of monitoring the 

release of radioactivity under accident conditions.
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CONTENTION TC-2: EXHIBIT 8 

Internal AEC memorandum from G.A. Arlotto to J.J.  
DiNunno and Robert H. Bryan (October 7, 1966), 

and attached Revised Draft of General Design 
Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant Construction 

Permits (October 6, 1966) 
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Those Listed Below October 7, 1966 

G. A. Arlotto 
Facilities Standards Branch, SS 

R•ESED DRAFT - GENRAL DESIGN CRITERIA FOR wICLeAR POwlE PLAwr OImTRUCnOw 
PERMITS 

Attached is a revised draft of the General Design Criteria for N4uclear 
Power Plant Construction Permits dated October 6& 1966, which I developed 
for your consideration. In comparison with the previous draft, which was 
dated July 25, 19669 the attached version reflects the following: 

I. Changes suggested by ACRS Subcommittee mawbers at meetings of 
August 10 and September 21, 1966.  

2. Changes suggested in the Backup Document dated August 9, 1966.  

3. Changes suggested in wemorandum from Robert- B. Bryan to J. J.  
Dilunno dated October 3. 1966.  

4. Changes resulting from discussions amng the addressees and 
mysel f.  

5. Hy suggestions which time did not permit resolution of with 
the addressees..  

httachmenti 
As Stated Above 

Addressees: 
J. J. DiNunno, Assistant Director for Reactor Standards, SS 
Robert H. Bryan, Chief, Facilities Standards Branch, SS

SUR•A •E 1 ..... -.. .. ...... . . .......... ------- ---- ....  

DATE * -- ---.,. . -.-. -... . .......- -.- uyw . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

k

1For=2 AEC-318 (Rev. "-S) W•, S. GOV620dap"reowll~sw Wrttt 16--6761



Revised Draft 
LOl6/66 

GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONSTRUCTION PERMITS 

The purpose of these criteria io to define or describe the basic safety 

objectives to be met in the design of a nuclear power plant. They are intendedt 

(1) to serve as guidance to the applicant in preparing an application for an 

ABC construction permit and (2) to aid the AEC staff In =evieving that appli.  

cation.  

The application of these criteria to a specific design. involves a con

siderable amount of engineering judgment. There may be instances in vhich one 

or more of these criteria are unnecessary or are insufficient. It is not 

intended that the criteria be -used as a check list of design objectives for 

all proposed plants, and the applicant is free to establish the safety of his 

design by alternative criteria. The criteria will be modified if, or asg future 

technological developments and experience warrant.  

An applicant for a construction permit is. expected to present a design 

approach together vith data and analyses sufficient to give assurance that the 

design can reasonably be expected to fulfill all applicable criteria. It is 

recognized that the nature and detail of technical information and analysis 

required at the construction permit stage to provide such assurance may vary, 

depending on the particular criterion under consideration. Category A criteria 

encompass critical safety areas so fundamental in the design, procurmsnt, 

fabrication, and construction of the plant that modification for reasons of 

safety at the operating license review stage would be exceedingly difficult 

and costly; in essence, for practical purposes, decisions made at the con

struction permit stage in these areas are irrevocable. Where novel features 

OFFICE lo- --------------- -------- --- --- _ __ _ _ _ -__--_-------

S . . ...... I -------- -- -.-...----- ....------ - - - --------- 

DATE'_ _ 1. . ..- ..................



are associated with criteria vhich aresite-sensitive or are directly related 

to limiting the accidental release of radioactivity into the public domain, 

they must be dealt with in a relatively coplete way at the construction permit 

stage even if the "irrevocablew condition is not met. Category B criteria 

encompass safety areas where the modifications can be made for reasons of 

safety at the operating license reviev stage vithout placing an undue burden 

on the parties concerned. These criteria printipally concerned with protecting 

the operational capability of the reactor may be dealt with in relatively less 

detail at the construction permit stage if *are detailed. Information and analysis 

are not available at that time.  

All applicable safety criteria must, of course, be fulfilled as a condition 

for issuance of a license to operate the plants 

CRITERION I (Category A) QUALITY ANID PERFOR.AMA STAIDARDS 

Those features of reactor facilities which are essential to the prevention 

of accidents which could affect the public health and safety or to mitigation 

of their consequences shall be designed, fabricated, and erected t6: 

(a) Quality standards* that reflect the importance of the safety function 

to be performed. Where generally recognized codes or standards on 

design, materials, fabrication, and Inspection are applicable, they 

shall be used. Where adherence to such codes or standards does not 

suffice to assure a quality product In keeping with the safety function, 

they shall be supplemented as necessary.  

A showl ng of sufficijncy and appl cability of Itandards useý shall be re uIred.  OFFCE 0-*-------- -------- ---I- ----
SU SHAME 10- -------------- - ------ I-- --------- -- -- -* *- .  

DATE 0. 1.... ..----------------- - ----- - .. . ........ .. .. -------------- ---
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(2) Active components, much as pumps and valves, can be tested 

periodically for operability and required functional per.  

formance, 

(3) A capability is provided to test periodically the delivery 

capability at a position as close to the spray nozules as is 

practical.  

(4) A capability is provided to test under conditions as close 

to the design as practical the full operational sequence 

that vould bring the systeus into action, Including the 

transfer to alternate power sources.  

CRITEqIOK 10 (Category B) FUEL AND WASTE SMRAE SYSTEMS 

Storage and handling systems for fuel and vaste shall be designed on the 

basis that: 

I. Possibilities for inadvertent criticality nust be prevented by 

engineered systems or processes toevery extent practicable. Such 

means as geometric safe spacing limits shall be emphasized over 

procedural controls.  

2. Reliable decay heat removal teans must be provided as necessary to 

prevent fuel or storage volume damage that could result in. radio

activity release to plant operating areas or the public environs.  

Such means must be assured for all anticipated normal and abnormal 

conditions as well as those accident situations wihereby normal cooling 

could credibly become lost.

0. & 40,11169M11 POINYINS 8W06 1O---2Bl-2
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Letter from J.J. DiNunno, AEC, to 
David Okrent, ACRS (October 25, 

1966) and attached October 20, 1966 
Draft of General Design Criteria 

(relevant excerpts)



October 25, 1966 

Dr. David 0krents Chairman 
Advisory Comrittee on Reactor Safeguards 
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20545 

Dear Dr. Okrent: 

Enclosed for consideration of the ACRS are draft copies of the General 
Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant Construction Permits. This 
redrafted vaterial Includes a comparison of criteria contained in the 
Press Release dated November 22, 1965p and those contained in our 
latest draft dated October 20, 1956. In addition8 we have included 
along with a revised draft of the criteria dated October 20, 1966, a 
comparlson of the October 20 draft with the July 25 draft previously 
submitted and discussed with the ACRS Criteria Subcowmiittee.  

Our October 20, 1966.draft attempts to reflect results of our last 
discussion with the ACRS Subcoumnittees and we would like to have the 
scheduled November 9th ceeting on criteria be based on the October 20th 
draft.  

Sincerely yours, 

J. J. DlHunno 
Assistant Director for 

Reactor Standards 
Division of Safety Standards 

Enclosures t 
1. Rev. Draft dated 10/20/66 of 

General Lesign Criteria (18) 
2. Comparison of Drafts dated 7/25/66 and 

10120/66 for General Design Criteria (18) 
3. Comparison of Criteria in Press Release 

dated 11/22/65 and Those in Rev. Draft 
dated 10120166 (18) 

bcc: Harold L. Price, Director of Regulation, v/encl.  

ornco Peter A.orrfs--Direc5or _ ftv/ enc.1.  

" .. a�- -- r-i'--nno:jjb 

V l-25-66
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REVISED DRAFT OF 

GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONSTRUCTION PERMITS
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The purpose of these criteria is to define or describe the basic safety 

objectives to be met in the design of a nuclear power plant. They are intended: 

(1) to serve as guidance to the applicant in preparing an application for an AEC 

construction permit and (2) to aid the AEC staff in reviewing that application.  

The application of these criteria to a specific design involves a con

siderable amount of engineering judgment. There may be instances in which one 

or more of these criteria are unnecessary or are insufficient. It is not 

intended that the criteria be used as a check list of design objectives for 

all proposed plants, and the applicant is free to establish the safety of his 

design by alternative criteria. The criteria-will be modifled if, or as, 

future technological developments and experience warrant.  

An applicant for a construction permit is expected to present a design 

approach together with data and analyses sufficient to give assurance that the 

design can reasonably be expected to fulfill all applicable criteria. It is 

recognized that the nature and detail of technical information and analysis 

required at the construction permit stage to provide such assurance may vary, 

depending on the particular criterion under consideration.  

To provide guidance as to the relative emphasis expected at the con

struction permit stage, the criteria have been divided into two broad cate

gories. Category A criteria involve aspects of facility design that are 

site-sensitive or are directly related to limiting the accidental release of 

radioactivity into the public domain. These aspects of facility design are 

also categorized by their marked influence on plans for construction

Jp 0 It
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and operation. From a practical viewpoint, aspects of facility design satisfying 

Category A criteria are relatively fixed at the construction permit stage and not 

amenable to change without serious disruptions of construction plans and incur

rence of considerable costs. For these reasons, those aspects of facility 

design provided in fulfillment of Category A criteria must be dealt with in a 

relatively complete way at the construction permit stage.  

Category B criteria are intended to reflect primarily those aspects of 

design that provide for safe operational control of the facility. Such features 

are generally less unique to a facility than those required for satisfying 

Category A criteria and are much less determinate of facility construction 

schedules. Modifications to such features that might prove necessary, for 

safety reasons, following issuance of a construction permit are much more 

likely to be accommodated without the pressures for compromise that might 

yell accompany the more time-consuming and costly type changes. Under these 

circumstances, criteria principally concerned with the safe operational con

trol of the reactor and designated as Category B may be dealt with in relatively 

less detail at the construction permit stage, if more detailed information is 

not available at that time.  

All applicable safety criteria must, of course, be fulfilled as a condi

tion for issuance of a license to operate the plant.

'i
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9.2.4.4 A capabi.lity is provided to test under conditions 

as close to the design as practical the full opera

tional sequence that would bring the systems into 

action, including the transfer to alternate power 

sources.  

FUEL AN) WASTE STORAGE SYSTEMS 

CRITERION 10 (Category B) FUEL AND WASTE STOMAGE 

10.0 Storage and handling systems for fuel and waste shall be designed on the 

basis that: 

10.1 Possibilities for inadvertent criticality must be prevented by 

engineered systems or processes to every extent practicable.  

Such means as geometric safe spacing limits shall be emphasized 

over procedural controls.  

10.2 Reliable decay heat removal means must be provided as necessary to 

prevent fuel or storage volume dzage that could result in radio

activity release to plant operating areas or the public environs.  

Such means must be assured for all anticipated normal and abnormal 

conditions as well as those accident situations whereby normal 

cooling could credibly become lost.  

10.3 Shielding for radiation protection shall be provided as required 

from considerations of 10 CFR 20.  

10.4 Containment of the systems shall be provided if accidents 

could lead to release of undue amounts of radioactivity to the 

public environs.
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February B. 1967

'r. =imzio J. Palladino, Chairman 
Advisory C ittee on Reactor Safeguards 
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545 

Dear Mir. Palladino: 

Enclosed for consideration by the Committee is a redraft of General 
Design Criteria. The format of the criteria has been changedi The 
subparts previously listed in earlier drafts have been made into 
separate criteria. The wording of these criteria is essentially the 
same as those in the October 20, 1966, draft, modified to reflect 
subsequent discussions held vith the ACRS Subcoumittee in November 
and recent developments of criteria for emergency core cooling 
systems.  

An additional document showing the changes made from the last draft 
discussed with the ACRS is under preparation and will be forwarded 
by separate correspondence.  

Sincerely yours, 

J. J. DiNunno 
Assistant Director for 

Reactor Standards 
Division of Safety Standards 

Enclosure: 
General Design Criteria for Nuclear 
Power Plant Construction Permits (18) 

bcc: Harold L. Prices Director of Regulation, w/encl.  
Clifford K. Beck, Deputy Director of Regulation, v/encl.  
M. M. Mann. Asst. Dir. for Nuclear Safety, v/endl.  
C. L. Henderson, Asst. Dir, for Administration, w/encl.  
Peter A. Morris, Director, JRL, i/encl. (6) 
Edson G. Case, Deputy Director, DRL, w/encl.  
Forrest Westernt Director, DRL, w/encl.  

oF.FICE SS:ADIR _ .............  

SURNAME" W ---l . ... .............................. ............................ .......  

DATE o. ..... L ~ t-----------
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VIII. FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE SYSTEMS 

CRITERION 61 - PREVENTION OF FUEL STORAGE CRITICALITY (Category B) 

Possibilities for criticality in new and spent fuel storage shall be pre

vented by physical systems or processes to every extent practicable. Such 

means as favorable geometries shall be emphasized over procedural controls.  

CRITERION 62 - FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE DECAY HEAT (Category B) 

Reliable decay heat removal systems shall be designed to ensure damage 

to the fuel or storage facilities that could result in radioactivity release 

to plant operating areas or the public environs is prevented. Such means 

must be assured for all anticipated normal and abnormal conditions as well as 

those accident situations whereby normal cooling could credibly become lost.  

CRITERION 63 - FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE RADIATION SHIELDING (Category A) 

Shielding for radiation protection shall be provided in the design of 

spent fuel and waste storage facilities as required from consideration of 

10 CFR 20.  

CRITERION 64 - PROTECTION AGAINST RADIOACTIVITY RELEASE FROM SPENT FUEL AND 
WASTE STORAGE (Category B) 

Containment of fuel and waste storage shall be provided if accidents 

could lead to release of undue amounts of radioactivity to the public environs.  

IX. PLANT EFFLUENTS 

CRITERION 65 - CONTROL OF RELEASES OF RADIOACTIVITY TO THE ENVIRONMENT (Category B) 

The facility design shall include those means necessary to maintain control 

over plant radioactive effluents, whether soLid, liquid, or gaseous. Appropriate
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June 16, 1967

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO 10 CFR 50: GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA FOR 
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONSTRUCTION PERMITS

Note by the Secretary

1. The Director of Regulation has requested that the attached 

report be circulated for consideration by the Commission at an early 

date.

2. The 

revised, during 

on November 10,

Commission approved the proposed design criteria, as 

consideration of AEC-R 2A9 at Regulatory Meeting 223 

1965.

W. B. McCool 

Secretary
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the criteria. In addition, subsequent redrafts were circulated to other divi

sions within the CocMission. Principal tomnents from these divisions have been 

reflected in the revised criteria. Other comments from within the Commission 

will be considered in conjunction with public comments received. af ter publica

tion in the Federal Register.  

6. The regulatory staff has worked closely with the Advisory Committee 

on Reactor Safeguards on the development of the criteria and the revision of 

the proposed criteria reflects ACRS review- and comment. The ACRS has stated 

that it believes that the revised criteria are appropriate to publish for 

public coumment.  

7. It is proposed that the criteria be included as Appendix A. to 10 CFR 30.  

The proposed amendment.which is attached as Appendix "B," provides that the 

General Design'Criteria be used for guidance by an 'applicant in developing the 

principal design criteria for the facility. For a specific reactor case, some 

-of the General Design Criteria may be unnecessary or inappropriate and the 

criteria, as a whole, way be insufficient. It is expected that additional 

"criteria will be ueeded particularly for unusual sites and environmental con

ditions, and for new and advanced reactor types. In any case, there must be 

assurance that the principal design criteria proposed by an applicant encompass 

all those facility design features required in the interest of public safety.  

8. The criteria are designated as "General Design Criteria for Nuclear 

Power Plant Construction Permits" to emphasize the key role they assu•e'at 

this stage of the licensing process. The criteria have been categorized as 

Category A or Category B. Experience has shown that more definitive informa

tion is needed at the construction permit stage for the items listed in 

Category A than for Category B.  
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a .h -- nvnve Copraym1 nrSlav Cr5 teria are exoected to bi- vastf as 

interim guidance until such time as the Commission takes further action on 

them.  

STAFF JUDGMENTS 

10. The Office of the General Counsel and the Divisions of' Reactor 

Licensing and Compliance concur.in the recomendations of this paper. The 

Office c1 Congressional Relations concurs In Appendix 0C." The Division of 

pub~jc Information concurs In recommendation 1l.C.  

RECOI2ENDATION 

11. The Director of Regulation recommends that the Atomic En..rgy 

Colission: 

a. Approve publication of the proposed amendments to 10L CFR :Part 50 

contained in Appendix "1.0 

b. Note that the Joint Committee on Atomic Eneigy will be Informed 

by letter such as Appendix PC." 

c. Note that a public announcement such as Appendix "D" be issued 

on filing the notice of proposed rule making with the'Federal Register.  

LIST OF ENCLOSURES 

APPENDIX pste to.  

"A* List of Incoming Correspondence on *AEC Seeking.  
Public Comment on Proposed Design Criteria for 
Nuclear Power Plant Construction Permits" Press 
Release No. H-252 Dated November 22. 1965 .......... 6 

"r' Notice of Proposed Rule Making ....................... . 7 

"C" Draft Letter to the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy.. 35 

"DO Draft Public Announcement...................... ...... 37 
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.LIST OF INCOMING CORRESPONDENCE ON 

"AEC SEEKING PUBLIC COIMMENT ON PROpOSED DESIGN CRITERIA 

FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONSTRUCTION PERMITS" 

PRESS RELEASE NO. H-252 DATED IV•VMBER 22. 1965 

1. J. B. McCarty, Jr., U.S. Coast Guard, 1/26/66.  

2. V. P. Epier, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 1/26/66.  

3. Dr. Emerson Jones, Technical Management, Inc., 2/2/66.  

4. H. C. Paxton and D. B. Hall, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, 2/2/66.  

5. C. Starr, Atomics International, 2/14/66.  

6. C. T. Chave, Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation, 2/11/66.  

7. R. L. Junkins, Pacific Northwest Laboratory, 2/8/66.  

8. Richard Hughes, Governor of New Jersey, 2/10/66.  

9. Royce J. Rickert, Combustion Engineering, lnc., 2/11/66.  

10. W. B. Cottrell, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 2/11/66.  

11. Peter A. Morris, Director, Division of Operational Safety, 2/11/66.  

12. Holmes & Narver, Inc., 2/11/66.  

13. CDR J. C. Ledoux, BuY&D, Dept. of Navy. 2/11/66.  

14. Richard H. Peterson, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, 2/14/66.  

15. Norbert L. Kopchinski, Professional Engineer, California, 2/14/66..  

16. D. L. Crook, Dept. of Commerce, Maritime Adm., Wash., D.C;, 2/15/66.  

17. R. H. Harrison; Babcock & WlcLx, 2/22/66.  

18. Theodore Stern,'Westinghouse Electric Corporation, 2/25/66.  

19. E. A. Wiggin, Atomic Industrial Forum, 2/28/66.  

20. James G. Terrill, Jr., Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare.  
Washington, D.C., 3/7/66.  

21. J. P. Rogan. General Atomic, 4/30/66.  

22, H. G. Rickover, Director, Division of Naval Reactor&, 7/26/66.
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APPENDIX nB" 

C" LTo CFR PART 507 

LICENSINS OF PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION FACILITIES 

General Design Criteria 
for Nuclear Power Plant Construction Permits

The Atomic Energy Commission has under consideration an amendment to its 

regulation, 10 CFR Part 50, "Licensing of 'Production and Utilization Facili

ties," which would add an Appendix A, "Ceneral Design Criteria: for Nuclear 

Pover Plant Construction Permits." The purpose of the proposed amendment 

would be to provide guidance to applicants in developing the principal design 

criteria to be included in applications for Commission construction permits.  

These General Design Criteria would not add any new requirements, but are 

intended to describe more clearly present Commission reqciirements to assist 

applicants in preparing applications.  

The proposed amendment would complement other proposed amendments-to 

Part 50 which were published for public comment in the FEDERAL REGISTER on 

August 16, 1966 (31 F.3.. 10891).  

1/ Inasmuch as the Commission has under consideration other amendments to 
- 10 CFR Part 50 (31 P.R. 10891),"the amendment proposed hereln would be 

a further revision to Part 50 previously published for comment in the 

FEDERAL REGISTER.
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The proposed amendments to Part 50 reflect a recoummendation made by 

( a seven-member Regulatory Review Panel, appointed by the Commission to 

study: (1) the programs and procedures. for the licensing and regulation 

of reactors and (2) the decision-making process in the Coumission's regula

tory program. The Panel's report recommended the development, particularly 

at the construction permit stage of a licensing proceeding,.of design 

criteria for nuclear pover plants. Work on the development of such criteria 

had been in process at the time of the Panel's study.  

As a result, preliminary proposed criteria for the design of nuclear 

power plants were discussed with the Commission's Advisory Committee on 

Reactor Safeguards and were informally distributed for public comment in 

(Commission Press Release B-252 dated November 22, 1965. In developing the 

proposed criteria set forth in the proposed amendments to Part 50, the 

Commission has taken into consideration comments and suggestions from 

divisions within the Comaission, from the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safe

guards, from members of industry, and from the public.  

Section 50.34, paragraph (b). as published for comment in the FEDERAL 

REGISTER on August 16, 1966, would require that each application for a construc

tion permit include a preliminary safety analysis report. The minimum informa

tion to be included in this preliminary safety analysis report is (1) a descrip

tion and safety assessment of the Aite. (2) a summary description of the facility, 

S(3) a preliminary dcsign of the facility, (4) a pr•lluimary eafeq palysie 

and evaluation of the facility, (5) an identification of subjects expected

Appendix "B"- 8-
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to be technical specifications, and (6) a preliminary plan for the organisa

tion, training, and operation. ,be foiowinig znfooaiat1v-. is ayeciL'jd iur 

"inclusion as part of the preliminary design of the facility: 

(I) The principal design criteria for the facility; 

(ii) The design bases and the relation of the design bases to 

the principal design criteria; 

(1i1) Information relatiVe to caterials of construction, 

general arrangement and approximate dimensions, suffi

clent to provide reasonable assurance that the final 

design will conform to the design bases with adequate 

margin for safety;" 

The "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant Construction Permits" 

proposed to be included as Appendix A to this part are intended to aid the 

applicant in development Item (i) aboVe, the principal design criteria. All 

criteria established by an applicant and accepted by the Commission would be 

incorporated by reference in the construction permit. In considering the 

issuance of an operating license under the regulations, the Commission would 

assure that the criteria had been met in the detailed design and construction 

of the facility or that changes in such criteria have been Justified;.  

Section 50.34 as published in the F•DEUAL .EGISTR on August 16, 1966, 

would be further amended by adding to Part 50 a new Appendix k containing 

the General Design Criteria applicable to the construction of nuclear power 

plants and by a specific reference to this Appendix in 150.34, paragraph (b).  

The Commission expects that the provisions of the proposed amendments 

relating to General Design Criteria for Nquclear Power Plant Construction 

- 9 - Appendix "B"
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Pemmits will be useful as interim guidance until such time as the Commission 

Staes further action on them.  

Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the 

Adtinistrative Procedure Act of 1946. as amended, notice is hereby given 

that adoption of the following amendments to 10 CFR Part 50 is coatemplated.  

All interested persons who desire to submit written commnents or suggestions 

in connection with the proposed amendments should send them to -the Secretary, 

United States Atomic Energy Comxission, Washington, D.C. 20545, within 60 days 

after publication of this notice in the FEDERAL REGISTER. Comments received 

after that period will be considered If it Is practicable to do so, but 

assurance of consideration cannot be- given except as to comments tiled within 

th, period specified. Copies of comments may be examined in the Counission's 

Public Document Room at 1717 B Street, N.W.. Washington, D.C.  

1. 150.34(b)(3)(i) of 10 CFR Part 50 Is amended to read -as follows:.  

150.34 Contents of applications: technical information safety analysis 
ýreport.L, 

(b) Each application for a construction permit shall -include a 

preliminary safety analysis report. The report shall cover all pertinent 

2/ Inasmuch as the Commission has under consideration other ariendments to' 

|50.34 (31 F.R. 10891). the amendment proposed heretn would be a further 
revision of 150.34(b)(3)kt) previously published for commuent in the 

( FEDERAL REGISTER. /Additions are underscoredj.

Appendix 1BU- 10 -
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subjects specified in paragraph (a) of this section as fully as available

Inruemation permits. The minimum intormation to be included shall consist 

-'- of the following: 

(3) The preliminary design of the facility, 'Including: 

(i) The principal design criteria for the facility.  

Appendix A, OGeneral Design Criteria for Nuclear 

Power Plant Construction Permits," provides guidance 

for establishing the principal design criteria for 

nuclear power plants.  

2. A new Appendix A is added to read as follows: 

(See Attachment) 

(See. 161, 68 Stat. 948; 42 U.S.C. 2201) 

Dated at' this 

day of 1967.  

For the Atomic Energy Cocucission.  

W. B. McCool 
Secretary
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APPENDIX A
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2.1 Inasmuch as the Commission has under consideration other amendments to 10 CFR Part 50 (31 F.R. 10891), the amendment proposed herein vould be a.  
further revision to Part 50 previously published for comment in the 
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'9 
50 
51 

52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 

58 

59 
60 
61

E. Air Cleanup Systems

Inspection 
Testing of 
Testing of 
Testing of 

Systems

of Air Cleanup Systems 
Air Cleanup Systems Components 
Air Cleanup Systems 
Operational Sequence of Air Cleanup

62 
63 
64 
65

Appendix A to 
kppendlx "'B"
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_____________________ V

Group Title

Vill. FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE SYSTEMS 

Prevention of Fuel Storage Criticality 
Fuel and Waste Storage Decay Heat 
Fuel and Waste Storage Radiation Shielding 

Protection Against Radioactivity Release from 
Spent Fuel and Waste Storage 

IX. PLANT EFFLUENTS 

Control of Releases of Radioactivity to the 
Environment

Criterion No.  

66 
67 
68 
69 

70

-1

- 15 - Appendix A to Appendix "B"
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(. Every applicant for a construction permit Is required by the provisions 

of §50.34 to include the principal design criteria for the proposed iacility 

in the application. These General Design Criteria are intended to be used as 

guidance in establishing the principal design criteria for a nuclear power 

plant. The General Design Criteria reflect the predominating experience with 

water power reactors as designed and located to date, but their applicability 

is not limited to these reactors. They are considered generally applicable 

to all power reactors.  

Under the Commission's regulations, an applicant must provide assurance 

that its principal design criteria encompass all those facility design features 

required in the interest of public health and safety. There way be some power 

reactor cases for which fulfillment of some of the General Design Criteria may 

not be necessary or appropriate. There will be other cases in vhi.ch these 

criteria are insufficient, and additional criteria must be identifiesd and 

satisfied by the design in the interest of public safety. It is expected that 

additional criteria will be needed particularly for unusual sites and environ

mental conditions, and for new and advanced types of reactors. Within this 

context, the General Design Criteria should be used as a reference allowing 

additions or deletions as an individual case may varrant. Departures fromn 

the General Design Criteria should be justified.  

The criteria are designated as "General Design Criteria far Nuclear 

Power Plant Construction Permits" to emphasize the key role they assume at 

this stage of the licensing process. The criteria have been categorized as 

Category A or Category B. Experience has shown that more definitive informs

tion Is needed at the construction permit stage for the items listed in 

Category A than for Category 3.  

- 16 - Appendix A to 

Appendix "B"



SOVEALL PLANT REQUIREMENTS 

CRITERION I - QUALITY STANDARDS " (Category A) 

Those systems and components of reactor facilities Vhich are essential to 

the prevention of accidents which could affect the public health and safety or 

to mitigation of their consequences shall be identified and then designed, 

fabricated, and erected to quality standards that reflect the importance of the 

safety function to be performed. Where generally recognized codes or standards 

on design, materials, fabrication, and inspection are used, they shall be 

identified. Where adherence to such codes or standards does not suffice to 

assure a quality product in keeping with the safety function, they shall be 

supplemented or modif led as necessary. Quality assurance progras, test 

procedures, and inspection acceptance levels to be used shall be identified.  

A showing of sufficiency and applicability of codes, standards, quality 

assurance programs, test procedures, and inspection acceptance levels used is 

required.  

CRITERION 2 - PERFORMANCE STANDARDS (Category A) 

Those systems and components of reactor facilities which are el'sential 

to the prevention of accidents which could affect the public healthý "hdsa• ety 

or to mitigation of their consequences shall be designed, fabricated, and 

erected to performance standards that will enable the facility to withstand, 

without loss of the capability to protect'the public, the additional forces 

that might be imposed by natural phenomena such as earthquakes, tornadoes, 

flooding conditions, winds, ice, and other local site effects. The design 

- 1T7 - Appendix A tO 
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.•..�.,,.. -q.~1, IICsLUeaU% mte transfer to alternate power sources and the 

design air flow delivery capability.  

VIII. FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE SYSTM4S 

CRITERION 66 - PREVENTION OF FUEL STORAGE CRITICALITY (Category 3) 

Criticality in new and spent fuel storage shall be prevented by physical 

systems or processes. Such means as geometrically safe configurations shall 

be emphasized over procedural controls.  

CRITERION 67 - FUEL: AND WASTE STORACE DECAY HEAT (Category R) 

Reliable decay heat removal systems shall be designed to prevent damage 

to the fuel in storage facilities that could result in radioactivity release 

to plant operating areas or the public environs.  

CRITERION 68 - FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE RADIATION SHIELDING (Category Z) 

Shielding for radiation protection shall be provided in the design of 

spent fuel and waste storage facilities as required to meet the'req'uirements 

of 10 CFR 20.  

CRITERION 69 - PROTECTION AGAINST RADIOACTIVITY RELEASE FROM SPENT FUEL AMD 

WASTE =TRAGE (Catajtorv 3 

Containment of fuel and waste storage shall be provided if accidents 

could lead to release of undue amounts of radioactivity to the public 

environs.  

_33 -
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EXHIBIT 35

Note by the Secretary, W.B.McCool, 
to AEC Commissioners re: Proposed 
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking for 

General Design Criteria, 32 Fed. Reg.  
10,213 (July 11, 1967)
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32 Federal Register 10213, July 11, 1967 
PROPOSE" RULE MAKING

Wro A. R crSrit will be considered be- submitted in trip'Icate to the Area.  foreAction is taken on the proposed ager, Atlanta Area Ofice, Atte Ion:.  amen nient. No hearing Is contemplated Cierf. Air Traffic Branch, Federal/Avla
at thintime, but arrangements for in- Clon AdmrIistration, Post IOAc Box ,ormal onferences with Federal Avia- 20636 Atlanta . 30320. All Co ... iuiot A irristration o. cials may be cations received within 30 s after :u..e by o tacting the Chief, Air Trafflc publication of this notice In t -' F:DERAL Branch. A data, views, or arguments Rrc;Ir.-. will be considered be re action pres13 ted ctring such conferences must is taken on the proposed am dment. No alsto be sub: *tted In writing In accord- hearing Is contemplated at •istim•e,'but azce with•! nlirotice in order to become arrangements for Inform• confere'nces ,p-a': of te rc.d for consideration. The with FederaI Aviation •dmlnlstration proposal contat. ed In this notice may o.l.cials may be made by contacting the be changed In :e light of comments Chief, Air Traffc Branch. Any data, recelved. • views, or arguments l•eser, red during ,Tie flirmtnghan 1,200-foot transition such- conferences inus iso be submitted -trea descrnoed in j 1.181 (32 P.R. 2148 in writlng In accorda fce with this notice and 3765) would be~ •tered as follows: in order to become lrt of the record for S.. .then~ce sou ;west along th-e consideration. The roposal contained in southeast boundary of •-209 to a 19-mile this notice may be fanged In the light of radius arc centered on,r he Tuscaloosa, comments recelv ae oudb 

rlse along this The Camden arc so lo06gtude $7°300• in a.; thence desingnated as: 
_o.th aon no.ctue i •7d 000r .to bec me ; a ,rac e'extenoing upwnr e nrote 700 -' --f o f b e g i n",.- e xg c lC U d ' • . t h a t p o r '- t e e " a b o , -e -h .- ' t a. c c w i,, i n-, • a 7 - _m . ,e r .d l , 
Sthe of we 3.  

G adsden, Am:.. transIt •.on arlt ' • ." lon ~ttuda • 33'53' W-u.-)'; --•tt~ n 2 "ma~es would •.e delci.ed an-d "" "V thence each side •. tlhe 040 " benaring from the 
p-: hw-•.o atong the d ufo east giundary CTneden w it F Atiue Sr"1702" .tni longiof V-209 s o ongltude 88I00" this noic my 8; ',m2.5y W.), extending c tom the thenc.-nortc Lo- Ug ofn"ue 88'omm0ent 7-Chiefle Airs area to 8 mAes northeat o the W., to t..e .c.'., ,-nary of n"-13; t" th-ence northeast aloof the nor~h bo•.d- Thqproposed trar, itson area Is re

ar- of V-IS to a O-m9nile radIus arc eon- qu!re4 for the protection of •,3 opera
tered on the ,Tuscaloosa. Ala.. VORTA•; tlons at Voodward Field. A prescribed trence cicckwlse alore this arc to lono1.r i-stiu.-,ent approach procedure to this 
Sud-s 37"30'00"" VI.: thence north aong,. at~ort uflilsing the Camden (prIvate) longitude 3,3'Y00" W. to point of be- •rn.r.dir~cclon-al radio beacon is proposed 
gTnnang, excluding that port0on that s conjurcteon with the desigmation of coancides with 1.-2101 and the Gadsden2 1 s transition area.  Ald.. tran.'tion area . would be! dThIs 

amendment Is proposed under bstltos c-d~ -sher'efor. f sec~Ion 307(a) of the Federal Aviation 
The propo~se addltional airspace • Aci'~f 1958 (40 U.S.C. 1348(a)). • re ..r . ,o ..he prt .to of ,' O t st1 in East Poi-.t. Ga.. on June 21.  

tions and for radar vecto.-iang of abrccom 19. of t thence and d-pa.rt'ng the Birminosare Th rox A. n Xr 
.s outchle- bncker, wi- 0e avaIla9e ti Actno Director, Southern Religon.  exa•u.s....... by c ntere•:ed on eso. osa, th c [F.R. fc e, 7-7J S ou then eoal,. .. O.,ne, tiTerhl AvCa- a:9 a.m r u 

ticn Admi". 'rat'on. PRoon •24. 3400 Wacoipp:,e Street. las: .oint. te.  Thn.s amendment Is propl- 7 ed under W t4, C?1 Pert 71e -ecnton oG,(a, o s.he Fedlc. Aviation [Arl h ac wehNo. 67-t.a-1 r Ac: o.* 1053 (-45 t.S.C. 134•.Ca)). X2•,.*c |,WY 
Issued Ir, Zas: Po'nt, Get., on June 30,.D~A~ IWY 

19o7. t Suph1iomand e W ard eooosed Ait ercW0on

J -.s- 3. RooP s.  
Direclor. Southcrn Region.  

[IF.. Doc. 67-7;40.; File.. July 10, .067; 
8:49 ain.: 

* 1 '4 CR ?art 71 1 
SAir--*cQ DOC"C- No0.37-ZO-641 

TIANSIT!ON AREA 
Propyse6 Desivnation 

The Fede"al Aviation Adminr.isiratilon 
is consiidering an amendment to Part 71 
of the Fde'ral Avlation Regulations that 
would do.ignate the Camden. S.C.. tran
sitior a 

Interjsted persons may submit such 
writteA data. views, or ar-unents as they 
may/esire. CommunicatIons should be

rulec in; 17s punotice off Proposed 
.,le mAki.g Was PU Ishad tin the Pta

Ea.eL zec:rzal4 32 F.R. Son sc ng that 
the 7adcral Avi-aton gen.-cY was con
s:dering ar.endments Part 71 of the 
Federal Avlaslo-. Reg,ulat ns that would 
realign V-i from Cape Ci rlcs, Va.. via 
the ZT Of Cape Charles 0 * and Salis
bury. XMd.. 206" True radia :. to Salis
bury; that would designate a"zegmenz of 
V-139 from Norfolk, Va.. *Via Cape 
Charles; to Snow Hill. Md.. Includlr.,; a 
west alternate from Norfolk to _how I-l 
vIa LNT of Norfolk 360" and Snvw -H;i 
226' True radials; and that would revoke 
the segment of V-I04 froan Norf~ik to 
1.,; of Norfolk 001" and Cape Charles 
3113. True radials. Floors of 1.200 'feet 
above the surface were proposed for these 
airway segments. These actions were pr6-

P ed to simplify air trafIc control a
cc urea and flight planning in :e 

No folk area.  
bsequent to publlcataion of the tice.  

it determined that the Sno. Hill 
226' True radial would not su" on a 
Fede 1 airway. Accordingly, -.1 pro
poaL ubllshed In the no:ice ar hereby 
cancel d and in lieu thereof. co sldera
tlon given to the folbowln airway 
aligrini ,ts that would serve re same 
purpose.  

1. Red ignate the segmen of V-194 
from ior 1k via the intersct on of Nor'
folk C00' (008" 2Jag.) a d Harcum, 
Va.. 072" (070" t.ag.) ra .als; to the 
Intersectlo of Harcum 07 1 and Snow 
Hill 211* c radials.  

2. Realign -1 from C- e Charles via 
theIn~tersect n of Cape harles 069* T 
-(016 Aag.) d Salish o 206"-T (2"14 
Mag.) radials to Sa ls 

Interested P sors ,r y partIcipate in 
the proposed ru -iald .g by subM-tting 
such written da , vi vs. or ar"uments 
as they may d ire Cc-municat-'ons 
should Identify th: a. sp;ýc dcckat nura
ber and be submit in zriplicate to the 
Director. Eastern e•ion. At.:eanon: 
Chief. Air Trt±Sc islon. Faderal-- Avla
tson Admlristrati :Federal Bu!.ding.  
John F. Kennedyjn rnltional Airport.  
Jamaica. N.Y. 1140.. 1 coimurIc-tions 
received within 4 day f at:c pubcation 
of this notice l• the =•:aAL RZGZ:ST.R 
will be considerld be.o '-action is taken 
on the P;:csd amen .ent. The pro
posal contai,.d in this Iotice 2may be 
changed An e light of comments 
received. J/ 

An offfilci-"-'doc-e;; v b available for 
examinatio, byinterested rsonsatthe 
lederal A ation .- dmln-st. tlon. O-Ince 

of the Ger ral Counsel. Atte. tlon: Rules 
Docket, 8Do Independe. .A enue SW...  
Washing n, D.C. 235W.. . In'formm.l 
docket .1 be available for ex inauton 
at the .Zce of tbe Reg'onal J Traffc 
Dlvisio Ch'ief.  

Thes a:endmenzs are propos under 
the aithority of sector. 3X(a) of the 
Federhl Aviation Act of 13S3 (49 .S.C.  1348/'.  

l.ued in Washington. D.C.. on. J y 3.  

Acting Chzef, iffspacc CIrZ 
Air Tragc X:.Z:es Division., 

P.R. Doc. 67-7051.; 71:ad. July :0. 196t 
6:49 an..  

E io cF2 i 4 
LICENSING OF ?R.COUIC73ON AND 

UT;LIZATION FACL2i71ES 

General Dos!zn Crl.'erc for Nuclear 
Power Plan, Construciion' Perrni's 
The Atomic Energy Camission has ur

der consideration an ar.:endme-r. to its 
regulation, 10 CFR Part 50. "Licenslng of 
Production and Utilization FacilIties." 
which would add an Appendix A. "'Gen
eral Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
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P'lant Coistruction Permits."' The pur
Pose of the proposed amendment would 
ýtbe -to provide guidance to applicants In 
ý-developing the principal design criteria 
to..be Included In applications for Com

construction -permits. These 
•ner'a1 Design Criteria would not add 
a~ny new requirements, but are intended 
to describe more clearly present Corn

Lission requirements to assist applicants 
Jr, preparing applications.  

The proposed amcndment would com
ý.plement other proposed amendments to 
tPart 50 which were published for public 
ccmment In the FEDERAL REGISTER on 
august 16, 1966 (31 F.R. 10891).  
.....The proposed amendments to Part 50 
i-eflect a recommendation made by a 
~even-member Regulatory Review Panel.  
anppoited by the Commission to study: 
..(V) The programs and procedures for 
-the licensing and regulation of reactors 

a••d (24) the decision-making process in 
%the Commission's regulatory program.  
The Panel's report recommended the 
development, particularly at the con
struction permit stage of a licensing 
proceeding. of design criteria for nuclear 
power plants. Work on the development 
of such criteria had been in process at 
the time of the Panel's study.  

As a result. preliminary proposed 
criteria for the design of nuclear power 
plants were discussed with the Com
mission's Advisory Committee on Reactor 
Safeguards and were informally distrib
"uted for public comment in Commission 
Press Release H-252 dated November 22, 
1965. In developing the proposed criteria 
set forth in the proposed amendments 

-to Part 50. the Commission has taken 
Into consideration comments and sug
gestions from the Advisory Committee 

'on Reactor Safeguards, from members 
of industry, and from the public.  

Section 50.34. paragraph (b). as pub
lished for comment In the FEDERAL REG
XSTER on August 16. 1966. would require 
that each application for a construction 
permit include a preliminary safety 
analysis report. The minimum informa
tion to be included in this preliminary 
safety analysis report is (1) a descrip
tion and safety assessment of the site, 
(2) a summary description of the facil
Ity, (3) a preliminary design of the 
facility, (4) a preliminary safety analysis 
and evaluation of the facility, (5) an 
Identification of subjects expected to be 
technical specifications, and (6) a pre
limninary plan for the organization.  
training, and operation. The following 
Information is specified for inclusion as 
part of the preliminary design of the 
facility: 

(I) The principal design criteria for 
the facility; 

(li) T1-e dts:.n bases and the relation 
of the _e".iI bases to the principal 
desig:-r z:-.'.r 

(iii) :.:.,>r-rnation relative to materials 
of construction, general arrangement 
and approximate dimensions, sufficient 

%Inasmuch as the Commission has undex 
consideration other amendments to 10 CFR 

* Part 50 (31 P.R. 10891). the amendment pro.  
posed herein would be a further revision U 
Part 60 previously published for commeni 
in the F=•E L. RorisTER.

PROPOSED RULE MAKING 

to provide reasonable assurance that the 
final design will conform to the design 
bases with adequate margin for safety; 
The "General Design Criteria for Nuclear 
Power Plant Construction Permits" pro
posed to be Included as Appendix A to 
this part are Intended to aid the appli
cant In development item (1) above, the 
principal design criteria. AlU criteria es
tablished by an applicant and accepted 
.by the Commission would be incor
porated by reference in the construction 
permit. In considering the issuance of 
an operating license under the regula
tions, the Commission would assure that 
the criteria had been met in the detailed 
design and construction of the facility 
or that changes in such criteria have 
been justified.  

Section 50.34 as published In the FED
hRAL REGISTER on August 16, 1966. would 
be further amended by adding to Part 50 
a new Appendix A containing the Gen
eral Design Criteria applicable to the 
construction of nuclear power plants 
and by a specific reference to this 
Appendix in 1 50.34, paragraph (b).  

The Commission expects that the 
provisions of the proposed amendments 
relating to General Design Criteria for 
Nuclear Power Plant Construction Per
mits will be useful as interim guidance 
until such time as the Commission takes 
further action on them.  

Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act 
of 1954. as amended, and the Adminis
trative Procedure Act of 1946. as 
amended, notice is hereby given that 
adoption of the following amendments 
to 10 CFR Part 50 Is contemplated. All 
Interested persons who desire to submit 
written comments or suggestions In con
nection with the proposed amendments 
should send them to the Secretary, U.S.  
Atomic Energy Commission, Washing-

f 
4 
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APPENDIX A---GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONSTRUCTION PERMITS' 

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Group and title Criterion
Introduction: 1 U.  

I. Overall plant requirements: 
Quality Standards -------------------------------------------------------- I 
Performance Standards --------------------------------------------------- 2 
Fire Protection ----------------------------------------------------------- 3 
Sharing of Systems ------------------------------------------------------.  
Records Requirements ---------------------------------------------------.  

II. Protection by multiple fission product barriers: 
Reactor Core Design ------------------------------------------------------ 6 
Suppression of Power Oscillations ---------------------------------------- 7 
Overall Power Coetticient -------------------------------------------------- 8 
Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary ---------------------------------------- 9 
Containment ------------------------------------------------------------ 10 

Il. Nuclear -and radiation controls: 
Control Room ------------------------------------------------------------ 1 i 
Instrumentation and Control Systems ------------------------------------- 12 
Fission Process Monitors and Controls ------------- : ------------------------- 13 
Core Protection Systems -------------------------------------------------- 14 
Engineered Safety Features Protection Systems ---------------------------- 15 
Monitoring Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary----; ----------------------- 16 
Monitoring RadloactivIty Releases ----------------------------------------- 17 
Monitoring Fuel and Waste Storage -------------------------------------- 18 

IV. Reliability and testability of protection systems: 
Protection Systems Reliability -------------------------------------------- 19 
Protection Systems Redundancy and Independence ------------------------ 20 
Single Failure Definition ------------------------------------------ ------ 21 

Separation of Protection and Control Instrumentation Systems -------...... 22 
Protection Against Multiple Disability for Protection Systems -------------- 23 
Emergency Power for Protection Systems ---------------------------- --- 24 
Demonstration of Functional Operability of Protection Systems ---------- 25 
Protection Systems Pail-Safe Design -------------------------------------- 26
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ton. D.C. 20545. within 60 days after 
publication of this notice In the FEDERAL 
REGISTER. Comments received after that 
period will be considered if It is prac
ticable to do so. but assurance of con
sideration cannot be given except as 
to comments filed within the period 
specified. Copies of comments may be 
examined in the Commission's Public 
Document Room at 1717 H Street NW., 
Washington. D.C.  

1. Section 50.34(b) (3) (1) of 10 CFR 
Part 50 Is amended to read as follows: 

§ 50.34 Contents of applications; tech.  
nical information safety analysis re
port." 

(b) Each application for a construc
tion permit shall include a preliminary 
safety analysis report. The report shall 
cover all pertinent subjects specified in 
paragraph (a) of this section as fully 
as available information permits. The 
minimum information to be included 
shall consist of the following: 

(3) The preliminary design of the 
facility, Including: 

(i) The principal design criteria for 
the facility. Appendix A. "General Design 
Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant Con
struction Permits." provides guidance 
for establishing the principal design 
criteria for nuclear power plants.  

2. A new Appendix A is added to read 

as follows: 

sInasmuch as the Commission has iinder 
consideration other amendments to 150.34 
(31 P.R. 10891), the amendment proposed 
herein would be a further revision of 150.34 
(b) (3) (1) previously published for comment 
in the FEDERAL RE-STER.



*! " .. " . .r PROPOSED RULE MAKING

Group and title
Criterion 

No.
V. Reactlvity' control: 

* I" Redundancy of Reactivity Control ........... 27 
Reactivity Hot Shutdown Capability-.. ... 28 

* ' " Reactivity Shutdown Capability ..........- 29 
R leactivity Hoelddown Capability ---............ 30 

*•. Reactivity Control Systems Malfunction. ...... 81.  
Maximum Reactivity Worth of Control Rods- - .......... 32 

• VI. Reactor coolant pressure boundary: 
Reactor Coolant Pressure 'Boundary Capability ---------------------------- 33 
Reactor Ocolant Pressure Boundary Rapid Propagation Failure Prevention.- 34 
Reactor Cuolant Pressure Boundary Brittle Fracture Prevention --------.---- 35 
R Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Surveillance --------------------------- 38 

VII. Engineered safety features: 
A. General requirements for engineered safety features: 

Engineered Safety Features Basis for Design ------------------------ 37 
* Reliability and Testability of Engineered Safety Features ------------ 38 

.Emergency Power for Engineered Safety Features --------------.---- 39 
Missile Protection -------- ..................------------------..-. 40 
Engineered Safety Features Perforpiance Capability ----------------- "41 
Engineered Safety Features Components Capability ----------------- 42 
Accident Aggravation Prevention ----------------------------------- 43 

E3. Emergency core cooling systems: 
S..Emergency Core Cooling Systems Capability --------------------- 44 
- Inspection of Emergency Core Cooling Systems -------------------- .45: 

Testing of Emergency Core Cooling Systems Components -------...-- 46 
Testing of Emergency Core Cooling Systems ----------------------- 47 
Testing of Operational Sequence of Emergency Core Cooling Systems.. 48 

Q. Containment: 
Containment Design Basis ----------------------------------------- 49 
'%DT Requirement for Containment Mater•al ------------------------ 50 
Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Outside Containment ------------ 51 
Containment Heat Removal Systems -------------------------------- 52 
Containment Isolation Valves ------------------------------- ------ 53 
Containment Leakage Rate Testing ------------------------------- 54 
Containment Periodic Leakage Rate Testing --------------------- -55 
Provisions for Testing of Penetrations ----------------------------- 56 
Provisions for Testing of Isolation Valves -------------------------- 657 

D. Containment pressure-reducing systems: 
Inspection of Containment Pressure-Reducing Systems ------------- 58 
Testing of Containment Pressure-Reducing Systems ----------------. I9 
Testing of Containment Spray Systems ----------------......------ 60 
Testing of Operational Sequence of Containment Pressure-Reducing 

Systems ------------------------------------------------ 61 
X E. Air gleanup systems: 

Inspection of Air Cleanup Systems --------------------------------- 62 
Testing of Air Cleanup Systems Components ------------------------ 63 
Testing of Air Cleanup Systems ------------------------------- *----- e64 
Testing of Operational Sequence of Air Cleanup Systems ------------- 65 

VII• Fuel and waste storage systems: 
Prevention of Fuel Storage Criticality ------------------------------------- 66 
Fuel and Waste Storage Decay Heat --------------------------------------- 67 
Fuel and Waste Storage Radiation Shielding ------------------------------- 68 
Protection Against Radioactivity Release from Spent Fuel and Waste Storage_. 69 

LX. Plant effluents: 
Control of Releases of Radioactivity to the Environment -------------------- 70 

$Inasmuch as the Commission has under consideration other amendments to 10 CPR Part 
80 (31 P.R. 10891), the amendment proposed herein would be a further revision to Part 50 
]previously published for comment In the FzaZRAL REGzSTER.

Zntroductton. Every applicant for a con
atruction permit; is required by the provisions 
of (50.34 to Include the principal design 
criteria for the proposed facility in the ap
plication. These General Design Criteria are 
Intended to be used as guida-nce in estab
lishing the principal des!;n c-iter'a for a 
muclear power p'ant. The General Design 
Criteria refiectt he predominating experience 
vith water power reactors as designed and 
located to dawe. but their applicability i.  
mot limited to tzLesc reactors. Thiey are c0.1
eldered general!y app)!lcable to all power 
reactors.  

Under . %m...ssion's regu!atlon-s. an 
app!lcant n•. ;:rovide assurance that Its 
principal des!jn criteria encompass all those 
IaoC.ilty dcs!3n features required in the In
terest of publ.c health and safety. There 
miay be some power reactor cases for which 
1ulfillment of some of the General Design 
Criteria may not be necessary or appropriate.  
"There will be other cases In which these 
criteria are insufficint. and additional eL
terla must be identified and satisfied by

the des-gn In the Interest of public safety.  
It is expected that additional criteria will 
be needed particularly for unusual sites and 
environmenrtal conditions, and for new and 
advanced types of reactors. Within this con
text, the General Design Criteria should be 
used as a reference allowing addition3 or 
deletions as an Individual case may warrant.  
Departures from the General Design Cri
termi should be justified.  

The criteria are designated as "General 
Dez.n Criteria for N•uclear Power Plant Con
stnrzzlon Permits" to emphasize the key role 
"they assume at this stage of the licensing 
procesa. The criteria have been categorized 
as Category A or Category B. Experience has 
shown that more deftnttive Information Is 
needed at the construction permit stage for 
the items listed in Category A than for those 
In Category B.  

L. OvZA'LL PLaN.T REQUT•XZ•ZTs 

Criterion I-Quality Standards (Category 
A). Those systems and components of reac
tor facilities which are essential to the pre-

I
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vention of accidents which could affect the 
public health and safety or to mitigation of 
their consequences shall be Identified and 
then designed, fabricated. and erected to 
quality standards that reflect the Importance 
of the safety function to be performed.  
Where generally recognized codes or Stand
ards on design, materials, fabrication, and 
inspection are used, they shall be Identified.  
Where adherence to such codes or standards 
does not'suffhce to assure a quaUty product 
In keeping with the safety function, they 
shall be supplemented or modified as neces
sary. Quality assurance programs, test proce
dures. and inspection acceptance levels to 
be used shall be identified. A showing of 
sufficiency and applicability of codes, stand
ards, quality assurance programs, test proce
dures, and inspection acceptance levels used 
is required.  

Criterion 2--Per/ormance Standards (Cate
gory A). Those systems and components of 
reactor facilities which are essential to the 
prevention of accidents which could affect 
the public health and safety or to mitiga
tion of their consequences shall be designed.  
fabricated, and erected to performance 
standards that will enable the facility to 
withstand, without loss of the capability 
to protect the public, the additional forces 
that might be imposed by natural phenom
ena such as earthquakes, tornadoes, flood
Ing conditions. wInds, ice, and other local 
site effects. The design bases so established 
Shall reflect: (a) Appropriate consideration 
of the most severe of these natural phenom
ena that have been recorded for the sits 
a-d the surrounding area and (b) an ap
propriate mar.g!n for withstanding forcer;_ 
greater than zhose recorded to reflect un
certainties about, the historical data and 
their suitability as a basis for design.  

Criterion 3-Firs Protection (Category A).  
The reactor facility shall be designed (1) to 
minimize the probability of events such as 
fires and explosions and (2) to minimize the 
potential effects of such events to safety.  
Noncombustible and fire resistant materials 
shall be used whenever practical throughout 
the facility, particularly In areas contain
Ing critical portions of the facility such as 
containment, control room, and components 
of engineered safety features.  

Criterion 4--Sharing of Systems (Category 
A). Reactor facilities shall not share sys
tems or components unless It Is shown safe
ty is not impaired by the sharing.  

Criterion 5-Records Requirements (Coae
gory A). Records of the design, fabrication.  
and construction of essential componen-a of 
the plant shall be maintained by the reactor 
operator or under its control throughout the 
life of the reactor.  

Ir. PROTECTION 3Tr MUtNW L-. FUSON PRoD
ucr BaRarIs 

Critcrion 6-Reactor Core Design WCate
gory A). The reactor core shall be desIgnedj 
to function throughout its design lifetime.  
without exceeding acceptable fuel damage 
limits which ha-ve been stipulated and justl
fled. The core des!gn, togetier with reliable 
process and decay heat removal systens, 
shall provide for this capabi:lty under all ex
pected conditions of normal operation with 
appropriate margins for uncertainties and 
for transient situations which can be antI
cipated. including the effects of the loss of 
power to recirculation pumps. tripping out 
of a turbine generator set, isolation of the 
reactor from Its primary heat sink, and loss 
of all offsite power.  

Criterion 7-Supression of Power Oscilla
tions (Category B). The core design. together 
with reliable controls, shall ensure that 
power oscillations which could cause dam
age in excess of acceptable fuel damage 
limits are not possible or can be readily 
suppressed.

/
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''C~teri6n --Overall Power Coefficient 
;: •.&. -Category B). The reactor shall be designed 

s6 that the overall power coefficient In the 
'power operating range shall not be positive.  

Criterion S-Reactor Coolant Pressure 
#oundary (Category A). The reactor coolant 
pressure boundary shalt be designed and 
constructed so as to have an exceedingly low 
probability of gross rupture or significant 
leakage throughout its design lifetime.  

Criterion 10-C-ontainment (Category A).  
Containment shall be provided. The con
tainment structure shall be designed to sus
tain the initial effects of gross equipment 
failures, such as a large coolant boundary 
break, without loss of required Integrity and.  
together with other engineered safety fea
tures as may be necessary, to retain for as 
long aj the Situation requires the functional 
capability to protect the public.  

III. NUCLICAR AND RADEATION CoNTRoLs 

S. Criterion 11-Control Room (Category B).  
T:qhe facility shall be provided with a control 

room from which actions to maintain safe 
operational status of the plant can be con
trolled. Adequate radiation protection shall 
be provided to permit access, even under ac
cident conditions, to equipment in the con
trol room or other areas as necessary to shut 
down and maintain Safe control of the facili
Ity without radiation exposures of personnel 
In excess of 10 CFR 20 limits. It shall be pos
sible to shut the reactor down and main
taln it In a safe condition If access to the 
control room Is lost. due to fire or other cause.  

Criterion 12-- nstrumentation and Con
trol Systems tCatcgory D). Instrumentation 
and controls shall be provided as required to 
monitor and maintain variables within pro

" s cribed operating ranges.  
* Criterion 13-Fission Process Monitors and 

Controls (Category 8). Means shall be pro
vided for monitoring and maintaining con
trol over the fission process throughout core 
life and for all conditions that can reason
*ably be anticipated to cause variations in re
activity of the core, such as indication of 
position of control rods and concentration of 
soluble reactivity control poisons.  
SCrH: .on 1--Core Protection Systems 
(Category ). Core protection systems, to
gether with associated equipment, shall be 
designed to act automatically to prevent or 
to suppress conditions that could result in 
exceeding acceptable fuel damage, limits.  

Criterion IS--Engineered Safety Features 
Protection Systems (Category B). Protection 
systems shall be provided for sensing acci
dent situations and initiating the operation 
of necessary engineered safety features.  

Criterion 16-Monitoring Reactor Coo.ant 
Pressure Boundary (Category B). Mez.na shall 
be provided for monitoring the reactor cool
ant pressure boundary to de;ect leakage.  

Criterion 17-.Monitoring Radioactivity 
Releases (Category B). Means shall be. pro
vided for monitoring the containment at.  
mosphere. the facility efftuent discharge 
pa"t, and the facility environs for radio
activity that could be released from normal 
operations, from anticipated transients, and 
from accident conditions.  

Crfrcrion lU--fonitoring Fuel and Waste 
Sto'•ay. (Catcgory B). Monitoring and 
n!:arn ...s:rumentatlon shall be provided for 
I;."-. ,_aste storage and handling areas for 
c::-ons that might contribute to loss of 
co..&nu~sy In decay heat removal and to 
ra.amtion exposures.  

IV. •E•in ,AsLrrT AND TzsTAansr'ry OF 
PaorzcTiox SYsTzMs 

Criterion 19-Protection Systems Reliabil
ity (Catergory B). Protection systems shall 
be designed for high functional reliability 
ano In-service testability commensurate with 
the safety functions to be performed.

CriteiiOn 20--Protection Systems Re
dundancy and Independence (Category B).  
Redundancy and independence designed into 
protection systems shall be sufficient to as
sure that no single failure or removal from 
service of any component or channel of a 
system will result in loss of the protection 
function. The redundancy provided shall 
Include., as a minimum, two channels of 
protection for each protection function to be 
served. Different principles shall be used 
where necessary to achieve true Independ
ence of redundant instrumentation com
ponents.  

Criterion 21-SingZe Failure Definition 
(Category 81. Multiple failures resulting 
from a single event shall be treated as L 
single failure.  

Criterion 22-Separation of Protection and 
Control Instrumentation Systems (Category 
B). Protection systems shall be separated 
from control Instrumentation syi'ems tb the 
extent that failure or removal trem service 
of any control instrumentation system 
component or channel, or of those common 
to control instrumentation and protection 
circuitry, leaves intact a system satisfying 
all requirements for the protection channels.' 

Criterion 23-Protection Against Xultiple 
Disability for Protection Systems (Catcgory 
B). The effects of adverse conditions to which 
redundant channels or protection systems 
might be exposed in common, either under 
normal conditions or those of an accident.  
shall not result in loss of the protection 
function.  

Criterion 24-Ei.nergcncy Power for Pro
tcctton Systems (Category B). In the event of 
loss of all cffsite power. sufficient alternate 
sources of power shall be provided to permit 
the required functioning of the protection 
systems.  

Criterion 25-Demonstration of Functional 
Operability of Protection Systems (Category 
B). Means shall be Included for testing pro
tectLin systems while the reactor is in opera
tion to demonstrate that no failure or loss 
of redundancy has occurred.  

Criterion 26-Protqction Systems Fail-Safe 
Design (Category B). The protection systems 
shall be designed to fail into a safe state or 
into a state established as tolerable on a 
defined basis if conditions such as discon.  
nection of the system, loss of energy (e.g..  
electric power. instrument air). or adverse 
environments (e.g., extreme heat or cold.  
fire. steam, or water) are experienced.  

V. rSACTrVITT CONTROL 

Criterion 27-Pedundancy of Reactivity 
Control (Ca tcgory A). At least two Independ
ent reactivity control systems. preferably of 
different principles, shall be provided. 0 

Criterion 28-Reactivity Not Shutdown Ca
pebility (Category A). At least two of the 
reactivity control systems provided shall in
dependently be capable of making and hold
ing the core subcritical from any hot standby 
or hot operating condition. Including those 
resulting from power changes, suffciently 
fast to prevent exceeding acceptable fuel 
damage limits.  

Criterion 29--Reactivity Shutdown Capa
bility (Category A). At least one of the reac
tivity control systems provided shall be ca
pable of making the core subcritical under 
any condition -(Including atizcipated opera
tionnl transients) sufficierizy fast to prevent 
exceeding acceptable fuel damage limits.  
Shutdown margins greater than the maxi
mum worth of the moat effective control rod 
when fully withdrawn shall be provided.  

Criterion 30-Rcactivity Holddown Capa
bility (Category B). At least one of the reac
tivity control systems provided shall be 
capable of making and holding the core sub
critical under any conditions .with appropri
ate margins for contingencies.

Criterion 3f-Rcativity *Control Systems 
Mal•unctton (Category B). The reactivity 
control systems shall be capable of sustai.n 
ing any single malfunction, such as. un
planned continuous withdrawal (not ejec
tion) of a control rod. without causing a 
reactivity transient which could result irt 
exceeding acceptable fuel damage limits.  

Criterion 32'-faximum Reactivity Worth 
of Control Rods (Category A). Limits, which 
Include considerable margin, shall be placed 
on the maximum reactivity worth of control 
rods or elements and on rates at which reac
tivity can be Increased to ensure that the 
potential effects of a sudden or large change 
of reactivity cannot (a) rupture the reactor 
coolant pressure boundary or (b) disrupt the 
core. its support structures, or other vessel 
internals sufciently, to Impair the effective
ness of emergency core cooling.  

VI. RzaCToa CooZANT PfRssUaR BoUNDAY 

Criterion 33-Reactor Coolant Pressure 
Boundary Capability (Category A). The re
actor coolant pressure boundary shall be 
capable of accommodating without rupture.  
and with only lrImted allowance for energy 
absorption through plastic deformation, the 
static and dynamic loads Imposed on any 
boundary component as a result of any in
advertent and sudden release of energy to 
the coolant. As a design reference. this sud
den release shall be taken as that which 
would result from a sudden reactivity inser
tion such as rod ejection (unless prevented 
by positive mechanical means), rod dropout.  
or cold water addition.  

Critcrion 34-Reactor Coolant Pressure 
Boundary Rapid Propagation Failure Preven
tion (Category A). The reactor coolant pres
sure boundary shall be designed to minimize 
the probability of rapidly propagating type 
failures. Consideration shall be given (a) to 
the notch-toughness properties of materials 
extending to the upper shelf of the Charpy 
transition curve, (b) to the state of Ltress of 
materials under static and transient load
logs. (c) to the quality control specified for 
materials and component fabrication to limit 
flaw sizes, and (d) to the provisions for con
trol over service temperature and irradiation 
effects which may require operational 
restrictions.  

Criterion 35-Reactor Coolant Pressure 
Boundary Brittle Fracture Prevention (Cate
gory A). Under conditions where reactor cool
ant pressure boundary system components 
constructed of ferritic materials may be sub
,ected to potential loadings, such as a re
activity-induced loading, service tempera
tures shall be at least 120' r. above the nil 
ductility transition (.4DT) temperature of 
the component material If the resulting 
energy release is expected to be absorbed by 
plastl deformation or 60* F. above the N-DT 
temperature of the component material If 
the resulting energy release is expected to be 
absorbed within the elastic strain energy 
range.  

Criterion 36-Reactor Coolant Pressure 
Boundary Surveillance (Category A). Reactor 
coolant pressure boundary components sh4LI 
have provisions for Inspection, testing. and 
Surveillance by appropriate means to assess 
the structural and leaktight integrity of the 
boundary components during their service 
l etlme. For the reactor vessel. a material 
surveillance program conforming w i t h 
ASTM-E-185-66 shall be provided.  

VIZ. Eromrza SArIST FZATURES 

Criterion 37-Engineered Safety Features 
Basis for Design (Category A). Engineered 
safety features shall be provided in the fa
cility to back up the safety provided by the 
core design, the reactor coolant pressure 
boundary, and their protection systems. As 
s, minimum, such engineered safety features
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shall b-o designed to cope with any size re- Ii 
.actor coolant pressure boundary break up to q 
xud including the circumferential rupture of 
any pipe in that boundary assuming unob- C 
it-ucted discharge from both ends.  

Criterion 3--Reliability, and Testability of I 
Enginc'rcmd Safety Features (Category A). All I 
engineered safety features shall be designed v 
to pron'Lde high functional reliability and 
ready testability. In determining the suit
ability of a facility for a proposed site. the I 
deCgree of reliance upon and acCeptance of 
the Inl'erent and engineered safety afforded 
by the systems, including eng.neered safety 
features, will be influenced by the known and 
t1h0 demonstrated performance capability and 
reh.labIlity of the systems. and by the extent 
to which the operability of such systems can 

be tested and inspected where appropriate 
during the life of the plant.  

Criterion 39-Emergency Power for Engi
neered Safety Features (Category A). Alter
nate power systems shall be provided and 
designed with adequate independency, re

dundancy, capacity, and testability to permit 
the fumctioning required of the engineered 
safety features. As a minimum, the onsite 
power system and the offalte power system 
ah.all each. independently, provide this ca
pacity assuming a failure of a single active 
component in each power system.  

Criterion .40-Missile Protection (Category 
A). Protection for engineered safety features 
shall be provided against dynamic effects and 
missiles that might result from plant equip
ment failures.  

Criterion 41-En gu'ered Safety Features 
Performance Capability (Category A); Engi
neered safety features such as emergency 
core cooling and containment heat removal 
systems shall provide suielelnt perforinance 
capability to accommodate partiia lows of 
installed capacity and still fulfill the re
quired Safety function. As a minimum, each 
engineered safety feature shall provide this 
required safety function assuming a failure 
of a single active component.  

Criterion 42-Engineered Safety Features 
Components Capability (Category A). Engl
neered safety features shall be designed so 
that the capability of each component'and 
system to perform Its required function is 

not Impaired by the effects of a loss-of-coOl
ant accident.  

Criterion 43-Acitent Aggravation Pre

ventiont (Category A). Engineered safety fea
tures shall be designed so that any action of 
the engineered safety features which might 

accentuate the adverse after-effects of the 
loss of normal cooling is avoided.  

Criterion 44--Emergency Core Cooling Sys
rems Capability (Category A). At least two 

emergency core cooUng systems, preferably 

of different design. principles, each with a 

capability for accomplishing abundant emer

gency core coqllng. shall be provided. Each 
emergency core Cooling system and the core 
shall be designed to prevent fuel and clad 
damage that would Interfere with the emer
gency core cooling function and to limit the 

clad metal-water reaction to negligible 
amounts for all sizes of breaks in the reaotor 
coolant pressure" boundary. including the 

double-ended rupture of the largest pipe.  
The performance of each emergency care 
cooling system shall be evaluated conserva
tively in each area of uncertainty. The sys
tems shall not share active components and 

shall not share other features or components 
unless it can be demonstrated that (a) the 
capability of the shared feature . or com
ponent to perform its required function can 
be readily ascertained during reactor opera
tion. (b) failure of the shared feature or 

component does not Initiate a loss-of-coolant 
accident, and (e) capability of the shared 
feature or component to perform its required 
funation Is not impa•red by the effects, of a 

loss-of-coolant accident and Is not lost dur-
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g the entire period this function is ro- be made for testing penetrations which have 
dred following the accident, resilient seals or expansion bellows to permit 

Criterion 45-Inspection o0 Emergency leak tightness to be demonstrated at design 

wre Cooling Systems (Category A). Design pressure at any time.  

ovisions shall be made to facilitate physical - Criterion 57-Provisions for Testing of Iso

spection of all critical parts of the emer- latton Valves (Category A). Capability shall 

ncy core cooling systems, including reactor be provided for testing functional operabil

asel Internals and water Injection nozzles. iMy of valves and associated apparatus essen

Criterion 46-Testing of Emergency Core tial to the containment function for estab

ogling Systems Components (Category A). lishing that no failure has occurred and for 

esign provisions shall be made so that determining that valve leakage does not 

clive components of the emergency Core exceed acceptable limits.  

Ling systems, such as pumps and valves. Criterion 58-Inspection of Containment 

Ln be tested periodically for operability and Pressure-Reducing Systems (Category A).  

equired functional performance. Design provisions shall be made to facilitate 

Critcrion 47-Testing of Emergency Core the periodic physical Inspection of all impor

ooling Systems (Category A). A capability tant components of the containment prcs

hall be provided to test periodically the sure-reducing systems, such as. pumps, 

silvery capability of the emergency core valves, spray nozzles, torus, and sumps.  

Doling systems at a location as close Wo the Criterion 59-Testing of Containment' 

,re as Is practical. Pressure-Reducing Systems Components 

Criterion 48-Teuting of Operationcl S (Category A). The containment pressure-re

uence o0 Emergency Core Cooling Systems ductug systems shall be designed so that 

Category A). A capability shall be provided active sy nts such asipumps at 

Stest under condttions as close to des~gn active components, such as pumps and 

s practical the full operational sequence valves, can be tested pernionaclly for oper

hat would bring the emergency core cooling c.b$1ity and required functional perform.  
,stems into action. including the transfer ance.  

o alternate power sources. Criterion 60-Testing of Containment 

Criterion 49--Contcinment Design Basis Spray Systems (Category A). A capability 

Category A). The containment structure, shall be provided to test periodically the 

acluding access open'ngs and penetrations, delivery capability of the containment spray 

,nd any necessary containment hest removal system at a position as close to the spray 

ystems shall be designed so that the con- nozzles as is practical.  
ainment structure can accommodate with- Criterion 61-Testing o1 Operational Se

out exceeding the design leakage rate the quenee of Containment Pressure-Reducing 

iressures and temperatures resulting from Systems (Category A). A capability shall be 

he largest credible energy release following provided to test under conditions as close 

loss-of-coolant accident, Including a con- to the design as practical the full operational 

idemble margin for effects from metal-water sequence that would bring the containment 

wr other chemical reactions that could occur pressure-reducing systems into action. In- 4" 

Ls a consequence of failure of emergency eluding the. transfer to alternate power 

)ore cooling systems. sources.  
Criterion 50-NDT Requirement for Con- Criterion 62-inspection of Air Cleanup 

tainment Material (Category A). principal Systems (Category A).Design provisions shall 

oad carrying components of ferrisic ma- be made to facilitate physical inspection of 

erisls exposed to the external environment all critical parts of containment air cleanup 

shall be selected so that their temperatures systems, such as. ducts, filters, fans, and 

xnder normal operatng and testing condi- dampers.  
rons are not less than 30" P. above nil due- Criterion 63-Testing of Air Cleanup Sys-.  

9lity transition (NDT) temperature. terns Components (Category A). Design pro

Criterion 51-Reactor Coolant Pressure visions shall be made so that active compo

Boundary Outside Containment (Category nents of the air cleanup systems, such as 

A). If part of the reactor coolant pressure fans and dampers, can be tested periodically 

boundary is outside the containment, appro- for operability and required functional per

priate features as necessary shall be provided formance.  

to protect the health and safety of the public Criterion 6t-Testing of Air Cleanup Sys

In case of an accidental rupture in that part. ters. (Category A). A capability shall be 

Determination of the appropriateness of fea- provided for In situ periodic testing and 

lures such as isolation valves and additional surveillance of the air cleanup systems to 

containment shall include consideration of ensure (a) filter bypass paths have not 

the environmental and population conditions developed and (b) filter and trapping mate-.  

surrounding the site. rials have not deteriorated beyond acceptable 
Criterion 52-Containment Heat Removal li m ." 

Systems (Category A). Where active heat re- Criterion 65--Testing of Operational Se.  

moval systems are needed under accident quence of Air Cleanup Systems (Category A)..  

conditions to prevent exceeding contain- A capability shall be provided to test under 

ment design pressure, at least two systems, conditions as close to design as practical the 

preferably of different principles, each with full operational sequence that would bring 

full capacity, shall be provided, the air cleanup systems into action, includ . , 

Criterion 53-Containment Isolation Ing the transfer to alternate power sources 

Valves (Category A). Penetrations that re- and the design Sir flow delivery capability.  

quire closure for the containment function VIi. wu. AeND WA= sSoanc fiiTzas . .: ,..S r.  
shall be protected by redundant valving and 

associated apparatus. Criterion 66-Prevention of Fuel -Storage • 4 

Criterion 54-Containment Leakage Rate Criticality (Category B). Criticality in new 

Testing (Category A). Containment shall be and spent fuel storage shall be prevented by 

designed so that an integrated leakage rate physical systems or processes. Such means 

testing can be conducted at design pressure as geometrically safe configurations shall be 

after completion and installation of all pene- emphasized over procedural controls.  

trations and the leakage rate measured over Criterion 67-Fuel and Waste Storage De

a sufficient period of time to verify Its con- cay Heat (Category B). Reliable decay beat 

formance with required performance. removal systems shall be designed to prevent 

Criterion 55-Containment Periodic Leak. damage tb the fuel In storage facilities that' 

age Rate Testing (Category A). The contain- could result in radioactivity release to plant 

ment shall be designed so that Integrated operating areas or the public environs. y 
leakage rate testing can be done periodically Criterion 68-Fuel end Waste Storage 

at design pressure during plant lifetime. Radiation Shielding (Category B). Shielding 

Criterion 586-Provision" for Testing of for radiation protection shall be provided in 

Penetrations (Category A). Provisions shall the design of spent fuel and waste storage.  
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facilities a, required to meet the require
ments of 10 CFR 20.  

Criterion 69-Protection Against Radio
activity Relcase From Spent Fuel and Waste 
Storage (Catcgory B). Containment of fuel 
and waste storage shall be provided if acci
dents could lead to release of undue amounts 
of radloacLivtlry to the public environs.  

IX. PLANT ErTLt.mTS 

Critcrion 70--Control of Rctcascs of Radio
actilvity to the Environment tCategory B).  
The facility design shall include those means 
necessary to maltaLn control over the pl,-nt 
radioactive c.M.uents. whether gaseous, liquid.  
or solid. Appropriate holdup capacity shall 
be provided for retention of gaseous, liquid, 
or solid effluents, particularly where unfa
vorable environmental conditions can be ex
pected to require operational limitations 
upon the release of radioactive eflluents to 

the envlrorument. In all cases,. the desIgn for

radoactihity control sh.aIl beo j.-'.lfed (a.) 
on the basis of 10 C M- 20 req,,iremcnaS 
for normal operat!ons and for any trans.ent 
CttUaiton that might reasonably be antici
pated to occur and (b) on the basis of 10 
CF. 100 dosaige level guidelines for poten
tial reactor acc!dents of exceedingly low 
probabtilty of occurrence except that reduc
tion of the recommended dosage levels may 
be required where high population densities 
or very large cities can be affected by the ra
dioactive effluents.  

(See. 161. 68 Stat. 048; 42 U.S.C. 2201) 

Dated at Washington. D.C.. this 28th 
.day of June 1967.  

For the Atomic Energy Commission.  

W. B. McCooL, 
Secretary.  

[F.E. Doec. 67-7901; Flied. July 10. 1967; 
8:45 am.]
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EXHIBIT 36 

Letter from William B. Cottrell, 
ORNL, to H.L.Price, AEC (September 

6, 1967) and Enclosed ORNL 
Comments on Proposed GDC
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OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY 
.OPRATI[ BY 

UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION 
NUCLEAR DIVISION 

POST OFFICE BOX Y G 
OAI• RIDGE, TENNESSEE 37330 

September 6, 1967 , 
""L..SEP1,5g19670' 

Mr .L. PricewcA 
Director of Regulation 
'1.S. Atomic Energy Commission 
"Washington, D. C. 20545 

Dear Mr. Price: 

Subject: Review of USAEC "General. Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant 
Construction Permits" Federal Register, Ji1J7 11, 1967 

The subject docmnent has 'been reviewed by members of the staff of the 
Nuclear Safety Information Center. We realize and appreciate the great 
amount of work that your staff has done in bringing these criteria to 
their present form. We participated in the initial review of the criteria 
when they were issued in November 1965 and we are pleased to have the oppor

* itunity to ieview this later version. Our comments are enclosed in"two parts: 
(1) general comments which apply to the entire set" of criteria and (2) 

"* . specific comments on the individual criteria and in a Xev cases on sections 
such as VII, Engineered Safety Features.  

With a few exceptions, the scope of the criteria seems broad enough and 
generally well organized. We do have rather- extensive comments on those 
criteria which deal with protection systems. A difficult problem is thaz of 
assessing reliability. The "single failure criterion" is an attempt to re
lieve this situation, but its application is subjective and it has different" 
meanings to different individuals . Another problem area is that of the use 
of the same instruments for both operating the plant and providing protection.  
We believe that such interdependence can only degrade the reliability and 
performance of the protection system. Problems such as these make the task 
of vriting criteria and standards quite difficult.  

Further, the absence of clear definitions of terms, which to many are 
rather loosely understood, could limit the effectiveness of the criteria 
We feel that there is a critical need for these definitions.  

C 9.A A°



September 6, 196T

We aWin wish to commend you for the significant contribution represented 
by these criteria.. If you have questions concerning our comaents, ve rill be 
glad to discuss them vith you.

Sincerely yours, 

"Wlm. B. Cottrell, Directr 
Nuclear. Safety Information Center

VBCJIBu:jt 

Enclosure

cc "A. J. Pressesky
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General Comments 

1. The ramifications of civil disobedience, riots, strikes, sabotage, and 
the like ha~ve not even been mentioned. With this vast potentia~l risk 
in mind, should-not the physical security of the plant be considered? 

S.4 

2., Since these criteria will be used by many groups whose termiinology is 
not always (or even usually) in agreement, a set, of definitions is 
badly needed. For example what is a system, component, engineered 
safety feature, failure, redundancy, channel, surveillance, monitoring, 

id malfunction, protection system, loss of coolant accident, etc.? 

i. Since "single failure criteria" are to be rpplied to systems other than 
*1those for control (for Vhich criterion 21 is the definition), it is 

extremely important that they be clearly defined for all systems.  

... Since the introduction uses the phrase "nuclear reactor plant" woy is 
the phrase "reactor facility" use& in the text of several of the cri-' 
"teria to mean the same thing? r . e. o 

I th . o oto frvihciein2 stedfnto) ti

/
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,.,•Specific Comments 

:Title -Genera' Design Criteria for Nuctear Power Plant Construction Permits 

The title is really not grazmatically correct, since it infers that we 
"if *are designing a "construction petrit"r 

Criterion 2 Performance Standards 

1 1. Line 7: Delete "performance" since this could be construed as 
., .applying to operating performance only.  

2. In regard to earthquakes the "appropriate margin for withstanding.  
forces greater than those recorded . ." has not been defined 
here and furthermore it would be extremely difficult to do so at 
least with our present understanding of earthquake phenomena.  

* Therefore, the criterion should stat~e what constitutes an ade
quate margin.  

* Criterion 4 - Sharing of Systems 

. We agree with criterion 4 as it applies to the nuilear reactor plant but 
£ it should be extended to apply to systems, sub-systems, and especially en

gineered safety features.  

-'I 

Criterion 5 - Records Requirements 

.- 1. Line 2: Should read, "Records of the design, fabrication, in
. . spection, testing and construction of . . .o" to be sufficiently 

inclusive. The performance of engineered safety features must 
"" .1 be determined as a datum for evaluation of subsequent tests re

. quired of the system. For example, criterion i46 states that 
active components be periodically tested for required perfor

1 1mance.  

"2. Line 5: Change "its" to "his" to refer to the operator's 
•. control.  

Criterion 8 - Overall Pover Coefficient 

"For this entire criterion it might be better to say that "the reactor 
shall be designed s6 that either the overall power coefficient in the 
power operating range shall not be positive or reliable controls which will 
eliminate or minimize the undesirable effects of a positive power coeffi
cient shall be provided, tested and proved effective."
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*1 Criterion 10 - Containment 

*. .We infer from subsequent criteria that the protection system is not con

sidered an engineered safety feature even though there are reactors that de

pend upon the protection systems to work in order not to overstress the con

. I tainment.. Thus, either "engineered safety features" should be defined to 

include _the reactor protective system, i.e., scram functions, or this and 

•.4 other functions should be specifically mentioned. We prefer the former al

ternative.  

Criterion 11 - Control Room 

The aims of this criterion are certainly desirable but it is difficult 

if not impossible td prove the criterion has been met. However, some clani

S•fication is needed, for example, if a fire in 'a panel renders the controls 

of some emergency system inoperable, the criterion can be interpreted to 

udean that two separate control rooms are required. Is this the intent? 

Criterion 13'- Fission Process Monitors and Controls 

1. Line 4: Delete "throughout core life and" since it is redundant.  

2. The examples cited should either be deleted or augmented by a more 

comprehensive set including flux, hot spots, etc.  

Criteria 14 and 15 - Core Protection Systems and Engineered Safety Features..  

These criteria exemplify the fact .that a more detailed definition of 

• icontainment and engineered safety features needs to be included. One could 

define the engineered safety features as including scram system, core pro

tection system, etc., and then. eliminate Criterion 14.  

Suggested Criterion - Monitoring Engineered Safety Features 

.- We suggest that this criterion be inserted at this point: Instrumenta

tion shall be provided to monitor the performanXce of engineered safety 

",features during the course of the accident and to monitor the- condition of 

the reactor itself under these conditions.  

"Criterion 16 - Monitoring Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary 

This criterion defines the monitoring that is necessary to prove compliance 

with Criterion 9. (Similar proof is required by Criterion 36) In cases of 

this nature cross referencing of criteria shouild be made for the sake of 

"clarity.
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Criterion 1T- Monitoring Radioactivity Releases 

"This criterion was written to specify monitoring to.meet the specifics-
..-A.. tions of Criterion T0, which should be cress referenced here.  

Criterion 18 - Monitoring Fuel and Waste Storage 

Specification of criticality monitoring should be included in this cri
S-terion; for example, as by reference to 10 CFR, Part TO34.  

S.Criterion 19 - Protection Systems Reliability 

"There is no guide for determining whether or not the functional reliabi-" 
lity and -in-service testability is commensurate 'with the safety functions 
to be performed. Every designer could claim that his system met this cri

terion, and challenge a reviewer to show otherwise. Arguments about this 

• "criterion most likely will include comparisons to somewhat similar protectiom 
'systems for somewhat similar nuclear power plants that have been reviewed 
and approved.  

This criterion is'of questionable value and we recommend its omission.  

• A 'set of rules for designing protection systems would be more useful than a' 

general statement of desirable results.  

Criterion 20 - Protection Systems Redundancy and Independence 

"-The criterion is not clear as to the extent of .the effects of a single 

failure that need consideration. Apparently, considerations of effect are 

to be limited to a component or channel - resulting in a severe limitation 

in the value of this criterion. This is another example of a criterion where 

definitions are needed; for example, component, channel, and system need to 

.- be defined.  

"" Criterion 21 - Single Failure Definition 

A Judgment of the extent of failures caused by a single event hinges on 

"credibility. First, there is the probability of the initiating event, then 

the probability of progressive failures. A single event of sufficient magni

tude will certainly prevent the functioning of thie protection system. De

tailed guidelines for describing the required independence of redundant equip

"ment are needed. Examples are spacing between cables carrying redundant sig

"nals, methods of separating electronic. equipment- handling redundant signals, 

methods of isolating redundant logic devices which. combine redundant signals, 

etc. Unless more detailed information is given as to what is to be considered 

credible, this criterion serves little purpose..
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Criterion 22 - Separation of Protection. and Control Instrumentation Systems 

This criterion apparently recognizes the need for separating protective 

and control instrumentation but compromises this objective with the qualifi

cations permitted. The net effect is to permit the intimate intermingling of 

the system that normally operates the *plant and the system that is intended 

to afford protection. We strongly recommend that no exceptions be permitted 

to the separation of these two systems as the only effective means .to insure 
the vital integrity of the protection system.  

Both of these systems in the new and larger reactors- are complex.. Despite 

the use of buffer amplifiers in attempting to isolate the effects of failures 

in the two systems, the systems are not independent when the same signals are 

coupled into each. Additionally, the objectives of operation are not those of 

protection. When the two systems are intermingled, signal processing equip

ment- is invariably designed for operating the plant rather than for protection...  
Inadequate control demands that corrections must be made in the equipment to 

allov operation, but inadequate protection equipment may be discovered only 

after their need during an accident. Mixing of the two systems as allowed 

by this criterion diverts design attention from the requirements of protection 

to those of opiration. Such mixing also increases the probability that pro

tection will be-lost as the result of a failure in the control system that.  

initiates the accident requiring protection.

The basic .justification for independence of protection and operation 

systems, in our opinion, is the relative ease with which .the protection func

tion can be assured vith independence, and the great difficulty of realizing 

such assursnce with interdependence. We-believe it -is easier- to separate the 

systems than to assure that their interactions are harmless. We believe it 

is easier to maintain independence than to insure, for the lifetime of the 

plant, that deliberate changes or inadvertent alteration of the operation.  

system will not adversely affect the protection function.  

The dismal list of accidents caused by design errors, and the much larger 

list- of design errors caught before they caused accidents, lead us to believe 

that design errors will continue to occur. We believe further that indepen

dence of operation and protection is. one of the best defenses against the 

possibility that a design error may cause an unprotected accident.  

It may be possible that for some combinations of protection and opera

"ioi-instruments no conceivable failure of the operation function involved 

can result in a situation requiring action of the protection function involved.  

To the extent that this can be proved, both initially and throughout reactor 

lifetime, the particular interdependence could be acceptable. A hypothetical 

example is the instrumentation used to measure and control the pressure of a 

sealed containment enclosure. The-operation function is used principally to 

provide a pressure differential between the inside of the containment and 
-the outside, and thus to provide a means for surveillance of the leakage rate.

0-
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* The prctection function might be to initiate reactor shutdown, emergency 
"cooling, and isolation of process piping if a rise in containment pressure 
should indicate the presence of a serious leak of potentially radioactive 
fluids. It might be demonstrable that no failure whatever of this instru
mentation could induce a substantial leak of radioactive .tluid, in which 

, case no real interdependence of operation system ana protection system would 
in fact exist.  

The basis of the above example is the impossibility that failure of the 
S"operational function or equipment could ever, under any circumstances, lead 

to a-situation where the protection function would be needed. Therefore, 
sharing of equipment (common elements) between the protection system and the 

J -1 operation system could not lead.to interaction between the two systems. It 
is difficult to prove conclusively this lack of functional interaction. More 
difficult is the problem of ensuring that this Xack of interaction can and 

* will be maintained throughout the life of tho plant. Operators are not de
* signers; operators in charge of the plant at the end of its hO-year life are 

not the ones who may have discussed protection problems with. the designers 
at the beginning. Subtle considerations are apt to be forgotten or ignored.  
It 1s easy to forget that plant protection was originally based on the im
possibility that failure of certain opelation instruments -could. result in a 
need for protection-system function.  

Criterion 24 - Emergency Power for Protection Systems 

J.• Design requirements related to power supply include consideration of 
both Criteria 24 and 26. There is an anomaly here in that Criterion 24 per

" mits the protection system to requite power to provide protection, whereas 
Criterion 26 requires the system to fall into a safe. or tolerable state on 
loss of power. To the extent that Criterion 26-calt be met, alternate power 
sources become an economic or operational consideration rather than being 
.. eeded for safety.  

Criterion 25 - Demonstration of Functional Operability of Protection Systems 

We agree with the intent of this criterion but suggest that the wording 
_:A be changed to state "... demonstrate 'that no failure causing a reduction 

of redundancy . . ." rather than "... demonstrate that no failure or loss 

*"-f of redundancy . ... " Some systems may have extra elements whose failures 
do not reduce the redundancy claimed for the system.  

Criterion 26 - Protection Systems Fail-Safe Design 

This criterion places a requirement not only on the protection system 
but on the plant as well. For example, a plant design could be such that 
operation of the protection mechanism when not needed would .be highly un
desirable. (An- illustration is the closure of the steam stop valves in a
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BEv.) Criterion 26 requires the plant to be able to accept operation of the 
protection-system when not needed. We believe this is a good objective and 
we support this criterion.  

.S 

Section V - Reactivity C6ntrol 

1.. The title-of this section should be "Reactivity Control for Reactor 
Shutdown".  

2.. This group of criteria should distinquish more clearly between 
* functions of reactivity control; namely, the dynamic reactivity 

reduction process and the static holddown functions. The first 
function must be performed at such times as in power transients 
and loss-of-coolant accidents with the objective of preventing 

A• exceeding "acceptable fuel damage limits" referred to in Criteria 
28 and 29. Margins expressed in terms of shutdown parameters 
are inappropriate and inadequate for the dynamic function.  

The reliability with which each function must be carried out 
depends upon the seriousness of the consequences of failure of 
that function.  

• Criterion 27 - Reduxidancy of Reactivity Control 

This criterion is not clear. 'It does not state whether the two reacti
vity control systems (1) should both be capable of -both increasing and 
decreasing reactivity for operation, or (2) should both be capable of fast 
shutdown, or (3) should one be for fast shutdown and one for holddown. We 
recommend that the word "shutdown" be substituted for "control" in this 
criterion. These systems should also meet the requirements of Criteria 28, 
29, 30, 31, and 32.  

" * Criteria 28, 29, and 30 taken together indicate that one of the shutdown 
"systems is not required to cope with positive transients and is essentially 

"" a. method of obtaining reactivity holddovn capability. However, reactors 
"that must be shut down rapidly to allow the containment system to function 
need two separate and fast shutdown systems. A single fast or "primary" 
shutdown system together with a "holddown", or slow, "secondary" shutdown 

system is not satisfactory in this case.  

Criterion 29 - Reactivity Shutdown Capability 

As stated in our comments on Criterion 27, some reactors require a shut
"down to allow the containment to function. In such cases, -this criterion
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shoxild, require that two shutdown systems be applied. Each such system should 
be capable of preventing an unacceptable situation%.  

This criterion carries a. reference to shutdown margin, that could well 
'be made a separate criterion as the shutdown requirements are a function Of 

I the number of rods, reactor operating conditions and function desired (e.g., 
reduction of nuclear power level or hoiddown of the subcritical reactor).  
Although we have not addressed ourselves to these conditions in detail, we 

* believe that a margin, much greater than the worth oft the most effective con
* trol-rod is needed for reactors having many rods.  

Criterid'n 30 - Reactivity Holddown Capability 

- © 

*In cases requiring thi reactor to-be shut down in order to achieve con
tainmentý. two of these systems should be requiired. See comments on Criteria 
ZT aid 29.  

* - Criterion 31 -Reactivity Control Systems Malfunction 

This criterion should be expanded to include all failures of the plant 

operating system that are capable of increasing reactivity. In particular 

this criterion should not be limited to the' ýnplanned withdrawal of only 
one control rod since a failure of the control rod operating system may ndt 
be restricted to the withdrawal of only one rod. All failures that may 

I affect the performance of the control rod operating system must be considered.  
* ~Of a. more general nature, all failukres that can-introduce reactivity in

creases must be considered. In addition to control rods, there are coolant 
-temperature changes, and perhaps even void effects that need analysis..  

*Criterion 33 - Reactor*Coolant Pressure Boundary Capability 

We agree with the intent of the criterion but it is not clear what is 
meanit by "positive mechanical means"' for preventing a rod ejection. A defi

aition is needed.  

*Section VII -Engineered Safety Features 

With the exception of reactor shutdown systems, all other engineered 

safety features are discussed in this section. These are: emergency power 

'1 system, emergency core cooling system, containment enclosure system, contain

meat pressure-ireducing system: (including containment heat removal), and air 

.1 cleaning systems.  

For each of these systems, there should be criteria for design of the 

system -a~nd their components as-well as criteria for testing and inspection.



The objective of these criteria would be clearer if each system were treated 
in separate subsections and the criteria for each were set up in parallel 
form. Thus, there would be criteria for the inspection and testing of 
emergency power system (now covered in 6n1y Criterion 39) as well as the 
inspection and testing criteria for the other engineered safety features.  
Criterion 52, "Containment Heat Removal Systems," would be grouped with 
Criteria 58-61-with which it is generally associated. Such a rearrangement 
raises questions on. other points of apparent inconsistancy, e.g. ,*Criterion 
60 is seen to be but a special case of Criterion 61, etc.  

Criterion 37 - Engineered Safety Features Basis for Design 

S.Again a definition of engineered safety features is necessary. For ex
ample, if the scram must work in order that the containment not be over
stressed, then the scram system must be considered part*of an engineered 
safety feature.  

_Criterion 38- Reliability and Testability of Engineered Safety Features 

We agree with this criterion. HoWever, its title and inclusion in 
Section VII, both of which pertain only to engineered safety features, does 
not reflect its more general applications Vhich include "inherent" as well 
As "engineered safety features". It would more appropriately be included in 
Section I.  

Criterion 39 - E•nergency Power for Engineered Safety Features 

... A difficult point in the application of this criterion is that of re
dundancy in the offsite power system. For example, a plant failure that 
results in shutting off the electric generator driven by the reactor could 
produce the loss of all offsite power. The probability of this consequential 
loss of offsite power varies widely as a result of changes in the power 
system and of variations in. power system load. As a result of this wide 
variation in the reliability of offsite pover, we. recommend that this cri
terion require that redundant and independent onsite, power system be're
quired such that onsite power alone be capable of supplying the needs of 
-the engineered safety features after a failure of a single active component.  
"in the onsite power system. We do not believe that the offsite power is 
really independent of the power from a main generator operated from the 
"reactor to be safeguarded.  

¶ 4 Criterion 40 - KZisile Protection 

Analysis shall be made to 'show that fragments and components that could 
"be ejected from highly pressurized system's rotating equipment would not
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"impair the function of an engineered safety feature. Typical missiles re

. -~quiring analyses are such items as primary system valves, flanges, instrumen

* r tation, etc. When rotating equipment is not completely contained?, such as 

* ;in a concrete vault, a missile map should be provided for rotating equipment 

(e.g., main turbines, pumps, etc.) 

Criterion 41 - Engineered Safety Features Performance Capability 

We agree with this criterion as far as it goes. In particular the de

"* taild requirements for the emergency core cooling system as contained in 

Criterion 44 illustrate the desired amplification (but for that system only).  

Thus, it could be generalized and added to Criterion 41 as follows: "The 

performance of each engineered safety feature shall be evaluated conserva

"tively in each area of uncertainty. The systems shall not share. active 

.corponents and shall not share other features 6r components unless it can 

be-demonstrated that (a) the capability of the shared feature or component 

to .perform its required function can be readily ascertained during reactor 

operation, (b) failure of the shared feature or component does not initiate 

a loss-of-coolent accident, and (c) capability of the shared feature or 

component to perform its required function is not impaired by the effects 

of a loss-of-coolant accident and is not lost during the entire period 

"this function is required following the accident." 

Criterion 42 - Engineered Safety Features Components Capability 

We see no need to limit this criterion to the loss-of-coolant accident 

"" and suggest that . . . "by the effects of a loss-of-coolant accident" be 

changedi to read "the effects of the accident for which the function is 

S"-required." 

"; . Criterion 43 - Accident Aggravation Prevention 

S"It is not obvious what purpose this criterion is intended to serve. If 

"something specific is in mind, here it should be stated, i.e., are we *worried 

. about the core becoming critical again, or inducing & thermal shock, etc.  

Perhaps this-should not even appear here but be in the general discussion.  

Criterion 414 - Emergency Core Cooling SystOs Capability 

"" As noted in the discussion on Criterion 41i, we would restrict this 

criterion to the first two sentences (having already included the remainder 

of this criterion as a. general requirement in Criterion 41). However, as 

we interpret the intent of these sentences, each of the two emergency cooling 

,systems should cover the whole range of pipe break conditions up to the
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"maximum. To make this point clearer, it might be better to rephrase the 
second sentence defining the cooling system requirements as follows: "For 
"each size break in the reactor coolant pressure boundary, including the 
double-ended rupture of the largest pipe, at least two emergency core 
cooling systems, preferably of different design principles and each with 
"a capability for accomplishing abundant emergency core cooling, shall be 
provided." 

Criterion 48 - Testing of Opeirational Sequente of Emergency Core Cooling 
. Systems 

We agree with the intent of this criterion and suggest that in addition 
to "the transfer to. alternate power sources" the operation of the reactivity 
control system (which must shutdown the reactor and then provide holddown 
in the cold condition after the loss-of-coolant iccident) should be mentioned.  

Criterion 49 - Containment Design Basis 

We agree with the intent of this criterion but feel that the following 
need some elaboration: 

Line 10: "Considerable Margin" should be defined in some manner.  

Line 13: What degree of failure of the emetgency core cooling system 
is assumed? 

:A.  

"Criterion 50 - NDT Requirement for Containment Material 

'1 This criteria needs further clarification. The temperature of the steel 
members in question under normal operating and. testing conditions should bE 
defined, i.e., the temperature of the component when the ambient temperature 

• is at its lowest recorded (or perhaps expected) value. Furthermore, the 
requirement of NDT 4- 30 F has no meaning in the eyes of the stress analyst 
although it has found some usage. 'This temperature is half way between NDT 
and FTE and unless there is adequate justification of which ve are .unaware, 

•, we recommend using NDT + 600 F which defines the transition, e.g., tempera
ture at wrhich cracks won't propagate at stresses less than yield.  

Criterion 51 - Reactor Coolant PresSure Boundary Outside Containment 

The intent of this criterion is not- clear. It would appear that Criterion 
53 which requires redundant waving would also cover reactor containment 
coolant boundaries outside containment. If, however, it is intended to re
.quire extensions of the containment, it should be specifically stated. In



Somitted.  

Criteeria 54, 55, andeet " Containment akas Rate Testing, Containmen t 

Periodic Leakage Rt etnadPoiin 
fr hTesting of Penetrations 

Foll n te words "o no teray trupressure" it is suggested that "defined by 

• ;'i. Criterion 49" bherinefresodeotted.. 
.  

Criterion 56 

eThis criterion Is not sufficiently inclusive. The types of penetrations 

which should be tested should NOT be limited to the two that are mentioned, but 

for instance should also incluTe electrical penetrations and piping penetrations 

that do not require expansion joints. The penietration. testing is usually.  
done at greater than design pressure.  

•- Criterion 66 - Prevention of Fuel Storage Criticality 

We do not understand the implication of "or processes" at the end 
of 

the first sentence, nor dovei believe that It is-practical 
to depend upon 

-procedural controls to prevent accidental criticality In storage 
facilities 

of powerioeactors. Hence, the last sentence of this criterion should 
be 

* ~changed to read as follows: "Such means as geometrically safe configuatiolls 

shall be 'Used to- insure that criticality cannot occur." 

Criterion 6T - Fuel and Waste Storage Decay Heat 

To the extent that removal of decay heat is a function necessary to 

prevent escape of fission products, decay heat removal systems 
should 

be designed to the sane requirements for redundancy, inspectability, and 

testability as engineered safety features on reactors* This should include 

facilities for supplying additional coolant fluid in the event of accidental 

-loss.  

.

.* 
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EXHIBIT 37 

Letter from Edson G. Case, AEC, to 
Dr. Stephen H. Hanauer, ACRS (July 
23, 1969), Enclosing General Design 
Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants 
(July 15, 1969) (relevant excerpts)
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.tat tUNITED STATES 

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON,. DC. 20545 

July 23, 1969 

Dr, Stephen H. Hanauer, Chairman 
Advisory Coumittee on Reactor Safeguards 
U. S. Atomic Energy .Coumiission 
Washington, D. C. 20545 

Dear Dr. Hanauer: 

Enclosed are 18 copies of: 
1. lenersl Des ig!i:rir for Nuclear Power Units" revi'sion 

dated July 15, 1969, which reflects the.comnents.made by 
the ACRS Subcommittee at our meeting July 9, 1969, and 

2. A "Comparison of Published"Criteria (July It, 1967) and 
Revised Criteria (July 15, 1969)." 

"Regarding the differences between the published and revised criteria, 
please note that the revised criteria: 

a.' Reflect comments received from industry on the published 
criteria and developments that have occurred since their 
release. In addition, they reflect comments received 
from the ACRS and the regulatory staff on interim drafts.  

b. Establish "minimum requirements" for water-cooled reactors, 
whereas the published criteria were "guidance" for all 
reactors.  

c. Are arranged in six sections, include definitions, and 
are not categorized (Category A or Category B).  

d. Do not include the term "engineered safety features." The 
requirements in the published criteria for "engineered 
safety features" have been incorporated in the revised 
criteria by including the requirements in the criteria for 
individual systems.
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Stephen H. Eanauer - 2 - July 23, 1969 

e. Include critetia which do not have direct counterparts in 
the published criteria; these are located in the back of 
Enclosure 2.  

ACRS review is requested as soon as possible.  

Sincerely, 

EdsnG Case, Director 
Division of Reactor Standards 

Enclosure: 
As stated
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INTODUCTION 

Pursuant to the provisions of § 50.34, applications for construction 

permits must include the principal design criteria for a proposed facility.  

These General Design Criteria establish minimum requirements for the 

principal design criteria for water-cooled nuclear power units similar in 

design and location to units previously approved for construction by the 

Commission. The General Design Criteria are also considered to be generally 

applicable to other types of nuclear power units and are intended to be 

used for guidance in establishing the principal design criteria for these 

units.  

The principal design criteria for a nuclear power unit establish 

necessary design, fabrication, construction, testing, and performance 

requirements for structures, systems, and components important to safety; 

that is, structures, systems, and components that prevent or mitigate the 

consequences or accidents which could cause undue risk to the health and 

safety of the public. There will be some nuclear power units for which 

these General Design Criteria are not sufficient for this purpose, and addi

tional criteria must be established in the interest of public safety. It 

is expected tts t additional or different criteria will be needed to take 

into account unusual sites and environmental conditions, and for water

cooled nuclear power units of advanced design. Also, there may be nuclear 

power units for which fulfillment of some of the General Design Criteria 

may not be necessary or appropriate. For units such as these, departures 

from the General Design Criteria must be identified and justified.
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DEFINIT IONS 

NUCLEAR POWER UNIT 

A nuclear power unit means a nuclear reactor and associated equipment 

necessary for electrical power generation and those structures, systems, 

and components required to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents 

which could cause undue risk to the health and safety of the public.  

REACTOR COoLMAT PRESSURE BOUNDARY 

The reactor coolant pressure boundary means all those pressure

containing components, such as pressure vessels, piping, pumps, and valves.  

within the following systems or portions of systems of pressurized and 

boiling water-cooled nuclear power units: 

(a) The reactor coolant system. For a nuclear power unit of 

the boiling water type, the reactor coolant system extends 

to and includes the outermost containment isolation valves 

capable of external actuation in the main steam and feed

water lines, and the reactor safety and relief valves.  

(b,) Portions of associated auxiliary systems connected to the 

reactor coolant system. For piping of these systems which 

penetrates primary reactor containment, the boundary extends 

to and includes the first containment isolation valve out

side the containment capable of external actuation. For 

piping of these systems which contains two valves both of 

which are normally closed during normal reactor operation, 

the boundary extends to and includes the second of these
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two valves (the second of which mnust be capable of external 

actuation), whether or not the system piping penetrates 

primary reactor containment.  

(c) Portions of the emergency core cooling system connected to 

the reactor coolant system. For piping of this system which 

penetrates primary reactor containment, the boundary extends to 

and includes the first containment isolation valve outside 

containment capable of external actuation. For piping of this 

system which does not penetrate primary reactor containment, 

the boundary extends to and includes the second of two valves 

normally closed during normal reactor operation.  

LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENTS 

Loss-of-coolant accidents mean those postulated accidents that result 

from the loss of reactor coolant at a rate in excess of the capability of 

the reactor coolant makeup system from any size break in the piping, pressure 

vessels, pumps, and valves connected to the reactor pressure vessel and 

within the reactor coolant pressure boundary, up to and including a break 

in these components equivalent in size to the double-ended rupture of the 

largest pipe of the reactor coolant system.  

SINGLE FAILURE 

A single failure means an occurrence which results in a loss of capa

bility of a structure, system, or component to perform its intended functions.  

Multiple failures resulting from a single occurrence are considered to be 

a single failure.

.o
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CRITERION 62 - PREVENTION OF CRITICALITY IN FUEL STORAGE AND HANDLING 

Criticality in the fuel storage and handling system shall be 

prevented by physical systems or processes, preferably by geometrically 

safe configurations.  

CRITERION 63 - MONITORING FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE 

Instrumentation shall be provided in fuel storage and radioactive 

vaste systems and associated handling areas (1) to detect conditions 

that may result in loss of decay heat removal capability and excessive 

radiation levels and (2) to initiate appropriate safety actions.  

CRITERION 64 - MONITORING RADIOACTIVITY RELEASES 

Means shall be provided for monitoring the reactor containment 

atmosphere,. spaces containing components for recirculation of loss-of

coolant accident fluids, effluent discharge paths and the unit environs 

for radioactivity that may be released from normal operations, from 

anticipated operational occurrences, *nd from postulated accidents.
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Memorandum from Edson G. Case, 
NRC, to Harold L. Price, et al., AEC, 
re: Revised General Design Criteria 

(October 12, 1970) and Enclosed 
Letter from Edward A. Wiggin, AIF, 
to Edson G. Case, NRC (October 6, 

1970)



UNITED STATES 
e /~'., ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20545 '. " 

r OCT 1 2 197,0 "/.. 
/ 

Carold L. Price, Director of Regulation 
Clifford K. Beck, Deputy Director of Regulation 
Marvin H. Mann, Assistant Director of Regulation for Reactors 
C. L. Henderson, Assistant Director of Regulation for Administration.  
S. H. Hanauer, Technical Advisor to the Director of Regulation 
L. D. Low, Director, Division of Compliance 
P. A. Morris, Director, Division of Reactor Licensing 

REVISED GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA 

My memorandum of September 24, 1970, to Harold L. Price forwarded the 
latest revision of the General Design Criteria for your comments.  
Additions and changes to the June 4 version of the criteria were 
annotated.  

Enclosed is a letter and enclosures which provide the AIF couments of 
the June 4 version of the criteria. Please note that the major Forum 
comments are discussed in the third enclosure to its October 6 letter.  
The revised criteria forwarded by my memorandum of September 24 appear 
to satisfy all of these major comments.  

Please provide your comments on the revised criteria by Monday, October 19, 
so that review by the ACRS and final issuance of the criteria can be 
expedited.  

Edson C. Case, Director 
Division of Reactor Standards 

Enclosure: 
AIF Letter dated October 6, 1970, 

to Edson G. Case v/encls 
(except second enclosure) 

cc: G. A. Arlotto, DRS
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October 6, 1970 
0 

Mr. Edson G. Case, Director 
Division )f Reactor Standards 
U.S. Aton-'c Energy Cormission 
Washingtc, D. C. 205 4 5 

Dear Ed: 

Th• purpose of this letter and the enclosed material is to pro
vide you with a commentary, developed by an ad hoc group convened under 
the aegis of the Forum's Committee on Reactor Safety, on the AEC-pro
posed "Ge.,eral Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," as set forth 
in the AE: draft of June 4, 1970.  

Th s commentary has been developed by, and represents the con
sensus viw of, the following industry representatives, who have had 
an opportu.nity to participate either in redrafting and modifying the 
criteria or reviewing the same: 

Robert D. Allen (Chairman) - Bechtel Corp.  
Edwin A. Wiggin (Secretary) - Atomic Industrial Forum 

Rennie Anderson - Combustion Engineering, Inc.  
William Bley - Stone & Webster Engineering Corp.  
Henry E. Bliss - Commonwealth Edison Co.  
A. Philip Bray - General Electric Co.  
Allan R. Collier - Westinghouse Electric Corp.  
Walter D. Gilbert - General Electric Co.  
Gilbert S. Keeley.- Consumers Power Co.  
Douglas V. Kelly - Pacific Gas 6 Electric Co.  
William J. L. Kennedy - Stone & Webster Engineering Corp.  
William Little - Babcock & Wilcox Co.  
Lawrence E. Minnick - Yankee Atomic Electric Co.  
James S. Moore - Westinghouse Electric Corp.  
John N. Noble - Stone!.& Webster Engineering Corp.  
Harold Oslick - Ebasco Services, Inc.  
Warren H. Owen - Duke Power Co. Reed of, D.F 

a!e eg.
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Richard F. Ranellone - General Electric Co.  
William Smith - Babcock & Wilcox Co.  
James E. Tribble - Yankee Atomic Electric Co.  
Michael F. Valerino - Combustion Engineering, Inc.  
Robert E. Wascher - Babcock & Wilcox Co.  
John M. West - Combustion Engineering, Inc.  
Robert A. Witsemann - Westinghouse Electric Corp.  

Th.i enclosed material, which in its entirety comprises our com
mentary, ncludes the following five items: 

1. A marked up version of the AEC draft of June 4 indica
ting the changes we believe should be incorporated 
prior to publication of the criteria.  

2. A retyped version of the AEC draft of June 4 incorpo
rating the changes referred to above.  

3. A discussion of the major changes recommended. Our 
consensus agreement with the criteria as modified is 
dependent upon their acceptance.  

4. An explanation of certain detailed changes which we 
believe to be both necessary and desirable if the 
criteria are co prove of maximum usefulness to the 
AEC and the industry. Omitted from this listing are 
minor changes, for the v0st part self-explanatory, 
which have been suggested in the inLerest of 
enhancing the clarity of certain criteria but which 
do not alter eiLher their scope or intent.  

5. An excerpt which we believe should be incorporated In 
the Statement of Considerations at the time the 
criteria are published.  

We wish to emphasize the importance attached to the concerns under
lying the mainr changes recommended. We very much hope that these con
cerns can be acconmodated by adoption of the recommended changes or in 
some othe: equally satisfactory manner.  

Suimission of this consensus comnen1ary is not intended to pre
clude the subsequent submission of individual comments by those named 
above or Ly other industry representatives, once the criteria have been 
published. Conversely, it is not expected that the group named above 
or the Forum Committee on Reactor Safety would wish to offer further
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comnments itf the recommendations set forth in this commentary are adopted.  

P';ease let us know if you desire further clarification of these 
comments. Also, should you wish further elaboration of the comments, we 
would be pleased to convene a representative group of those named above 
to meet -ith you and your associates.  

Wc appreciate the opportunity to comment on this important 
document.  

Sincerely, 

Edwin A. Wiggin 

EAW:erk 
Enc.
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Pursuant to the provisions -of 50.34, an application for a cnnstrt.:tLon 

0 permit cus; include the principal design criteria for a proposed facility.  

Ml These G;eneval Destsn Criteria establish =inimuma requirements for the 
c V 

;principal Lestgn criteria for water-cooled nuclear power units similar in 

. esi.n and locactinn to units for which construction permits hiave been issued 

-- bv the Co=.issaion. The General Design Criteria are also consider.e to b-e 
LU 

-Kene+F api;.ba t: eher type" of nu-leer power. n--r ni .end •--r_ intended 
Li 0.  

to provide zutdance in establishing the principal design criteria for 
.ypes of nuclear power 

> such other/mits.  
1..  

V-- The pr ncipal desSxn criteria for a nuclear power unit establish 
V C 

U necessary dt sign, fabrication, construction, testing, and performance 

" " requirement. for structures, systems, and components important to safety; 

>"L that is, stractures, systems, and components that prevent or mitigate the 

C 
.; "t consequences of accidents vhich could cause undue risk to the health anti 

S%- safety of th2 public. \There will be some water-cooled nuclear pov.r unIts 

for vhich tii-se General Desaign Criteria are not sufficient for this purpose, 

and addition..1 criteria must be identified and satisfied by the de.ign n the 

interest of I.ublic safety. It is expected that additional or diff trent criterLa 
may 
wilA be need* d to take into accoUnt unusual sites and environmental cout itions, 

and for water-cooled nuclear power units of advanced designj. tw1 &he- e may 

I e wa&cr-cooioed nuclear power units for which fulfillment of some of the 

G Ceneral Desiga Criteria mAy not be necessary or appropriate. For units such 

as these, depirturec from the Central Design Criteria mist be identified and 

lustified.  
"�' Insert ()-see next page 

The requiremeits of these General Design Criteria shall be supplemented or modifie 
as necessary :o cope with the existence or consequences oF a previously unidentif;' 
physical cond tion important to safety. The effective date for the application of 
industry code. and standards shall be as specified in Title 10 of the Code of 
Federal Regul. tions.
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The cavelopment of these General Design Criteria is not yet complete.  
For example. some of the definitions need further amplification. Also, 
certain of the specific design requirements for structures, systems, and 
components important to safety have not as yet been suitably defined so that 
they can be generalized as criteria. For these reasons It is expected that 
the criter a will be augmented and revised from time to tirne as important 
new or charged requirements such as these are identified and developed.



DEINITIONS AND EXPLANATIONS 

mutLEAR FMEl JMIT 

A nuclear pover unit means a nuclear power reactor and associated equip

cent necessary for electrical .povkr generation and Includes those structures, 

syscems, and components required to prevent or mitigato the consequences of 

a-zidents %rhic*A could cause undue risk-to the heLlth and safety of..the public.  

LOSS-OF-CO LAK. ACCIDENTS 

Loss-of-cwolant accidents mean those postulated accidents that result 

from the losa of reactor coolan; at a rate in excess of the capability of 
system used for normal s 

the/reactor coclant nakeup,emee from ane-e4 break/Ln the --pins-- prceaTr1 

Ve.ssels. pumpsi -. .-andlp-.r30: cznnce-ad to the reaetcr press~ure -vessel end whitk 

.e-P. ot the reactor coolant pressure boundary, up to and including a.  

break 4-ph--- c•.mpoamns. equivalent In size to the double-ended rupture of 

the largest pi; e of the reactor coolant system.) 

SINGLE FAILURE 

-s-ingle failure means an occurrence vhich results in the loss of capa

bilitT of a cozponenc cc perform Its intended safety functions. tultiple 

failures resulting from a single occurrence are considered to be a single 

faLlure. Kechaaical and electrical systems are considered to be designed against 

an assumed sinple failure if noither (1) a single failure of any active component 
selected 

(azssuing passsie components function properly) nor (2) a single failure of on?.  
S 

passive cozponze.t/(assuiiaR active components function properly), results In a 

I Further detai s relating to the type,size, and orientation of postulated breaks 
in specific c'mponents of the reactor coolant pressure boundary are under 
development a!. a general design criterion.



1c08 of the capability of tile syste to perform its xafety functions. 2 T 

4&ia eon ~ no be usateed 4hit ahe co~des p tenodoLnAuchna Zus 

ANTICU PATED MEJPLRAT1O0,AL OCCURRENCES 

Anfticpated operational occurrences mean those conditions of normal oper

ation which ire expected to occur one or more times during the life of the nuclear 

power unit &ad Include but are not Limited to loss of power to the recirculation 

pups, tripp.ng of the turbine generacor set. Isolation of the main condenser, 

and lose of all offeite power.  

2 Single faiures of passive components in electrical systems should be assumed 
in designirg against a single failure. The conditions under which a single 

failure of a passive component in a mechanical system should be considered in 

designing :!e system against a single failure are under development as a general 

design crilerion.  

/i
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%ithe reire:,d •afety E.v...ti . A quality assurance program shall be 

established and tiplemented in order to provide adequate assurance that these 

structures, systems, and components uill satisfactorily perform their safety 
, as defined in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix 8, 

tunctions. ApproprLate recor dsof the design, fabrication, erection, and 

testing of structures, systems. and components important to safety shall be 

maintained bi or under the control of the nuclear pover umIt licensee throughout 

tne life of ;he unit.  

CRITERIUN 2 -- DESIGN sASES FOK PROTECTIUN AGAINST NATURAL PHENOHOE2 

Structu-es. systems, and components important to safety shall be designed 

to withstand tne effects of natural phenomna such as earthquakes, tornadoes, 

hurricanes, Lloods. tsuna:i, and seLches vithout loss of capability to perform 

their safety iunctiona. The Zesign bases for these structures, systems, and 

components snail reflect: (1) appropriate consideration of the most severe 

oi the natura, phenomena that have been historically repor'ted for the site 

anid surroundi-iX araa (2) sufficient margin for the limited accuracy.

CRfIMLIA 

I. OVERALL KEQUIRMENTIS 

CIITERIUN . -AUALITY STANDAE.DS AND UJCOUJS 

Structures, systems, and components important to safety shall be 

designed, Zabricated, erected, and tested to quality standards comensurate 

with the isportance of the safety functions to be performed. Where generally 
,if. reguired by unusual design or site characteristics, 

recognized codes and standards are used, they shall be identff ted and/evalu

ated to detaramne their applicability, adequacy, and sufficiency.m•.- iL-i--re
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quantity. And period of time in which the historical data haire been accumu

lated. (3) appropriate combinations of the effects of normal and accident 

conditions wLth the effects of the natural phenomena and (4) the Importance 

of the. safctv functtons to be performed.  

CRITE•RION _ FIRE PR.AFCl.71N 

Structzires, uyst.'ms. And components important to safety ahall be d sivnet 

and locac,,' to minimize, consistent with other safety requirements, the 

Prolabilirtv and effect of fires and explosions. Noncombustible and heat 

resistant materials shall be used wherever practical throughout the unit, 

Particularlv in locations such as the containment and control roor. Fire 

detection aid fighting systems of appropriate capacity and capabiltty salall 

be provided and designed to minimize the adverse effects of fires m 

structures, systems, and components important to safety. Fire fipting 

systems shaLl be designed to assure that their rupture or inadvertint 
safety operation dbez not significantly impair the/capability of these structu'es, 

systems. ani components.  

CRITERION .4- LN.•I••_ENrAL A.ND MISSILE DESIGN BASES 

Struct-sres. systems. and components important to safety shall be 

designed Lo accountodate the effects of and to be compatible vith the 

and environment..) cond!tinns .hsoctated vith normal operation, waaintenance# testinn, 

and postulated -cicdents. These structures, systems, and components shalL be



to the extent necessary 
appropriately protected/agtindt dynamic effects, including the effects of miassles.  

pipe vhipping, and discharging fluids, that may result from equipment failures 
the e&fects of events and conditions 

and froW49*uresm outside the nuclear power unit.  

CRITERION. 6 - spurA1wc, OF STRUCTURES, SYSTEKS, AND COMPOMJENTS 

Structures, systeas. and components important to safety shall not be 

shared betreen nuclear power units unless it Is shown that their ability to 

perform their safety functions is not significantly Impaired by the sharing.  

Ii. PROTECTION BY MULTIPLE FISSION PRODUCT BARRIES 

CKITERION 10 - REACTOR DESIGN 

The react.jr core and associAted coolant, control and protection systems 

shall be desig"i-,d with .ppreprL.te o__atc assure that specified acceptable 

damage 
fuel de*fe-li.aits are not exceeded during all conditions of normal operatiou, 

including the ..ffects rtf anticipated operational occurrences.



CRIUKION~ 11. - AEACrUR INilAEt1T FiLC)UTlTIO 

rMe reactor core and associated coolant syste" shall be designed a 0 

that in tie power operating range the net efftct of the prompt Lah ;rent 

nuclear fjedback characteristics tends to compensate for a rapid 

incre.-se in reactLvitv.  

CONTROL 

CRIT.ILfl4 1. K ~ ~ . EACTIJR PJUiII 0SCILiATL~k;S 

rhe reactor core and associated coolant, control, and protection 

systems a tall be designed to assure that power oscillations which can result 

in conditons exceeding-s4 specified acceptable fuel design limits are not 
control led.  

possible jr can be reliably and readily detected and 

CRITI.ION 13 - itUACTOR INSTKUMMMAT1UN AND COMMROL 

Ins•T.-tentation and control shall be provided to monitor and to Maintain 

variables within prescribed operating ranges, including those variables 

and syste.As which can affect the fission process and the integrity of the 

reactor care.  

aRITIn_.O.% i1 - LLWOR COULAT PussuK lOUAJ 

The reactor coolant pressure boundary shall be designed, fabricated.  

erected, a.id ts.ted So .Lq to have an extremely low probability of abnoimal 

leakage, .-f rapidly proi'alatIng failure, and of gross rupture.



C"7ERLOIN 15 - i(EACTU) CJULAN.I SYSTEM DESIGN 

The reactor coolant' system and associated auxtiliary control, and 

protection dySteMA shall be designed w.it.... .... fft ... t -- to ass;Are that 

the design conditions of tne reactor coolant pressure boundary Ire not 

exceeded durini all conditions of normal operation. including anticipat.d 

operational o©currences.  

CRITERION lb - CONTALIitNT VESLGU 

Reactor :ontainment and associated system shall be provided :o establish 

an emsentialla leaktight barrier against the uncontrolled release of radioactivity 

to the enviro.=men. and to assure that tbhe containment design conditions Important 

to safety are not exceeded for as long as postulated accident conditLons require.  

CRMtERION 17 - ELECTRICAL POWJER SYSTEMS 

.%n onstte electrical power system and an offaite electrical p.ver .ystem 

shall be prov-dcd to permit functioning of structures, systems, an; components 

The onsite and offsite power systems shall each 
important to vafaty. l sfet, o for eac system ... sh a..&I l.  

o-mprovide ou;ficient capacity and capabiIL~y to a.sure that (1) s .ecified 
damage 

atcceptable lu -ee.• Lts and designi conditions of the reactor coolant 

;i:essiae bou;ncary are rut exceeded as a result of anticipated oper. tionaL 

zvcur'-enc.es ard (2) tie core is coolad and containment integrity ai d otter 

vital functions are maintained in the event of postulated accidents.



Element of system important td safety 
the onsite electrical power !so..ree:, inelding c btri- . .  

e eie e ie di tiL.....:z4. 079beff, shall have sufficient independence, 

redundancy, and testability to perform their safety functions assuming a 

$ iasle failu0.-e 

Electrical power from the transmission network to the switchyard shall be supplie 

by two transmissicn lines designed and located so as to suitably minimize the likelihood of 

their simultaneous failure under operating, accident and expected environmental conditions.  
lyr~-Meý--e pl;1..i.:i 11 i:Ykt i:.t COrM the 3iOW""Ytd 99th 

Two physi y indpedent circuits from the switchyard to the onsite electrical distributi 
- n. ta- e ec t -a ! ic _"__-:rr ib '_'ci = .-. _- .- Y e sh l P_ F__- _! d d E ach o f th ese 

circuits shall be designed to be available in sufficient time following a 

loss of elee ri-a -- r from all . . . he. -arszrnatig ci - =-t '.  

power , in the absence of a loss-of-coolant accident, 
all /onsite electrical/sources/ to assure/that specified acceptable fuel design 

limits and dedign conditions of the reactor coolant pressure boundary are 
Assuming a ]ass-of-coolant accident, from the switchyard to the onsite electrical 

not exceeded./ tne of thesoe- circuits AMA be desig..ne as be avaable 0 

insaufficienn time (- ' 
........ a ls... .. f ....- l.t s.id.t to assure that care coc(ling, 

important to safety 
Containment iitegrity, and other u -fat-4. functions/are maintained.  

Provisio Ls shall be included to minimize the probability of losing 
from the offsite electrical power system sources 0 

eiectrical po-er/.r. any oF ee :makining ^Lr-u44 as a result of• Or LA 

coiacident wiih, t•ie loss of power generated by the nuclear power unit, 

the, io ý. .of me t... the M ... .. i- za .. ..... rk, or , 1aw 0 C o ..... A 

tt



ctRITEKIUN 18 INSP'XTUIS V4.•) ThSTLNG; UF ELEMICXCAL Pt'WI.R SYSTEMS 
important to 

i--lectrici.l pawer svst•ew/requi're fer safety shall he denigne.I to permit 

perio-ic Inspiction and tenting of important areas and features, s ,ch a.S 

virin;, insuli tion, connections, and switchboards, to assess the c outin, itv 

if Cie systeL.n -and the condition of their components. The systems shall be 

designed with a capability to test periodically (1) tVie operabilitj, and 

tunctional nerformance of tae active components of the systems, su.;h as onsite 
emergency 

/powcr sources, relays. switches, and buses. 'rna (2) the operability of the 

a lthouQh not necessarily while the plan 
systems as a &;aoie and, under conditions as close to design as practical4 the 

full operacional sequence tiiat brings the systems Intc operation, including 
initiation logic required 

operation of tie ,-reep-Lot o•i uv;-'-_. and the/transfer c f power amont the nuclear 

emergency 
power unit. th., offutte power syste=, and the onsice/power system.  

%KITEAION 19 - COTROL ROO, 

A control room shall he provided from which actions can be taken to 

operate the nu.:lear power unit safely under normal condi'tions and o 

maintain it in a safe condition under accident conditions, includi.ig 

loss-of-coo~anz accidents. Adequate radiation protection shall be prov'ded to 

permit access .nd occupancy of the control room under accident con itto is without 

persomnel r.ceiving radiatlon exposures Ln excess of 5 rem whole body. or 

its equivalent to any part of the body, for the duration of the accident.

i
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Equipent at approprJite locctions outside the control room shall be 

provided (1) wrLth a design chpability for prompt hot shutdown of the 

reactor, inclu-1ing necessarv :instrumetation and controls to maintain the 

unit in a safe condition during hot shutdown, and (2) with a potential 

capability for subsequent cold shutdown of the reactor through the use of 

suitable =erg.mcy procedures.  

£1l. PROTECT ION ANJD REACTIVITY CONTilL SYSTEHS 

CRITERION 20 - PROTECTION SYSTEM FUNCTIONS 

1he protection system shall be designed (1) to initiate automatically 

the operation of appropriate zvatenS including the reactivity control system, to 
damage 

assure that sp.ccf led acceptable fuel/de4sti-limits are not exceeded as a 

result of anti:ipated operational occurrences and (2) to sense acctdent 

conditions and to initiate the operation of systems and components iportant 

to safety. The protection and reactivity control systems shall be designed to assure 
an extremely h gh probability of accomplishing their safety functions In the event of 

anticipated optrational occurrences.  

CRITERIOm 21 - PROTECTION SYSTEM RELIABILITY AND TESTABILITY 

The protection system shall be designed for high functional reliabLifty 

and inservice Lestability cocensurate with the safety functions to be 

verfo.--ed. Redundancy and independence designed into the protection 

system shall oa sufficient to assure that (1) no single failure results 

in loss of the protect~on function and (2) removal from service of any 

component or channel does not result in loss of the required minim 

redundancy unless the acceptable reliability of operation of the protection 

system can be othervise demonstrated. The protection system shall be designed 

to per•it periolic testing of its functional.perfornance whet the reactor is 

in operation, iL€cluding a capability to test channels independently to determine 

failuresand loe as of redundancy that may have occurre4.
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CIITERIO0 22 - :iTCTIOt SYStEM INDEPENDENCE 

The protec don system shall be designed to Assure that the effects of 

natural phenou:ia. and of normal operating, maintenance, testing, and postulated 

accident condit ,ons on redundant ,chaunels do not result In loss of the protection 

fnction. or shill be demonstrated to be acceptable on some other defined 

bszis. Design techniques, such as functional diversity or diversity In 

copon•ont dezig3 and principles if operation, shall be used to the e-tent 

practical to prevent loss of the protection fumctiou. L the .- -of 

byutemz.atize. J c- faiureo of re4Luidt dlemety-8 

CRITERION 23 - ?ROTECTIO(N SYSTEH FAILURE MODES 

The protection system shall be designed to fail into a safe state 

or into a state demonstrated to be acceptable on some other defined basis 

if conditions tuch as disconnection of the system, loss of energy ie.g., 

electric power, instrument air), or postulated adverse environments (a.p•., 

cxtrm heat or cold, fire, pressure, steam, water, and radiation) are 

experieced.  

CRITERION 24 - SEPARATION• OF PROTECTION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS 

The protection system shall be separated from control system to the 

extent that fal.lure of any single control system component or channel, 

or failure or r-smval from service of any single protection system component 

or channel which is co~on to the control and protection systems leaves intact 

a system satis.ying all reliability, redundancy, and irdependeuce requirements
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of the prote~ction system. Interconnection of the protection and control sysr.ems 

shall be lir-4ted qo as to alasuke that safety is not significantly im~paired, 

~eon kerinft- the poookb444ty of cyb-tmarie. Ron random 9,4%e w.Ir-e:r.f fail-r:es AE 

CUEXO :5 __ _ 'Kl'TELTltfl SISTIN KR UIRIW%"TS FOR REACLTIVITY CONTROL 

-- -- specifiled 

The pro*ectioin syster.; ahali be designed to assure that/acceptable fuel 

Jeauigit limit-. are not excerdrd for any dninle malfunct ion of the reactivity 

:ontro*" systims, such As accidental withdrawal (not ejection or dropout) of 

control rods or u.iplanned dilution of soluble poison.  

LRlTLRION 26 - RL.NCTIVITY CO:4ITILOL SYSTL'( RL .ND&4CY A CAPABILIT 

Two inde~cndent reactivitv control aystem=;, pre~efetey-of dilferent 

shall be provided.  
delesi1 n princi-ies ' -.J j-rfE:..1.1 i t1...iL.., a pa f~tiv - .it.4ca...ll arn Eor 

S"4!w .ts fri ir-: not eoteed2..!& One of the sy-ateas shalli be capable of 

reliably contr~1linj. rea3Lt%;Ltv chenges to assure that under conditions of
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normal operal.ibns, including sAt~cipated operational occurrences. and with 
failure of t',e highest worth rod to insert, / -pr.pr.a.: .arg.I. E- , . ..... , .... L an --.- k gods specified acceptable 

damage I fuel/Adeafn I aits are not eiceaded. One of the system shall be capable 

of holding the reactor care subcritical unde;r cold conditions.  

CRITERION 27 - COMBINED REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEM CAPABILITY 

The reactivity control systems shall be designed to have a combined 

capability Im conjunction with the emergency cnre cooling system, of reliably 

controlling reactivity changes to assure that under postulated accident 

conditions e•wlu eir . ppre. Lgt: .r -- .For .... eds the capability to 

cool the core Is maintained, including consideration of any rods failing to insert 
as a conseque.ce of the accident.  

CRITERION 28 - REACTIVITY LIMITS 

The reac:ivlty control system shall be designed with approptLate 

limits on the potential anomt and rate of reactivity Increase to assure 

that the effects of postulated reactivity accidents can neither (1) result 

in damage to the reactor coolant pressure boundary greater than limited 

local yieldtng nor (2) sufficiently disturb the core, its support structures, 

or other reactor pressure vessel internals to Impair significantly the 

capability to cool the core. These postulated reactivity accidents shall 

include cons ieration of rod election (unless prevented by positive means), 

rod dropout. steam line rupture, changes In reactor coolant temperature and pressure 

and cold water addition.
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Th rtcl =d7A-.61fc .M.1-W tmoili ed cdt 

even.~t ~f anicipated-~ ape~etiefl beeaurelwe-. ther!zsg. hl rf 

IV. FLUID SYSTDS 

CRITERION 30 - qUALLIY- OF REACTOR COOLA.NT PRESSURE BOUN•ARY 

Components which are pact of the reactor coolant pressure boundary shall 

in accordance with applicable Industry codes.  

be designed, fabricated, erected, and testedL t-..e.. k... ;..it. • t-Ldr 

Sveeans shall be provided for detecting and, to the extent practical, 

identifying the location of the source of reactor coolant leakage.  

CRITERION 31 - FRACTURE PREVENTION OF REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE BO.•:ARY 

The reactor coolant pressure boundary shall be designed wLt, wafL--.-.t
stressed 

mar-in to assure that under /operating, maintenance, testing, and lpntulated 

accident conditions (1) the boundary behaves in a noubrittle manner and 

(2) the probability of rapidly propagating fracture is minimized. The design 

shall reflect consideration of service temperatures and other conditions 

of the boundarf material under operating, maintenance, testing, and postulated 

accident conditions and the uncertainties in determining (1) material properties, 

(2) the effects of irradiation on material properties, (3) residual, steady

state and transient stresses, and (4) size of flaws.
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CRITERION 32 - ISpFECTION OF REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE BOUNDARY CO ONIES 

• CcnpobentI vwhich are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary 8s119 

in accordance with applicable Industry codes 

be designed tc permit/(l) periodic imspaction and tsting of isportant aZS" 

and features Lo assess their structural and leaktight integrity, and (2) an 

approptiate materis1 surveillance program for the reactor pressuTe veusal

CRITEION 33 - REACTOR COOLANT MM-•P 

A systes to supply reactor coolant makeup for protection against smal1 

breaks in thc. reactor coolant pressure boundarY shall be provided. Te system 

safety functaon shall be to assure that specified acceptable fuel desiSn limits 

are not exceaded as a result of reactor coolant loss due to leakage from the 

reactor coolant pressure boundary and rupture of small piping at other sua&U 

components •ihich are part of the boundary. The system shall be designed to 

"saure that for onsite and for offsLte electrical pover system operation the 

"system safety function can be accomplished using the pLping. paps. and 

valves used to maintain coolant inventory during normal reactor operation.  

CRITEION _ .- RESIDUAL HEAT R-RDEVAL 

A systea to remove residual heat 'shall be provided. The systm safety 

function stall be to transfer fission product decay heat and other residual 

beat from %he reactor coare at a rate such that specified acceptable fuel 

design limits and the design conditions of the reactor coolant pressure 

boundary are not exceeded.



suitable 

Suitable redundancv in components and features,/interconnectLonz, and 

leak detection and isolation capabilities shall be provide to assure that 

either or 
for/onsite/.-4-4e.roffsite electrical power systea operation the .. ysten 

safety function can be -accomplished assuming a single failure.  

ZKRl FLaUO.N 35_- __QR::CE.N:Y CORhE COOLING 

A system to provide abundant emergency core cooling shall be provided.  

the system safecy function shall be to transfer heat from the reartor core 
a 

following/en loss-of-'oolatit accident at a race such that (1) fut'1 and 

clad ds=age tiac could interfere with continued effect.ive core coling is 

prevented and t!) clad metal-water reaction is limitel to negligible 

amounts. -Ue parfo-rmane of _ .e: ea-..m sha ll be -evalua.ted co........r .....  

suitable 
SuitabLe reJundancv in components and feacures,/interconnections, and 

Leak detectio-% isolation, and containment capabilities shall be ,,rovided 
either or 

to assure tha: for 1 bneitecnd Fe offsite electrical power system operation 

the system sa.ecrv function can be accomplished assuming a single failure.  

AND PRESSURE TESTING 
LKITLKL. Jb -LdLCIJC/F u(LNCY LUIM CAXJLL1NC SYS f2I ediflfz. `.TZr 

T 

'uii .1.L.. Or flie emergo'ncy core cooling .system shall be des 4ned components 

to permit per-odic Ini,,.ction and appropriate oressure testing of impot ant/ 

nj.•'.ti... x-.- -. ' .W4pi,-. to assure their structural and leaktight 
as a measure of 

integrity/and Lae full design capability of the system.



CRITERION 3? - TESTING OF EKERGENCY CORE CUOLI4C Si(STDI 

The emergency core cooling system shall be designed to permi; periodic 
which will provide a measure 

functional testing/of (1) the operabLlity and petfotmance of the rctive 
to the extent practical, 

components of the system, -Ps an . .... I- *as. and (2)/the o- erabt Lity 

of the svsteu as a ilaole,.... . . .... ........ .. ....... .. .... a 

plaftiCa+. LAC full operational sequence that brings the system into 
initiation logic 

operation. Lncluding ope.ration of thekretzti-)n e the tranfer between 

normal and auergency power sources, and operation of the associated cooling 

water system.  

CKI"LRIUN 3S - CO.WJTAINEIT. HEAT REHUVAL 

A system. to remove heat from the reactor containment shall be provided.  

The system safety function shall be to reduce, eep4SJy'1 consiLstent vith the 

functioning of other associated systems, the containment pressure and 
a acceptable 

temperature fallowing/tory-loss-of-coolant accident and maintain them atAtow

levels.  

suitable 
Suitable redundancy in components and features./interconnect~ons, and 

leak detectio:n, isolation, and containment capabilibties shall be y-rovLd-d 
either or 

to assure c:aa. ior/onsiLe ;fud E& offsite electrical power system operation 

the system sa.etv function can be accomplished assuming a single failure.



AND PRESSURE TESTING 
CRITLKlO1N 39 - INSI'LLCTIU'VUF cUNT*A~thCLIT KLAT REV)IVAL SYSTEM t~liftPHINTS 

T , Insofar as practical, 
ev-rut,,.,e o- kiLhe containment heat removaL iystem shall be d,.stgned/to 

components 
permit periolic inspection and appropriate pressure testing of Lmport&nc/.%&aaa-' 

and 9stureerw.ik soi the. tors., rz ray neeel..:l. and4 V to assure 
as a measure of 

their struct sral and leaktight integrLty/*td- the full design capalbility of 

the system.  

CRITL/IO, 4J - ThSTING OF CONTAINMENT HEAT RL7*)VAL SYSTLM 

The con::ainment heat removal system shall be designed to permilt 
which will provide a measure 

periodic functional terting/of (1) the operability and performanc,' of 
to the extent practical 

the active csimponents of the system. -"-eh a: --- .--,.. --.... and (2)/the 

eperabllity 6.4 the system as a whole, and, under conditions as close 

tothe -esd _• as prrA-cl.' the full operational sequence that brings 
initiation logic 

the system itto operation. including operation of the•,oet, syge-- the 

transfer betueen normal and emergency power sources, and operation of the 

associated ,:coling water system.  

CONTROL OF 
CRITERK.CJN41 - /C0\TAINH&.NT A~rIOsPHLKE-CLet%1'm-~ 

Systems to control fission products. hydrogen, oxvgen, and other 

substances whLcih may be released into the reactor containment. shall1 be 
limit 

provided as necessarv to/ftduee-, consistent with the 'unctlaning c f oth.r 
release 

associated systems, the 4.:eLratten aW gtatot7 of fission product.  
such that acceptable limits are not exceeded, 

released-to t e environment tolloving orstulated accidents,/and to control 

the concentrazion of hydrogen or oxygen and other substances in the contain

ment atmosphere followinp. postulated accidents to assure th.at cant tihment 

integrity is zaintained.



,S 
Each arn esal ; a,• ,v uitable redundancy in couponents and features, 

suitable shall be provided /interconnect.ons, and leak ditectioo and isolation chpabilftLealto assure 
either or 

that for/ons-.te/e*-nd-4 0  offsite electrical paver system operation its safety 

"function can be accomplished assuming a single failure.  

AND PRESSURE TESTING 
CRITERION 42 -._ISPECTWON/QF CONTAINMENT ATMOSPHERE CLEANUP SYSTEMS WtLFe**E~ff 

T 
-CbiPenerte&-e( the containment atcomphere cleanuo aystegs shall be 

* , insofar as iractlcal, 
"designed/to permit pertodir Inspection and appropriate premsure t.-sting of 

con ponents 
* •importaut/anrt-- And fc..t.r.. seek as Wier .,:•e... -- t-• and -- J-*-- to 

as a measure of assure their structural and leaktight integritykad. the full design capability 

of the systems.  

CRITERION 43 - TESTINc OF CoNrAINMENT ATmOSPHERE CLEANUP SYSTEMS 

The containment atmosphere cleanup systems shall be designed to pe-rmt 
which will provid.e a measure 

periodic func:1onal testing/of (1) the operability and performumc,, of the 

active componanuts of the systems .... as ..s. filte-r, d.m.p.r... Mrs 
to :he extent practical, 

and vaives and (2)/the operability of the systems as a vhole mnd,-ude.  

co,-,to,-,* &l... t.o desi n m-. Fecti, the full operational tequewce 

Initiation logic.  that brings the systems into operation, including operation of the/prateetian 

system the transfer betveen normal and emergency power sources, and operation 

of associated systems.



CRIMEION 4'. - CWLINC WMAT 
i I 

A system to transfer heat from structures., ystems, and components 

important tc. safety, to an ultimate heat sink shall be provided. The system 

safety function shall be to transfer the combined heat load of these structures, 
or 

systems, anc components under normal operating,/4.dl accident conditions.  

suitable 
Suitable redundancy in components and features,/Lntercohnections, and 

leak deteccion and isolation capabilities shall be provided to ass.ure that 
either o • • 

for/onsite/~s-EoL- of fsite electrical power -ya"tem. operatLon the arstems safety 

function can be accomplished assuming a single faLlure!.  

AND PRESSURE TESTING 
CRITEAION 45 - ItNSPECTIUo OF COOLING WATER SYS-ft- Con-C iS-" 

T Insofar as practical 
Compone.•-o Jhe cooling vater system shall. be designedf.to permit 

Components periodic inspection and appropriate pressure testiS' of cpoertant/4s

.n-- ea-.-"•-ee em- be. .t e ..h.ager. and pipif-n, to assure their ttruc:ural 

and leaktight integrity and the full design capability of the systm.  

CRITMaION 46 - TESTING OF COOLINGC tATED SYSTDK 

"The cooling water system hall. be designed to permit periodic funac;oual 
which wil provide a measure 

testing/of (1) the operability and performance of the active coupcaenrs to the extent practical 
of the system, ._---: a_ -p ..p. and .a..s. and (2)/the operability of the 

system as a viiole,.iJ and~. undr adivL1arm as Glose 4o deusila -6Ps c4 

the full operational sequence that brings the system into operatioc for 

reactor shutdrvn and *tm loss-of-coolant accidents, Including oper ttion of 
initiatior logic 

the/ pr-o terz±.-* .spten and the transfer between normal and energety' poe r sour,:es,

!



V.RECO OT!M 

* C 'RION 5 q. CONTAIRMENT DkSIC BASIS 

The reac~tor containment structure, including access openinlgs 

* pe~netrations . and the containment heat removal systek shall be desLignd so 

C..the con .Aiet~t ..~atue an !its intereia can artua date, 

allowable 
vichout tmicer-ding the/dee4ftn leakage rate,mmi, ith ~~c.~~n the 

a 

calculaced p-essure and temperature condictionsB resulting froin/mAw 
The design 

loss-of-c0ol.-zlt accident. /;;i &-muiU shall reflect consi4eratior of (L) the 

ef fcts of p~tential energy sources which have not been Included n the 

deterlninaticoa of the peak conditions, -sueh -a ewwy 16D R&13 Seas;MCON& -04 

4estded e=--ge, -c .. '*
1

*ift: (2) the limited experience 

an-d "zperimeztal data available for defining accident phenosena and containuent 

responses, axi (3) the con~servatism of the calculatiotlal mdel and input 

* parameters.  

CUITERION 51 - FRACTURE PREVE=?4TIO OF CONTAINMEN~1T PRESSURE BOUDAKY 

The rcaztor comsn wauigt boundary shall be de~signed wftr-affeist 

Vmgift to am 3ure that under operating, maintenance, testing. and -as tu3 ated 

accident con ltions (1) its ferritic mater ials behave in a coubrittle Danner 

and (2) the probability of rapidly propagating fracture Is minimized. The



deszga shall refEece consideration of service temperatures and otner 

conditions oi>*"the containment boundary material during operation, mrantenance, 

testing, and postulated dccideat conditions, and the uncertainties in deter

"mining (1) miterial propercies. (2) residual steady-state and tranisient stresses, 

-ra (3) size of flaws..  

cul.;ka•ION 52 - CJYABILITY' FUR COh!TAUN4?•" LF-aiGE RATE TESTIG 

The rear tor containrent and other equipment which may e be 

subjecced to conca±=ent test conditions shall be designed so that periodic 
pressures up to and, if necessary, Including the 

:nLngrated I'akage rate testing can be conducted ai/•eoateim dt.ign 

CI!TMION 53 - PRO"ASIONS FOR COngl"AIyn TMLTISG ANL) IMSPEL.TION 
Insofar as practical •visual

* -'he reautor containment shall be designed to per-It/C l)fii£pe-ti 

of all iepot-ant eve, s-. penetrations, (2) an appropriate 
at containment design pressure 

materials surveillance program, and (3) periodic testing/of the 

leaktightnesL of penetrations which have resilient seals. and expan Lon.  

INSERT (2;- see next page 
*RteERIOene4 - PIPING SYSTEMS PENETRATING CONTAINMENT 

c-.-stems penetrating primary reactor containment he 

provided witt 1 detection, isolation, and conta, t capabilities 

having rcduanc-&y, reli ity, and perf nee capabilities which ref le--t 

the imacrtanc~e to safety of is rig these piping systems. Such piping 

systems shai~s be des ed with~ a capabil to test periodically the 

aperbili the isolation valves and =zo.:iat pparatus and to, 

Aefrmine if valve leakage is wiihid acceptable limits.



S% INSERT (2)

CRITERION 54 • PROVISIONS FOR CONTAINMENT ISOLATION 

Piping which penetrates the containment must be provided with two 
:solatlon bar,-iers; one barrier must be located outside the containment 
and one must be inside the containment, unless it can be demonstrated that 
the design is acceptable on some other defined basis.  

The definition of an isolation barrier is either a suitably designed 
closed system trip valve,*check valve or a manually closed valve under 
administrativi! control.  

Using th's derinition four general classifications are derived: 

I. Two c osed systems - one inside, one outside, no isolation valves 
requied.  

2. No closed systems - one valve inside and one valve outside required.  
3. CloseA system inside - no valve inside, valve required outside.  
4. Closed system outside - no valve outside, valve required inside.  

NOTE 1: The same criteria apply to lines which are used after an accident 
excep, that manual isolation is acceptable and in the case of 
instr:jment lines, a check valve or manual valve inside or outside 
conta nment is acceptable.  

NOTE 2: An is)lation valve outside containment shall be located as close to 
to thi: containment as practical and upon loss of actuating power the 
automatic isolation valves shall be designed to take the position that 
provi:ies greater safety.



CR _-EION 55 - REACTOR COOLA.NT PKESSURE BOUNDAY P'ENETRATIkNG CONTAW1arT 

ach lire which is part of the reactor coolant pressure boumdary 

and whic peretrates primary reactor containment shall be provlded th one . i c 

aUtomatic £ clation valve insiLde and one automatic isolation va *otlltr that 

a sibiple" cec valve. ,, t.#iJe of containment, unless Ut can de.onstiated 

LL~at tle des:gn acctptable on some other defined basis The v.alve outside 

of contain,:lct shal be located as close to cositaimze as practical and upon 

Loss of Actuating povcW t.e automatic LSolation v& ye shGall be de signed to 

take Ute pos-.tion that p vides greater safety 

Other aeeproproatn a equcide esits to hi mie the probabILIty n 

consequences of an accidental Lure these lines or of lines onnected 

to them shalL be provided as neces xy to assure adequate safetv. Detc

mination ot the appropriateness f th e requirements, such as hi ner 

quality in design. fabricati n, and test g, additional provision: for 

uservice inspection, 'pr ectIon against no e severe natural phen mena, 

and addition~al Lsolat in valve.s and contaiLnme , shalL include cc side: stion 

of the populattin ensity. use characteristics, physical characteristics 

of the site en rons.  

CKITEKlON.• 7-CONIAWENTV• PKL-SURE BOUNDARY ISOLATION V• S 

E -h line which connects directly to the containr.ent tmosphe re 

an /Venetrat as prima~ry reactor containment shall1 be provided ith one

SW . It .



S utoatic isolation valve inside and one automatic isolation valve, other an 

a si p check valve, outside of containment, unless it can be d tcrate_ 

hat tChe des: Is acceptable on some other defined basis. e v-.Ive outside 

of containmert shal eoc- ed as close to containe as practical and upon 

loss of actuzting power the-utomatic Luolation alves shall be dneigned to 

take the position that provides 9 ter aetye 

CRlIMRION 'P7 -CLOS ED SYSTEMS 1 TLON VAL 

Each line which pene ates primary reactor con inuent and is; neither 

part of the reacto colaut pressure boundary nor connect direr .ly to 

the contai atmosphere &hall have at least one isolation va other than 

a sim check valve. This valve shall be outside of contaiwant and Fs 1 be 

cated as c..os to containment as practical.  

VI. FUEL AND RADIOACTIVIT CONTROL 

CRITERION 60 CONTROL OF RELEASES OF RADIOACrIVE WAERIALS TO Tha 

ENVI&OKHENT 

The nuclear pover unit design shall include means to u•a,•aa- safts4i
the handling and release of 

control levee radioactive mate'•ials in gaseous and liquid effluents and 

in solid vasies produced duripg normal reactor operation, including 
within acceptable'limits 

anticipated operational occu+.Iences,/ Sufficient holdup capacity shall 

be provided .or retention of i-aseous and liquid effluents containing 

'1!
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radioactive materials, particularl.v where unfavorable site environmental 

cond3ilon .s caa oc expectea . mpdse unusualoezational limitations 

u.-pon their release to the enVIronant.  

RADIOACTIVE WASTE SYSTEMS 
%UKO01- YEL'. Si':&tAt;. ANu H1A -N'LlI.M.  

The fuel ý.tor-,ag1e. .and ,dLing and radioactive waste syste a 

s e ... .... ................. i..elit, shall be designed to assu-c adequate 

safety under .iormal ant. patuLatcrd accident condLtions. These systems shall 
provided witt.  

be/des-tgrned (.) with a ca~abtlity to permit inspettion and testing of 4&sp..ar.ctn 
Important to safety 

.. .... .-components/t : . (2) vith suitable 

snielding for radiLaton protection, (3) wit appropriate c 4 irc'n, confine
and 

merit/ and filtering systems, (4)-A i a residual heat removal caw bilit' having 

reliability atrd testability that reflects the importance to safety of 
designed 

decay heat anc other residual heat removal, and/i*5-to prevent stinificant 

reduction in luel storage coolant inventory under accident couditions.  

CRIT•RION 62 "- i'RK'VELTIUN OF CRITICALITY IN FUeL STORAGe ANLD tLANDI tNC 

Criticality in the fuel storage and handling system shall be 

prevented by physical systems or processes, preferably by use of 

geometrically safe configurations.  

I.
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CRILTERION 63 - *1ONIT11RtNG FUEL ANiD WASTE STORAGE 

instr umen atio ytZ i I.l be p o ided in fuel storage and radiioaCtive.  
/Appap~ietesysemg hal be rovand alarm any 

Waste svy.;zems szta aamac1tate handling areas *+* to detect/canditiuIl 

L.-At mav reSUlL in it..~residual heat removal capability and e-;cessive 

radii.4tLwn levesVCS~ir 61) t!- ±..iti-d~rZ .4 r~pspist4 -safety cno 

~i11T~tN ,4 - '1OR!"M'~ LUDlOACrIVITY RELEAS'ES 

mirans "%ha. be pro~vided for mornitorinlg the reactor contaiinment 

atmosphere, spaces Zonttatfining components for recirijulation of Los:--of

ce'inlaut aecideit fluids. ef fluent discharge paths, and the plant *nvirons 

fro ruiactALivity Lhat m~ay be released from norual operations. ir-cludifl8 

an~ticipated operation'al occuirrences. and from postulated accidents.  

(Sec. 161. 68 Stat. 948; 42 U.S.C- 2201) 

Dated at ________________this 

day of 1970.  

For the Atoxic Energy Comm saica 

W. B. I Cool 
Secretary



A Discussion of Major Changes Recommended 

There are a number of criteria which as drafted cannot be accepted 

by the industry for one or more of the following reasons: (1) it rep

resents an unnecessary and unjustified escalation of licensing require

ments, (2) there is no clear or common understanding on the part of the 

AEC and the licensee as to what it would take to meet the requirement, and 

(3) it is aremature to attempt to incorporate the requirement into general 

design criteria inasmuch as the technical rationale for the requirement 

has not been fully developed.  

L6ss-of-Coclant Accident 

The definition of the loss-of-coolant accident as set forth In the 

AEC draft 3f June 4 clearly represents an escalation of licensing require

ments inasnuch as it refers to "any size break" In the "pressure vessels.  

pumps, and valves connected to the reactor pressure vessel" as well as to 

a break ir the piping. These additional breaks should not be postulated by 

license reviewers and certainly should not be incorporated Into general 

design criteria in the absence of a realistic technical rationale, the 

basis for which can be developed only through further study. That study is 

now being indertaken by an ACRS subcommittee and by an ad hoc Forum group.  

Single Failure 

As tne definition of "single failure" appears In the AEC draft of 

June 4, it postulates the failure of passive components in both mechanical 

and electrical systems. Although current licensing review practice 

assumes the failure of passive components in electrical systems, the 

extension af the general concept to mechanical systems represents an 

escalation of licensing requirements for which no technical rationale has 

been develaped. Further, the definition leaves open ended the number and 

type of mechanical systems to which it could be applied. Indeed, an 

undisciplined application of the definition would presumably lead to 

postulating such failures as to make It/impossible to design operable 

systems. Clearly, a single failure concept which would permit the 

indiscriminate application of postulated failures of passive components in 

mechanical systems should not be Incorporated Into general design criteria.  

Industrial Sabotage 

The AEC. draft of June 4 includes as Criterion 5 "Protection Against 

Industrial Sabotage" which reads" "Structures, systems, and components 

important to safety shall be physically protected to minimize, consistent 

with other safety requirements, the probability and effects of industrial 

sabotage.' 

Policy considerations Involved in the proposed requirement are of 

such significance that a direct discussion of top utility management 

personnel wlth members of the Commission would appear to be prerequisite
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tu resolution of tne issues that would be raised in implementing the pro
posed criterion.  

Transmission of Offsite Electrical Power 

Criterion 17, "Electrical Power Systems," as it appears in the.  
June 4 draft, includes the requirement: "Two physically independent 
transmission lines, each with the capability of supplying electrical 
power froir the transmission network to the switchyard, and two physically 
Independent circuits from the switchyard to the onsite electrical dis
tribution system shall be provided." 

A literal Interpretation of this requirement would call for two 
transmission lines mounted on different sets of towers located on 
different rights-of-way. Not only Is this an unwarranted 6scalation of 
licensing -equirements, but for many sites the requirement would neither 
be desirable nor possible to meet. Further, such a requirement would be 
contradict3ry in many instances with requirements being imposed on 
licensees by environmental cohsiderations.  

License applicants should be permitted the option of satisfying the 
integrity of emergency offsite electrical power service by means other 
than would be permitted by the criterion as now drafted.  

Systematic, Nonrandom, Concurrent Failures of Redundant Elements 

Criteria 22, 24 and 29, as set forth in the AEC draft of June 4.  
all deal with protection and reactivity control systems and all postulate 
"!'systematic, nonrandom, concurrent failures of redundant elements." This 
postulated failure mode is not acceptable to the industry for the follow
ing reasons: (1) there is no Indication of what requirements are involved, 
(2) It would provide a "hunting license" for an undisciplined Imposition 
of requirenents, (3) there is no logical basis for limiting the concept 
to protection and reactivity control systems, and (4) the reactor systems 
suppliers are only now in the early stages of studies which the AEC 
regulatory staff has asked them to undertake in this area.  

Until such time as the requirements which would be imposed by this 
postulated failure mode can be clearly defined and supported by sound 
technical rationale, they should not be Incorporated into general design 
criteria.  

Containment Isolation 

Criterion 54 through Criterion 57. as set forth in the AEC draft of 
June 4, provide a number of requirements dealing with containment isola
tion. As drafted, some of these requirements are difficult to Interpret 
and appear to represent an escalation of current licensing practice. In
formal dis:usslons with the AEC regulatory staff have not proved successful 
in developing a mutually satisfactory format for these criteria.
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EXHIBIT 39 

Final Rule, General Design Criteria 
for Nuclear Power Plants, 36 Fed. Reg.  

3,255 (February 20, 1971)



Act of February 2. 1003. as amended the 
Act of March 3. 1905. as amended, 
the Act of September 6. 1961. and the 
Act of July 2. 1962 121 U.S.C. 111-113, 
114a. 115. 117. 120. 121. 123-126. 134b.  
134r', Part 76. Title 9. Code of Federal 
Reguilations. restricting the Interstate 
movement of swine and certain products 
bccause of hog cholera and other com
inunicable swine diseases, is hereby 
amended in the following respects: 

In 176.2. the reference to the State of 
0hio in the introductory portion of para
graph se. and paragraph (e 1901 relating 
to the State of Ohio are de' eted.  
iSecs. 4-7. 23 Stat. 32. as amrended. sees. 1.  
2. 32- Stat. 701-702. as amended, sees. 1-4.  
313 Star. 12C4. 1265. as amencled. "ee. 1. 75 
-tat. 481, sees. 3 and 11.70 Slat. 1:10. 132: 21 
U.S.C. all. 112. 123. 114g. II1. 117. 120. 121.  
223-1226. 134b. 134f: 29( FR. ic220. Ps 
;,menled.) 

E.•ffcrirc date. Tile foregoing amend
ment shall become effective upon i.tu

"The anteadment exeludN:s a portion of 
Clinton County. Ohio. from tle areas 
quarantined because of ho. cholera.  
Therefore. the restrictions pertaining to 
the interstate movement of swine and 
.wille products from or through quarne
tilled areas as contained in 9 CFR Part 
76. as amended, will not apply to the 
excluded area. but will continue to apply 
to the quarantined areas dcseribed in 
I 76.2'c,. Further. the re-tictions per
t:wiinlig to the Interstate movement of 
.wine alnd %wine products front non
quarantined areas contained In said Part 
76 will apply to the excluded area. No 
arcas In Ohio rcmaiu under the quar
untine.  

The amendment relieves certain 
restrictions presently imposed but no 
longer deemed necessary to prevent the 
.spread of hog cholera aid must be made 
effective Immediately to be of maximum 
benefit to affected persons. It does not 
appear that public participation itt this 
rule making proceeding would make ad
dlitional Information available to this.  
Department. According!y. taider the 
adminnLtrative procedure pmovisions ill 
5 U.S.C. 553. it is founu upon good cause 
that notice and other public procedttre 
with rc.pcct to the amendment are ima
practicable and unnecessary. and good 
cause Is found for making it effective less 
than 30 days after publication In the 
FrDOrAL RcGzI';L.  

Dane at Washington. D.C.. tIhs 16ath 
dohy of Fcbrunry 1971.  

F. J. MVLIlnIN.  
Acting Admnfnis rator, 

Apric' lurat h Rcsecareh Serrice,.  
IFR Doc.71-2380 Filed 2-10 71:8:49 ai 

iDxket No. 71-5201 

PART 76-HOG CHOLERA AND 
OTHER COMMUNICABLE SWINE 
DISEASES 

Areas Quarantined 
Pursuant to provisions of the Act of 

May 29. 1884, as amended, the Act of

RULES AND REGULATIONS 

February 2. 1903. as amended. the Act 
of March 3. 1905. is amended, the Act Of 
September 6. 1961. and the Act of July 2.  
1962 (21 U.S.C. 111-113. 114g. 115. 117.  
120. 121. 123-126. 134b. 134f). Part 76.  
Title 9. Code of Federal Regulations. re
stricting the Interstate movement of 
swine and certain products because of 
hog cholera and other communicable 
swine diseases. is hereby amended In the 
fullowina respects: 

In | 76.2. In paragraph se, c131 relat
Ina to the State of Texas. subdivision 
,xvi, relatinw, to Smith County Is deleted.  
and new subdivisions mxxiil awll exx!iip 
relating to Bexar County are added to 
read: 

,13, Texas.  
,xxiit That porUon of Bexar County 

bounded by a line beginning at the junc
tion of Interstate Highway 410 and 
Farm-to-Marl:et Road 78: thence, follow
in;! Farm-to-Market Road 78 in a north
ea.sterly direction to Farm-to-Market 
Road 1518: thence, following Farm-to
Market Road 1518 in a southeasterly and 
then southwesterly direction to U.S.  
Highway 87; thence, following U.S. Hligh
w.ay 87 in a northwesterly direction to 
Interstate Highway 410: thence. follow
ing Interstate Highway 410 in a north
westerly direction to its junction with 
Farm-to-Market Road 78.  

#xxilil That portion of Bexar County 
bounded by a line beginning at the June
tion of the Dexar-NMedina County line 
and State hilghwvay 16: thence. following 
State Highway 16 in a southeasterly di
rection to Farm-to-Market Road 471: 
thence, followinx Farm-to-Market Road 
471 In a southwesterly and then north
westerly direction to Farm-to-Market 
Road 1957; thence, following Farm-to
Market Road 1057 In a southeasterly and 
then southu.esterly direction to the 
Bexar-Medina County line: thence, fol
lowing the Bexar-Medina County line In 
a northerly direction to Its Junction with 
State.Highway I6.  
Ow•es. 4-7. 23 Stat. 32. as amendted, Per%. 1. 2.  
12 Stat. 791-712. as amended. seen. 1-4. 33 
Stit. 1204. 12r,5. as amended. see. 1. 75 Slat.  
401. see.. 3 and 21.770 Sta'. 130. 12: 21 U.S.C.  
It2. 112. 113. 114g. 125. 217. 120. 321. 123-120.  
1341). 134;: 29 FR. 10210. as amendedi 

£EfccfhIe dale. The foregoing amend
ments shall become effective upon Its.t
Prlice.  

The amendments quarantine portions 
of Dexar County. Tax.. becaute of the 
exi.%tencc of hog cholera. ThMs action Is 
dieemed necessary to prevent further 
-pread of the disease. The restrictions 
vertaitllng to the Interstate movement of 
swine land swine products from or 
throu:.h,q'iarpntIncd areas as contained 
in 9 CFM Part 76. as amended, will apply 
to the quarantined portions of such 
counity.  

The amendments also exclude a Ipor
tion of Smith County. Tex. fron the 
areas quarantined because of hog cholera.  
No areas In Smith County. Tcx.. remain 
under the quarantine. Therefore. the re
strictions pertaining to the interstate 
movement of swine and swine products 
from or through quarantined areas as

contained hi 9 CFR Part 76. as amended.  
will not comply to the excluded area. but 
will continue to apply to the quarantined 
areas described in 1 76.2e). Further. the 
restrictions pertaining to the Interstate 
movement of swine and swine producis 
from nonquaranUned areas contained in 
said Part 76 will apply to the area ex
cluded from quarantine.  

Insofar as the amendments Impose cer
tuln further restrictions necessary to 
prevent the Interstate spread of hlut 
cholera, they must be made effective Inm
n,cdiately to accomplish their purpose in 
th2 r.ub!lc int.rest. Insofar as they re
locve rlitrictions, they should be made 
effective promptly in order to be of max
imum bener.t to affected persons.  

According:ly. ,•nder the administrative 
procedure provisions in 5 U.S.C. 553. It 
Is found upon good cause that notice and 
other public procedure with rc.'p.ct to 
the amendments are impracticable. un
necessary, and contrary to th;. public 
interest, and good cause Is lound for 
making them effective less than 30 days 
after publication In the FEDrIEAL 
REGISTERn.  

Done at Washington. D.C.. tiis 1ill 
day or February 1971.  

F. J. MULnFNII.  
Acting Administralor.  

Aprieultural Rcsearch Scri're.  
: n Dcw2¢1-2-139 Filed 2-19-7i:8:44 ..a I 

Title IO0-ATOMIC ENERGY 
Chapter I--Alomic Energy 

Commission 

PART S0-LICENSING OF PRODUC
TION AND UTILIZATION FACILITIES 

General Design Criteria for Nuclear 
Power Plants 

The Atomic Energy Commissinn la.s 
adopted an amendment to its regnlatIons.  
10 CFR Part 50. 'Licenslng of Prodic
Lion and Utilization Facilities." which 
ades an Appendix A. "General Desi;.n 
Criteria for Nuclear Power PlanLt." 

Section 50.341nt of Part 50 requires 
that each application for a construction 
permit Include the prelimlnary desi,-n 
of the facility. The following information 
is specified for Inclusion as part of the 
preliminary design of the facilitY: 

t'i Tite principal design criteria For 
the facility 

ti11 The design bases rnd the rchi ion 
of the desiun bases to the principal de
sign criteria 

fill) Information relative to materi
als of construction, general arra:ngement.  
and the approximate direinsicns. suffm
clcnt to provide reasonable assiuince 
that the final design will conform to the 
design bases with adequate nmnrin for 
safety.  
The "General Design Criteria for Nuclear 
Power Plants" added as Appendix A to 
Part 50 establish the minimum require
ments for the principal dcsign criteria 
for water-cooled nuclear power plants 
rimilar In dch.-n and location to pin"t.4
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for wii~h construction Permits have 
been issued by the Commission. They also 
provide guidance in establishing the 
principal design criteria for other types 
of nuclear power plants. Principal de
sign criteria e€tablisiled by an applicant 
and accepted by the Commission will be 
Incorporated by reference in the con
struction permit. In considering the is
suance of an operating license under 
Part 50. the Commission will require sot
surance that these criteria have been 
satisfied in the detailed dcsign and con
struction of the facility and that any 
changes In such criteria are Justifled.  

A proposed Appendix A. "General Dc
sign Criteria for Nucler Power Plan* 
Constrlction Permits'" to 10 CFR Part 
50 was published in tIhe FEDERAL raGsTCR 
(32 F.R. 102131 on July I1. 1067. The 
comments and suggestions received ln 
response to the notice or proposed rule 
making and subsequent developments In 
tile technology and in the licensing proc
ess have been considcred in developing 
the revised criteria which follow.  

The revised criteria establish minimum 
requirements for water-cooled nuclear 
power plants similar in design and loca
tion to plants for which construction 
-permits ha re been Issued by the Comnmis
siop. whereas the .nrevIously proposed 
criteria would have provided guidance 
for applicants for construction permits 
for all types of nuclear power plants.. The 
rer-ised criteria hIve been reduced to 55 
hit number. Include definitions of till
portant termns. and have been rearranged 
to Increase their usefulness In the li
cens.i-g process. Additional criteria de
scribing specific requirements on matters 
covered in more general terms In tile 
previourly proposed criteria have been 
added to the criteria. The Categories A 
and B rved to characterize the amount or 
information needed In Safety Analysis 
Reports concerning each criterion hlave 
been deleted since additional guidance 
oil the amount and detail of Information 
required to be subnmitted by applicants 
for facility licenses at the construction 
permit stage is flow included In ; 50.34 
of Part 50. Tie term "engineered safety 
featurcs" has been eliminated from the 
revised criteria and the requirements 
for "engineered safety features" Incor
perated in the criteria for individual 
systets.  

Furtller revisions of these General 
Design Criteria are to be expected. In the 
course ef the development of the revised 
criteria. ir.mportant safety considerations 
were identified. but specific requirements 
related to some of these considerations 
have not as yet been sufficiently de
veloped and uniformly applied In the 
licersin" process to warrant their in
cision in the critetla at this time. Their 
omi.sion does not relieve any applicant 
from considering these matters in the 
design of a specific facility and satisfy
ing the necessary safety requirements.  
These matters include: 

(it Consideration of the need to design 
against single failures of passive cons
ponents in fluid systems important to 
safetY.

oii, Consideration of redundancy and 
diversity requirements for fluid systems 
important to safety. A "system" could 
consist of a number of subsystems each 
of which Is separately capable of per
forming the specified system safety func
tion. Tile minimum acceptable redun
dancy and diversity of subsystems and 
components within a subsystem and the 
required Interconnection and Independ
ence of the subsystems have not yet 
been developed or defined.  

tiIi Consideration of the type. slhe.  
and orientation of possible breaks in the' 
comp)onients of the reactor coolant pres
sure boundary In determining desi.-n re.
quirements to suitably protect against 
po.sulated Ioss of coolant accidents.  

(iv' Consideration of tile possibility or 
systematic. nonrandom. concurrent fail
ures of redundnnt elements in tle dc,.ipn 
of the proLection systems and reactivity 
control systems.  
lin addition, tile Commisslon Is giving 
consideration to tie need for develop
merit of criteria relating to.protection 
against industrial sabotage and protec.  
tion against common mode failures lit 
systems. other than the protection and 
reactivity control systems. that are it
portsalt to safety and have extremely 
high reliability requirements.  

It I•s expected that these criteria will 
be atimented or changed when specific 
requirbments related to the..e and other 
consldcrat lons are suitably Identified and 
developed.  

Pur.uant to the Atomic Energy Act of 
1954. a.u amended. and sections 552 and 
553 of tit:e 5 of the United States Code.  
the foi'owing amendment to 10 CFR Part 
50 Is pirlliislled as a document subject to 
codificlaton to be effective 90 days after 
publica.tiun in the F~ocitaAL I1.osTrst. The 
Commi•sion invites all Interested per
sons who desire to submit written comn
ments or suggestions in conneetion witll 
the amendment to send them to tihe 
Secretary. U.S. Atomic Energy Commis
sion. Washington. D.C. 20545. Attention: 
Chief. Public Proce.dings Branch. within 
45 days after publication of this notice 
in tile FE•OsCt, RtclsrTu. Such submis
slons will be given consideration with the 
,-iew to possible further amendments.  
Copies of comments may be examined in, 
the Commission's Public Document Room 
at 1717 H Street NV.. Washington. DC.  

1. Section 50.341aRI3'(i) is amended 
to read a follows: 
S•30.3 1 Cnltent- *f naplrtlatia.s: lerie

nkral iif.dnermatsin.  
(a', Prellnuhluolp saidtp anolysis rep~ort.  

Etch applicaUon for a construction per
mit shall include a preliminary safety 
analysis report. The minimum informa
tton to be Included shall consist of the 
following: 

(3: Thle preliminary design of the fa
cilitv Including: 

Ill The principal design criteria for 
the facility.' Appendix A, General Design 

) General design criteria for chemical proc
essing ;acilities are being developed.

Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants. e.-tab
Miles minimum requirements fnr the 
principal design criteria for water-cooled 
nuclear power plants similar in desigt 
and location to plants for which con
structiloi permits ihave previously bcen 
issued by the Commission and provide.s 
guidance to applicants for construction 
permits ito establishing principal de.sign 
criteria for other types of nuclear power 
units: 

2. A new Appendix A is added to rcad 
as folilo s: 
Arrrr:o.D A-GENe£tAL Destope CnRITERA ron 

N4UCLZCAt PoWCn PLANIS 

Tlubie of COntnftls 

INTRODUC'TION 

Dfr.#KlIrtn%5s 
Nuele-a.r thower Unit.  
1,^;: of Coolant Accldenits.  
Smn.le Pativre.  
Autecipm!ed Opefationat Ocurreneca.  

1. 0: eraaf Requfro.men is: Nu~tnhrr 
Quality Standanrds and Records ------- 1 
De•ign Bases for Protuctlon Against 

Natural Phenomena-------------- 2 
Fire Protecuon .....................- 3 
EnvirotimenUtl and Aist•tlo Design 

Bases ............................ 4 
Sharing of Structures. Systems, and 

Components ...................... 5 

I. ProtectO'n by Atuff plc Fisslon P.od.  
PC! narrters: 

Reactnr Design ..................... 10 
Reactor Inherent Protection .......... I I 
Supprexs'on of Reactor Power Oscilla

tious ............................ 12 
Instrumenittlon and Control ......... 1:1 
Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary... 14 
Reactor ;ooolant System Design...... 15 
Containment Design ........... f.1 
Electrical Power 5ts............ I 
Inspection and Testing of Electrical 

Power Systems .................... IS 
Control Room ....................... 19 

Ill. P.tertiun aend Aca'tirity Control 

Pro:ection System Functions ......... 20 
Prmtection Systcm IReltability and Test

abiility ........................... 21 
Protection System lndependence... 22 
Protectioin System Failure Mlodes.....21 
13epraltion of ProtecUon, asld Control 

Srstenms .......................... 24 

Protectiont yternt Requirements for 
Reactivity Control 36tdfunctIlons... 25 

ReacUvity Control System Redundancy 
and Capability .................... 20 

Combined Reactivity Control Systems 
Capability ........................ "

Ilectlelty LinltzL................... .1 

Prowection Against Anticipated Oper
atifi|tal Occurrenctl ............... 2

IV. Fluid S.ltemas: 

Qn-ality of Reactor Coolant Pre-onure 
Boundary ........................ 3.  

Fracture PreventUor. tot Reactor Cool
ant Pressure Boundary ............. 3i 

Inspection of R m.c4r Coolant Pmresure 
Boundary ........................ 32 

Reactor Coolant SMakeup ............. 3.1 
Rebidtal Hteat removal .............. 34 
E.mermenry Care Coolinz............ 35 
Inspection of Emergency Core Cooling 

System .......................... 36 
Testi.ig of Emergency Core Cooiong 

Sys.tem .......................... 37
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Fiutd St..,i.-Conflnhlicd X;all ber 
,.n" aillineid. Ilealt Removal.......... 38 

I;..irtt!oit of Containment Heat ]Re
n;,'vl syht?!m ..................... -af 

"1-..t:tlg of Containment Heat Removal 
sv..ten .......................... 40 

k*',.-aimnment Alnmospltere Cleanup...- 41 
l:z..pection of Containment Atinos

l,*rO Cleanup Systems ............ 42 
rT'".torg of Containment Atmosphere 

t4.e:Vtnp .s-emn .................. 43 
a ....mig Water ...................... 4t 
ll:pection of Coulitlng Water iy.4teln.. 4

.a*%'. jng of Cooling Water Systelm.... 4t; 

V !n.e.forCopitafinment: 
u'.-':a1tnmcnt Desgln Mas.......... 50 
r.asrtnr; Preventtion 9.f Ciinlataiioent 
l'rc'sure Dotdrv.......S 

cIapabilIty for Containment Iv.kakse 
rlate Toe.tttg .................. .. s 2 

lrovlsioutS for C'ontainmnent lnppeoti,,n 
and Testing ...................... .M 

A.svtenls Penetrating Coiltaminotel•t.... 34 
Ieactor Coolant Presrnt. Lundary.  

Penetraltrinf Ca alunmelit .......... 55 
Primary Containment D4.1.•,n ...... .sI 
l:ntied Systems IUolatIon t*alvr ... - 7 

vi r&##! and Radf.mtrtfi'ftCentro!" 
C(autrol of neleases of Rae:i.uetive mIa

?erIals In the ElMironmont ......... ro 
VUel Ste: age and Hatndling and Radin

activity Contrnl ................... GI 
Prevenitoln Of Criticality In Filet 5ojr 

-we iand Hantdling ---------------- 2 
Moiilturing Ftiel and Wa'.te Shrage_... Ai:3 
M.%,n.t.ri ug Radioactivity Releh-o4i....  

Purmi.r.i to the p.ov'lson5 of r 50:14. an 
iia';lpiclJJil for a conertitclrit peritit Inmu.  
me!hide the principal design criteria for a 
p.nieed fa•clliy. TMi principal dvt.gn cri
teria establlsh the nec.sary dlesigin. (.abrlci
l•o ns. col.tructloni. tiMlng. and perfvmrnmuce 

reliliremenls for 9structures. systerns. aind 
r'*mpniltens Importalnt to safelt': that It.  
fýl-.".rturc. xy"emx, antid nnponecntsq that 

ptr-ide reasonable an-tlrance tia, Ilie facility 
,.;,!I be npcrated without undue ri.k to ;:ie 
1,v.aih snd saftely of the publlc.  

"i":e.e General DesIgn Criteria e.ntalUlt•h 
ni-lllenltm requirementls for the principal 
ialer. criteria for water-eooled nuclear 

Piowver plants similar In dcesign oains location 
.o plant. for which constructlon permits hatve 
t--.'.n I•.-ul by the Conm.•mIsnon. The GOnerail 
LM-.9gn Criteria are nalo con.idered to be gen
er.,!iy applicible to olher typen of nuclenr 
powxer units aa;d are intended io provlall 
rt;iclance In elatatlishing tile pritieipal dle
menli criteria for luch other units.  

The development of these General DeMsign 
Criteria is nont yet complete. For exanmple.  
,.mne ot the lefnltitlols need further ampil
1:ratilol. Also. P.ome of tile specille design re
qui1remenrtts for structure. svystemns. and com
p*'me:ts Ilmpormtiit to sAfely have lint Is yet 
"Ien soitably defined. 'heir omlitlnn dries 
m.e relieve any applicant from econotiderinq 
• cser ratters. lil ihe deslgn of a specific fraili.  
•Y and tatltifylng the necessary .1tlety re
fl*l;remientlo. Tiltee mattZers Ieltuc: 

i I, Conildernll Ion of the need to aieslgn 
;.l:t~t s.linle failures of paiive colnpoirlutlt 
in fluid systems Important to safety. iSee 
Del nit ioinn f Sintle Failure.i 

o2l Co•osideraiioni of redtu•tniaiwv and dI
'-reitvr realuremenl.' for liflud s.strieln lilnpor.  

4il14 -a safety. A &yrstem" could colnsist of 
a Iln1iber of Saib.•y'emns each of which Is 
-.. l'aratcly capable: of performing the speel
id - siy-tem safety tinction. Tlhe minllmum 

arceptable redurdancy and diversity of sutb.  
.•y.tcms alid components within a subsystem.  
minid the required Interconnectlon and tide
i,endeuce of the sublsystems have not yet 
hren developed or defined. iSer Criteria 34.  
:i.. :Ifi.41.annd 44.1
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13l Consideralon of the type. size. arid 
orientation of possible breaks in components 
Wt the reactor coolant pressure boundary in 
determining design requirements to SuItably 
protect against postulated iosi,-of-coolant 

ccildents. .f5• Definition Of Loss of Coolant 
Accidents.) 

041 Consideration Of the possibility Of s3)14 
tenalle. nUlortndomn. concurrenit failures of 
redundant elements in the deslign of protec
ticols i'stenis and reactivity control s.llems.  
.ire Criteria 22. 24. 20. and 29.t 

It is expected that the criteria Will be 
atianiented and changed from time to time 
a. imnportant new quirelfenilts for ti e.t anld 
whtler features are developed.  

"There wilt be some water-codled nuclear 
wiswer plants for which the General Desieg 
Criteria are no, sufilcient andi for which 
nadlilonal criteria must be Identified and nat.  
is:ied In the Interest of public safety. In par
taniear. It Is expected that additional or rilf
crent criteria will be neeuled to take Into 

account unusual sites and environmental 
cntdiltlonl. and for water-co'!ed nuclear 
p•nwer int:s of advanced design. Also. there 
ma.y be water-cooled nuclear power units for 
which fulfillment of some of the GeneraIl 
D-signn Criteria may not be necepsary or ap
propriate. For plants siuch its thsce. depar.  

turi.r frnm the General Deslgn Cr.ttrlr ninust 
le identified and justified.  

DET?.NlTiOXS A.SO L'TrLA.ta.Tiet.  

".wrlar power unft. A nuclear power unit 
means a nuclear power reoctor and associ
ated equipment necessary for electrical power 
gteneration and Includes those structures.  
:s-lems. aind components required to provide 
re.-.onable assurance %he facility can he oper
ateel without undue risk to tile healtil and 
.afty of the public.  

Lots o1 coolant acc;daniif. los. elf coolant 
accidents mean those postulated aecidlents 
that result from the loss of reaetor coolant 
n": a rate in excess of the Capability of the 
reactor coolant makeup sysmen front breaks 
in tile reactor coolant pressure boundary, up 
to and Including a brenk equivnlent In size 
it, the double-ended rupture of the largest 
lipe of site reactor coolant system.' 

aranpc Jn:urr. A Pingle fatlure means an 
tweurrence which results In the 1ias of 
cmpuiabeiltr of a component to rptrform its 
Intended isfety functions. Multiple failures 
re-'litlng front a single oeiurrence are vote.  
Pidered to be a single failure. Fluid and 
te.e triCi'l systems are considered to be do.  
ozipted against an as•umed single failure if 
netither Il a single failure uf any active 
comnponent (aIsumIng paslive co'lnpo•lents 
fitnct-on properly) nor 121, a single failure 
lot a passive component I.rsumlang a•tve 
components function properlyl. roettilts In a 
lens uf the capability of the system to per.  
:urnt Its safety funcions.2 

Ant icaipatt•d oprrational Orgeirrrcmr-. AntIc
floated tiperatlonal •ecurrencess. ncan those 
ruitlditoilS Of normal Operationi w•hiich arLe 
exipcted ts occur one or more linift during 
the life of the nuclear power unit and Inclumte 
but are not lnited to lots of power to all 
recirculation pumps. tripping of the lurbine 
grneratior se!. Isoslation cif Ih.l nlain ea'n.  
clelnmer. anti Itoo '61 all offoite lm.uer.  

* Further details relatIng IO lite type. suip.  
and orientation of postulated briis in spe
cific eomponents of the reactor coolant pros.  
wmre bolundlary are tinder developnment.  

- Single faillres of pTmasive components in 
electrical Systems should be assumed in 
designlng against a single failure. The aon
alitlnns under which a single failure of a 
pa.rsive component In a fluid scystem should 
be cons•dered in dcsigninr the iyssxeiti against 
a single nailure are under development.

:125 7

CSrflRIA 

I. Overall Requireirurto 

Criterion 1--Qualftfi Standardu antd rr..ords.  
Structures. systemst, and compailleiii Im
portant to safety shall be designed. f;ilri.  
cateal. erected. and tested to quality stanel.  
ards commensurate with the Imlporance elf 
the safety functions to be performedl. Where' 
genlernlly recognIzed codes aind standards arc 
ntied. they shall be Identified anil evailii.air 
in determine their applicability. adreqtacry.  
anldl suffiltency and shall be suppli.nientol nor 
ninoslifted an necessary %o assure a quaslity 
prdutert In keeping with the irtluirol %*.!ruy 
funellon. A qnuality alsunance prcram tlhlil 
he elablastlhed anal Iniplemented lot order Ill 
provide adequnate alsuratnee that tllePs. -•or.
toreo. sysVtems. and tomponents wi;I sn:.
factorily perform their safety lun bitl'.  
Appropriate records of the desIgn. labrira
tlai.l, erection, and testing of satraeiiures. m•.
terns. and components Imnportaint it sR!eiv 
shall be maintained by or utnder the •ontrol 
ol the nuclear power unit Illceiee thtr'.lAi ll-'ut 
the life of the unit.  

Crflfrlon. 2-Desf.ga borse. for ileote't.,fa 
eaglilnst "itiorat phcnomens. Sinruclirr-. •v,.o 
tems. anld components Important to safty 
s.hall be designed to withstand I lie elferets ,,f 
natural plhenomena such as earilltitluke.
tornad"es. hurricanest. flootA. tatiaml anti 
cichtes without loss of capablllty in perf,,rlu 

their safety ttunetons. The desIgn ba.es ',,r 
the•e structtres. •ystems. and .onnlqwincnti..  
shall reflect: (II Appropriate enntibderititsn 
of -he moit e-. ere of the natural plienomen..  
that have been historically reportead for the.  
Me0 anal snrrounding area. with stnfltlilet: 

margon for the limited accurary. quiantity.  
and p•riod of Ume In which the liicetarli.i: 
data have heen aecimulated. t21 aplirolpriw:tr 
ce.lubill..tolas of the effects of lim.erotl sull 
na.ldent conditIons with tlhe elfertx f tihe 
natural phenomena and iil the Impeort..ti.e 
of -he safety functions to be performed.  

Criterflon 3-FIre Proftction. .-trutel orrý.  
s.ytemst. and components Important I,. taiavy 
$hall be designed and located to misintize.  

oln•i•sent with other safety retiunrirneits.  
the probabIlity and effect of fires And ix
|)Wt-innos. XNotrombuctb!e antl heat rs'lImant 
matierials shall be used wherever practical 
througllgmt the unit. psrtlictlarly It kloa
tions such As the containment ansd control 
roiat. Fire detection and figlllins: iv'tn.% 
of appropriate capcity and capnlitmy sihall 
be provided and designed to mlnimil: the aci
ver.se efrecta of Bres en structures. tr:ltemni.  
and components Important to srfe:y. Fire
lighlIng systier.s Shall be deslgned to ansurr 
Ihlt. their rupture or Innadvertenti operation 
does not significantly Impair the stati v -capa.  
billity of these structures. syrtei:44. n:id 
ennuponentia.  

Crffen'jon 4--ranfronwtaertaf 0us .,7.:-.  
M fin hos"e. Structures. systems. onal coin
painents Impurtantto Safety shall be dhr-l-,lcsi 
tn accommodate the effects of ansid it, IV roi
paltble With tile nvlorilonmental conwliioanA 
associated with normal op•ration. nllalt.tt
sance. lestting. and postulated aecIsdrn',. iii
elutling los-of-cootlant aceldeti1. T11tte.  
struetures. systems. aind colmponenet it hall be 
nppronprintely protected agannst dynamir af
lecrs. Incudilng the effects of onl.-ilrs. uope 
wh!pping. and dlschargin, flulss., tilt may 
result Iroan equipment failures anal frs'n1 
even:% and co:ldilons outside the lututear 
power unit.  

CrIterfonrt S--th orfar o at Trtio lair.. " .,: v.  
and c•npoa nest,. Structures. s:rtenis. aout 
componenets Important to safety shnll tnt, tic 
shared between nucle=r power units ttn!reo.  
it is shiwn lthat their ability to periormn their 
safety functions Is not aignilicantly lllt.  
palredt by the sharing.
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It. p,.!,.rti n by Mltdiple Fi'.slon Produrt 
Barriers 

Ctfr~orn 1O-Reactor desfgn. The retoer 

core atnd associated coolant, control, and 
p1 ,,lee.ttolt systems shall be designed with 

|ir,,ppprmite margin to Assure that specified 
:,Voeptable fuel design limits are nut e
ce-iv'l during any condition of normal op
erat aon. Icludting tile effects of anticipated 
op.erational occurrences.  

Criterion It-Rrsclor itnhercnt proterlion.  

"Tile re.icitr core and associated coolant syb

ltent ,hall he designed to that in the power 

,iperat inc range the net refcct of the prompt.  

Iitnieret nuclear fecdblack characteristics 

tettds to compensate for a rapid increase in 

reactivity.  
Lrnte'aion ;1?-- rpprcS.iim of reactor powmer 

G.cIi�li,�ii'irt. he re.ictor core lnd associated 

colant, centrolt, and protection systems -h:ali 

be uircned to assture that power oseillations 

which rall result In conditions exceeding 

specified acceptable fuel design limnits ore 

ntot po.sible or can be reliably And readily 

ocn•.-U cd and suppressed.  
Criterion .13-j-1frtimCittallOn and eonfrol.  

Instrtmlientlation and control shall be pro

vided to monitor variahles and systems over 

their anticipated range for normal operation 

and :ecvident conditions,. and to maintain 
them within prescribed operating ranges.  

sncinc lig those variables and sy'stems whiceht 

c:n ntfert tile fisslon process. the Integrity of 

tle reactor core. the re.ctor coolant presasre 

botitndary. and the eontaintment and Its 

os.ociated systems.  
C.teriioit j4E-Re•ctOr coolant prov.-oire 

bo,:,:adrp. The reactor coolant pressure 
b'tincumdry shall be designed, fabricated.  
erected, and tested so as to have an extremely 
low probabality of Abnormal leakage, of 

rapidly propag;atlitg failure, And of gross 

ruptttre.  
Criterion 15-rcClror coolant system de.  

l.on. The reactor coolant system and asso

ciated auxiliary, control, and protection sys

terns shall be designed with sufficient margin 

to as•ure that the design conditions of the 

reactor coolant pressure boundary are not 

exceeded during any condition of normal 
operation. including anticipated operational 
occurrences.  

Criterion 1f-Coanfallnment dcd0gn. Reac

tor containlmnltt and assoclated systems haUll 

be provided to establish an essentially leak
tlght barrier against the uncontrolled re

lease of radioactivity to the environment and 
to Assuttre that the containment design con

ditions important to safety are not ex
cceded for as long as postulated accident 
condi tuins require.  

CriteriOn 17-Electrical powcer systems. Al 
On.mite electrical power system and an offslti 
electrical power system shall be provided 
to permi: functioning of structures, sys.  

tenls. and components Important to safety.  

Tile safety function f.or each system tassum
lng the other system Is sot Tunctloning) 
shall be to provide sulffcient capacity and 

capa'ilitv to assure that (1) specified Ac.  
ceptuble fuel dcsigr. limits and design con.  
ditiolts of the reactor coolant pressure bound.  
cry are not exceeded As rt result of Antic.  
ipated operational occurrences and (2) tih 
coen Is. cooled and containment Integrty ant 
other vital functions are maintained In thb 
event of postulated accidents.  

The ooalte electrical power sources. Incliud, 
ing the batteries, and the onsite electrica 
chstrimbultol system, shall have sumcient In, 
depetndence. redundancy. and testability t4 

perform their safety functions assuming 
single failture.  

Electrical power from the transmission net 
work to the switchyard shall be supplied b: 
two physically Independent transmisstot 
lines inte& necessarily an separate rights o 
w.tyt dlestgned sad located so as to suitabal
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minimize the likelihood of their simultaneots a 
failure under operating and postulated acci- 11 
dent and environmental conditions. Two n 
physically Independent circuits from the c 

switchyard to the onsIte electrical distribu. o 

tion system shall be provided. Etach of these c 
circuits shall be designed to be available In I 
stimlcent time following at loss of all onsite a 
Alternating current power sources and the a 
other oMUsite electrical power circuit, to Assure t 
that specified acceptable fuel design limits I 

and desig.n condItions of the reactor coolantt 
pressure boundary are not exceeded. One of 
these eireustts ihall be clesigaied to be avall
aie witliln a few seconds following a Loe
of-coolant accident to ansure that core cool
Ing. crttaimient integrity, and other vital 
safety ftmictiots are maintained.  

Provisions shall be Included 1o minimize 
the probability of loslng electrical power 
from any of the remaining sources as a resutlt 
of. or coincident with. the loss of power gen

erated lty the nuclear power unit, the loss of 
power fro-m the transnis•otin netwieork. or the 
loss of power from the onsite electrical power 
source:;,.  

Criterion lIffnxpeetflot and testing oJ 
electricel power s..tems. Electrical power sys
tems important to safety shall be designed 
to permit periodic Inspection and testing of 
Important areas and features. such as wiring.  
Insulation. c-nnectlons. and swltchboards.  
to assec the cotntltlty of the systems and 
the condition of their complonents. Tie sys
tetr.s shall be designed with a vapability to 
test perloically (1) the operability and 
functional perlormance of the components 
of the systenus, such as oonite power sources.  
relays, switches, and hu-es, and 12) the op
erability of the systems as a whole and. under 
conditions as close to design as practical, tile 
full operation sequence that brings the sys

tems Into operation. Including operation of 
applicable portions of the protection system.  
and the transfer of power among the tuclear 
power unit, the offsite power system. und the 
onsite power system.  

Criterion If--Coitrol room. A control room 
shall be provided from which actions can be 
taken to operate the nuelear power unit 
safely under normal condit ions and to main
tain it In a safe concdition under accident 
conditions. Including loss-of-coolant acci
dents. Adequate radiation protection shall be 
provided to permit access send occunpancy of 
tile control room under accident conditions 
without personnel receiving radiation ex
paosures in excess of 5 rem whole body. or 

"its equivalent to any part of the body, for 
the dunrt!'on of the accident.  

Equipment at appropriate locations out
side the control room shall be provided It) 
with a flesign capability for prompt hot shut
cdown of the reactor, Including necessary 
Instrumentration and controls to maintain 
the unit in a safe condition during hot shut
down. and (2) with a potential capability 
"for sutmsequent cold shutdown of the reactor 
through the use of suitable procedures.  

Ill. Proer'rion and Crcellrily Comlrol 

" Crit,erion 0--Pioteetion system functions.  
"- The protection system shall be designed (1| 

to Ititlate automatleally the operation ot 
appropriate systems Incltding the reactivity 
control systems. to Assure that specified ac
ceptable fuel desigt lir:1s are not exceeded 
as It result of Anticipated operational oe
currences and (2W to sense accident condi

tions and to initiate the operation of systems 
a and components Important to safety.  

Criterion 21-Proteftioin system reliability 

and testability. The protection system shall 

. be designed for high functional rellanility 

y and Inservice testability commensurate with 
L the safety functions to be performed. Re

f dundancy and Independence designed Into 

y tile protection system shalt be sufficient to

ssure that (:I no single failure results In.  ass of the protection function and (2) re
ao'val from service of any component or 

hannel does not result In loss of the re
uired minimun redundancy unless the ac
eptable reliability of operation oa the 
troteetion system can be otherwise demon
trnted. The protection system shall be de
igned to permit periodic testing of Its funnc
floning when tihe reactor Is in operatiit.  

neltdling It epability to test channels In
dependentfly to determine failures And losses 
of redundancy that may have occurred.  

Criterion 22-Protertlon system findepend
ence. The protctlon system shall be dc
signed to assure that the effects of natural 
phenomena. and of normnal operating. main
tenance, teting, &aud postulated accident 
conditions on redundant channels do not 
restnlt In lo.s of the protection function, or 
shall he demonstrated to be acceptable oat 
some other denfned. basls. Design technique3, 
such as functional diversity or diversity lit 
conpoetent design and principles of opera
tion. shall be used to the extent practical to 
prevent o-ax of the protection function.  

Criterion 23-Protecition systel. m failtlr 
"stod•s. The protection system shall be de
signed to fall Ilno a safe state or into a state 

demonstrated to be acceptable on some other 
deflned basis If conditions such as discon
nection of the system. loss of energy fe.g..  
electric power. instrument air). or postulated 
adverse environments (e.g. extreme heat or 
cold. fire. pressure. steam, water, and radia
tion) are experienced.  

Criterion 24-SeparailOn of protection and 
control Systems. Thle protection system shatl 
be separated from control systeanst to tLie ex

tent that failure o. any single control systeatn 
component or channel. or failure or retnoveit 
front service of any Single protection system 
component or channel which is comnmon to 
tile control and protection systems leaves in
tact a system s8tisfying all reliability. re
clundancy. and independence requirements 
of the protection systen. Interconajectlion of 
the protection and cuntrol .vstens shall be 
limited so as to asaure that sIfety Is not &ig
niflcantly Impalreal.  

Criterion 25-Protlation ..syotem rittirc
metals for reactittIty Control malfun ctiona .  

The protection system shall be designed to 
assure that specified aeceptable fuc. d-sign 

limits are not exceeded for any single pau:
function of the reactivity control &)steins.  
such as accidental withdrawal (not eJectiont 
or dropout) of control rods or unplanned 
dilutiont of soluble poison.  

Criterion 26--ccrletrrihl control s.ystem re

dundenry and capabitiiy. Two Independent 
reactivity control systems of different design 
principles and preferably Including a posillre 
mechanical means for Inserting control rods.  
shall be provided. Each system shall have tile 
capability to control tie rate of reactivity 
chaisges resulting from planned. nnrtnal 
power changes (including xenon burnout, to 

assure acceptable fuel design limits are not 
exceeded. One of the systems shall be capa
ble of reliably controlling reactivity changes 
to assure t.1at under conditions of normal 
operations. Including anticipated operational 
occtrrences. and with appropriate margin 
for malftmcUons such as stuck rods. speci
fied acceptable fuel design limits are not ex

ceeded. One of the systems shall be eapabtle 
of holding tile reactor core subcritlcal ufdcler 
cold conditions.  

Criterion 27-Combited rcarfirllg control 
psifcnts capability. rile reactivity control 

systems shall be designed to have a combined 
capability. in con'junction with poison adui
tion ly the emergency Pore cooling system.  
of reliably controlling reactivity changes to 
assure that under postulated accident coal
dtitons sad with appropriate margin for 

stuck rods the capability to cool the core Is 
maintained.
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Criterion 28-ReactiritY limitf. The re

activity control systetna shall be designed 
with appropriate limits on the potential 
emoinnt and rate of reactivity Increase to as
,,Ire that the effects of postulated reactivity 

acc.detlts Can neither Ill result in damage to 
the reactor coolant pressure boundary greater 
thallt llnlited local yielding nor (2) suM
ei, 11ty disturb the core. Its support &trute
Itres or other reactor pressure vessel Inter
nals uo, imnpair hignifcanily the capability to 
cool the core. These postulated reactivity 
rcciilnts shall include consideration of rod 
e-ec ion Invile.ss prevented by poitivetl 
fatan.4l. rod dropout, steam litle rupture.  
chanvres in reactor coolant temperature and 
pre..utre, and c¢ld water addition.  

Criterion 29-Prottclinn ag.inst antici
pared operational occurreners. The protec
tieo and reactivity control systemsn shall be 
designied to assure an extremely high prob
aihtlty of accomplishitng their safety tune
tions In the event of anticipated operational 
occ:rrellces.  

Jr. PIa.d $.•jlCnis 
C'iterion 30-Q•talrt# O/ re-clor vo'fon/t 

pres.-urc boundary. Conipotieltts which are 
part of the reactor coolant preusure boutndary 
shall be de.igned, fabricated, erected, and 
tested to the highest, quality standards prac
tieal. Mclne.m shall he provided for detecting 
and. to the extent practical. identIfying the 
location of the soutrce of reactor coolant 
leakage.  

Crnteri.'m 31-Frartitr prercntlon of re.  
a,.tor ewoolnnt pressure boa.ndar.. The reactor 
€ut-Iant pressure boundary shall be designed 
wit!h sailicient. margin to a,%sure that when 
stressed utnder operawing. maintenance, test.  
Inc. and postulated accident conditions (1) 
the boundary behanves In a nonbrittle nialnner 
asld 123 the probability of rapidly propa
gp:'mg fractutre Is minintized. The design 
h',ill refl-,c, conl•deratlon of service tempera

tures nad other conditions Of the botundary 
at:i'erlal under rper•at ng. mraintenance, test
Ing. and posttutlated accident c..ndmtions and 
Oinntunertnaintle In delternitling (1) mate
rial proi'rertles. (2) the effects of Irradiation 
on material propertles. 133 residual, steady
stal.e and trl•.unlct ..trm.scs. amid (4) size of 
tiawvs.  

Criptrion .2--1n sperlion o/ renelor coolant 
pr,.'.turc boundory. Components which Are 
pnr: of the reactor coolan- pressure boundary 
sh:LIt be dr,1gned to permit 111 perl•ide Icn
rpectilon aind tcs.lnr of important areas And 
fe:ttnrcs to assess their sirut'utral and leak
ltihit Integrity.. nd (21 an appropriate mate
rial surreillance program fer the reactor 
pre...utire vess•el.  

Criferion 33-Rretcor eoolant mal'etp. A 
eystenm to stupply re icetor coolant makeup for 

n,,.'tection against small breaks in the re
&...or coolant pr"sure boundary shall he 
provided. The system safety function shall 
be. to assutre that specified acceptable fuel 
des•gn limits are not exceeded as a result of 
reactor coolant lt&% due to leakage from the 
reactor coolant pressure boundary and ruap
ture of snall piping or other small compo
nents which are part of the boundary. The 
sav.,tenm shall be designed to assure that for 
oni.lte electrical power systemu operation 
iivsintilng offsite power is not available) and 
for offs'te electrical power sisten operatlin 
t.ssuming onsite power is not Available) the 
syme.m safely futnclr.n %:In be accomplished 
tsilnmg the pipiat'. pumps, and valves tired to 
malntain enoolant iniveattory duelring normnal 
re.c' or operation.  

("iteriwo' 3.l--Rc.,idual heut remnoral. A syi
t.':i, Io remot'e residual heat shall be pro
- ,itii. The sslni safety function shall be 
It, tr.-n.fer i-ison r-odiiet decay heat and 
: e0lier residalnl heat train tle reactor core at 
a r:ue sn.ch that specified acceptable fuel 
i...-'upn lin!tt' And the deslgn conditions of
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tile reactor coolant pressure boundary are 
not exceeded.  

Suitable redundancy In components and 
features, and suitable InterconnectIons. leak 
detection. and isolation capdbilitles shall be 
provided to assure that for , .. ite electrical 
power system operation (assuming oftsite 
power Is not available) and for offslte elec
trical power system operation lassuming on
site power Is not available I the srstem safety 
futnction can be accomplished. assuming R 
single failure.  

Criterion 35 .Emn'rgeacm core roofing. A 
system to provide shutdant emergency 
core cooling shall be provided. The systemn 

aifety fnnctlon shall le to transfer reat 
from the reactor core ftollowInbit .ainy lu-s of 
uoliht. accidelit at a rate such ti1al ( Iii luel 

aind clad damage that Could Interfere witlh 
conuinucd eirective tore coolilsg is prevented 
and 121 clad metal-water reaction is limitted 
ton negligible amounts.  

Suitable redundancy In components and 
feathrer. and suitable Intereonnections. leak 
detection. isolation. and containment capa
biullite shall be provided to asure that for 
onslie e:eetrical power system operation (as
suming offsite power Is not available) and 
for ollsite electrical power system operation 
ian4sumilng onsito power Is not arallables the 
syxtcm safety function can be accomplished.  
aitsum!ng a single failure.  

Criterion 3G-Insppet ion of e•.ergenc.v 
core cooling spsiem. The emergency core 
cioling system shall be designed to permit 
periodic Inspection of Important compo
nenlts. such as spray rings in the reactor 
pre.-ure vessel, water Injection Doazzles. and 
pip-ng, to assure the integrity and copability 
of the system.  

Criterion 37-TcsfIng of emergency core 
cooling systcm. The emergency core cooling 
system shall be designed to permit appro
prla'e pert .dtc pr.ssure and functiona! test
in" to asst.rc Ili the structural and lea.t
tight Integrity of Its components. 121 the 
operability and performnance of the active 
c'.ntp.nents of tie system, and (3) the oper
ability of the "IStem as a whole and. under 
:.nditions as clos.e to design as practical, the 

performannce o* the full operational sequene, 
th.. brings the system Into operation. In
eludIng toperation of applicable portimos of 
the protection system, the transfer between 
nornial and emergency power sources, and 
the uperation of tme Associated cooling water 

Cruirrion 38-ContaInment heat rentorat.  
A system to remove heat from the reactor 
containment shall be provided. The system 
safety function shall be to reduce rapidly.  
c.nusistent with the functioning of other 
associated systems, the containment pres
sure and temperature following any loss-of
coolant accident and maintain them at 
acceptably low levels.  

Suitable redundancy In components and 
fe-attires, and suitable Interconneetons. leak 
detection. ISotation. and containment carn
bilitles shall be provided to assure that for 
onlite electrical power system operation Ias
slming offtite power Is not avallablel and 
for offilte electrical power system operation 
(nasitlming onsfte power Is not availablel the 
tz: teni safety finction can be aecomipllle1.  
almummng a single failire.  

Criterion 39-Imaxperellon of conlainmcnt 
hear remoral systemn. The containment heit 
removal system shall be designed to permit 
periodic Inspection of important components.  
such as I he torIu. stumps. spray nuvrzles. anti 
piping to assure the winegrity and Capability 
oif the system.  

Crltrrion 40-To-siing of eonlain nent heat 
renoral sygstem. The containment heat re
moral aýjtem shall be Jeslgncd to pernilt 
appropriate periodic pressure and functiona%] 
testing to assure III the structural and 
leaktight Integrity of Its components. 42)
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the operability and performance of the active 
components of the system. and 13) the oper
ability of the system as a whale. and. tnder 
conditions as cloae to the design as pract:rnl.  
the performance of the full operational se
quence that brings the system into opera
tlon. Incltding operation of applicable per
tions of the protection system, the transfer 
between normal and emergency power 
soutrers. and -he operation of the auuo.tated 
coo-ling water system.  

Crrterion 4l.-Centainment atno.sphlrre 
lebanup. Systems to control lisbion prwmhtcis.  

hydrogen. oxygen. and other auh.tan,"e 
whrieh Pmy be released into the reactor Colt
talnment shall be provided ita necetsary to 
reduce. can.iv-tent with the funtiloning of 
other a4riclated systems, the eoncentration 
and til:lltly of fiklion produtcts released. to 
th,. envlranment following pstullated acci
d,.loia. ,,ut to cantrol the concentration of 
hydtrnren or Oxygen and other substances in 
thl containmnent atmosphere fo!owing pos
tulated accidetnts to a-ssre that conmautimelnt 
Integkrity In malintalned.  

F•eh sy.trle shall have ntllable redun
dancy In eompnnsnlll and featurca., and suit.  
Able interconnections. leak detection. Isola
tinn. and containment capabilities to assure 
that for onpite electrical power system oper
ation (assumintg oTalte power is not avail
abler and for offsite electrical power system 
opt.ration (asuming enselt power Is not 
available) Its rafety function can be accom
plished. aitsuniming a single falltre.  

Criterion 42--nisprefon of containment 
ataio.pherc rekennp s.ufems. The contain.  
tIent atmosphere cleanup systems shall be 
designed to permit periodic Inspection of In%
port-tnt components, such its filter frame.s.  
dtscts. and piping to it•isre the Integrity and 
capability of the systems.  

Criterion 43-Teestinq of contalnment at.  
inosp-here cleanup sivstems. The conta:nment 
atmosphere clranaup systems pha:t be designed 
to permit appropriate periodic pressure and 
functional ter'.In ton assure Ill the &trule
torunt and leakIlght lntne.,flity of Its •omrpo
nests. (23 the operablltty and rerformunce 
or the active components of the systems such 
its fans. filters, dampers, pumps. aiid valves 
and 13) the operability of the systemns as a 
whale aind. under conditions as close to de
slrn as praetle:il. the performance of the full 
operational sequence that brings the eys
tems Into operation. Including operation of 
applicable portions or the protection sys
tem. th,' transfer between normal and enter
gency power sources, and the operation of 
a.soclated systems.  

Criterion 44-Cooling Water. A system to 
transfer heat from structures. systems, anld 
components Important to safety, to an ftil
mate heat sink shall be provided. The system 
safety function shall be to transfer the cem
blned heat load of these structures. systems.  
and components under normal operating and 
accident conditions.  

Suitable redundtiney In components and 
features, anid stillable Interconnections. leak 
detection, and isolatlon capabilities shall 
be provldc? to astsure that for oisite electri
cal power syatein operatlor, assuming off
site power Is not a&%-liablel and for offsite 
electrical power system opervttion ea,4suning 
onsite power is not avallables the sasteyn 
safety futIction can be Accomplished. au
sunitng a asricle failure.  

Criter.on 4$.-Inv•plon of CO eol.'uqtarrr 
system. The cnoling water system Lhnll be de.  
sigtned to permit periodic Inspection of Iai
.:lorLant Components. sneh as heat exchangers 
and piping, to assure the Inlegrity Atnd ca
pnbIlly oif the .-stei.  

Criterion 40 -T7,lting of cooling t'a-tr .4fs
tetr. The eooling water system shall :x tie
sighne to permit appropriate periolllc pres
sure and functional testing to asitre ( 11 the
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strutetral and leakttght IntegrIty of ItH com
ponents. (21 the opc.%-bi•tty and the pertorm
aice of tile active components of the system, 

* And ill the operability of the system as a6 
whaole and. tinder conditions as close to de
sign as prnctical. the perfonnmnce of the full 
olernatonal sequence that brings the system 
into operatlion for reactor shutdown and for 
Inns-ol-coolant accdenti. including opera
lion of applicable portions Of the prolectilmn 
#t'wensm "u.t the transfer between normal and 
clnvrpney power solrcer.

V. Reactor C, Vel-f,2inerit 

•rite reactor contixinmenit. structure. Inchutt
ing :rcpas epenin.-. pelnte.rtilen. anld the 
ent,-jrintent heat remnttl syrremln •all be 
desipsed sto, Mhal the enintaniment ,trurtire 
and Its iMernl cnntpnrtilmets can ate.,m
in(otld.V. wiitlnut •x-redinr the de.lsn letk.  
ace nyo antl. wilh Fl.lieirnt "v1rgin. thie 
c:alculmted pemm-isre and tensperal.ire c'-,;dl
tlions re.rtlting from nyv luýr--fcneolvnt a.
Vldent. This inrimin shaill reli , crn.idera
lieo of t it the tfferts el loten•l!nl enerly 
so.urces whir:s have not been Included it the 
C1ete ns1111,tla on of tile peak rrtt ,lintns. 1 slc•lt 
ls enr*gy, In steam cenerators and energy 
fruns .tnetal-wt.er and othvr cts•rmaeu reac
l1invs t!tat miar res-lt from deraded e:!it-r
cen-., core cooltingl fnuti.onslti:.. 121 the Iin
tiedl experienee antl experfmenftt lata avul
nale f.r cleflisn nevacident pheditolnea alnd 
aji,1:alilme:,r rsp.'ise'. and 431 the Con
rervitlsm of i1(, the.leltltlon..i Mnae', and 

Cri,.rlnn sl-.Freae;:-rr prerfrilan o! r,.l.  
t~lifl.ienlt pre.sClre hounidirp. The reactor 
cauiti~ nussent bousaJnyy wl'ia~ he de%!;sed withs 
rt-fr•c[es!' mancct l's ,-nt-sre that unider aope,
.A*taic• nlintmelitianCe. t4,.VtIr. and pxnttaled 
an-tidtIr conditi.ns 11) Itus ferftie mr,'era1ls 
belh'ave It a rnsbritile inimanner and #21 the 
prob•.inllty of rapidly propagntlng fracture 
Is msatimized. The deslctn Shall reflect eon
siderstion of service temperatures asld other 
Cfi;ditlons of the containment boundary ma
terial du"ring operatolnn. malntenaree. et.:
ilg. td postulated accident conditions. nan' 
the uncerlalntlies In determlnne (I1 n.ttle
riMa properties. (2) reldtual. st.eady-state. I:d 
tratitenlt stresses., and (3) fzt Of flaws.  

Ci(tcr.101 S2-Capabttilt far Containment 
aAca'k. rate tretinp. The rrarl or Contaisnment 

and other equipment which maly le subjected 
to con'ainment test conditions shall be de
si1ned so that periodic Intecrated ltektace 
rate testing Can he condwtcted at contain
nissfl: dei:nt prcsvure.  

Crrterinst S.l-Prorl'inn$ I/i contaltnment 
re,.nFp and inspecrion. The reactor cantain
sent slill l b destianed to permIL it) Innpec
lion of all important are%.s, suich a penezra
Ilous. l21 an appropriate survelltasnce pro
irant and (31 periodic testing at contatn
men, design pressure 4f the leaktightness of 
pt-neration1s which hare resilient seals and 
expansion bellows.  

Crlterion 54-P1ppln. sp.ft•ins penetraling 
eiuttaiilnft. }'iping systems penctrnthmg 
primary reector containment shall be pro
vide with leiaft detecti•. tisulatinn. and con
t:iantent. capablitles havIng redutndancy re
lsbillI ty. and perforrisasce capabilities which 
reflet tite Importance to safety of IMota1iu1g 
thest piping systein.q. Stich piptint system.  
%.hall be de".iened with a capability to test 
pertadically the operability of tile Isolation 

.alvex and asmoclated apparatus and to deter
s-11e If valve IC.eAkage is within accep.table 
lilmit.  

Criterion 5S--ftracor coolant Pressu~rC 
hon•arfary pcnctralinig contaiamrent. Lach 
Iin: tlat. Is part of the reactor coolant pre&s 
sure bouwsdaru And tiht penetrates primary 
reactr containment shall be provided with 
e.anainment Isolation valves As follow.s. un
i,'.u It can be demonstratcd that the con-

RULES AND REGULATIONS 

talnmen; Isolation provisions fni a specific 
class of Inec. such as Iu•strument lines. are 
acceptable oit some other defoned basis: 

III One locked closed Isolation valve In
side and one locked closed isolation valve 
outside contalcnsut: or 

12) One Automatic Isolation valve Inside 
and one locked closed Isolatton valre outside 
containuent: or 

M31 Otle locked closed nI~latSln valve In
side and one automatic Isolation valve out.  
side containment. A rimple :check valve may 
not be sied As the automntlc isroalion valve 
r u934de containment: or 

(41 One auttm.alic Isolat~nn valve Inside 
and uone autsomattc isolaltiln valve outside 
ronumlnmneslt. A simple thisek valve may not 
be tled as thle autontatlc ls:atation valve out
lare Containenlnt.  

imla!!nn valves Out.-lde cntasalnment shall be 
lntnated A4 CIik-4 10 cronluainmenL at practical 
anid utp;on los. of actuilslai. pwer. suirsatin.  
l-'ols: ion valves sha:t be drAtnsed to lake the 
p.iiitlIon tCat provides r.realer snfety.  

Other appropriate requlretsnlontt minl
!ne tile prohnabit.y or enn-tetlencri-s of sn 

A•-eidental rupture v. there lilies or Of lines 
connected to them shall be prmihled as 
neces•sry to aissure adequate safely. Dreter
runuation of the opprnlrilntess of the.e 
r.sinurements. uich as hicher quality In 
det.!no. fabrication. and tfstbnt.. Itdditlonal 
proviblons for in.errice Inspection. protec.  
lion agalnst more severe nuatural phenomena, 
Andl addil ional Isolatlon valves And entatain
rient. shall Include conv.ideratin of tile pop.  
ulhtuion density. use chlarnterlstles, and 
physircal c¢h.racteristic of the site environs.  

Cr~g.v'rfl, 5C--Prlrn 7 CO.' I,1mctice t #ACxt,.  
t'on. l';ach line th.t ronnecis dsrresly to the 
con•i.nment amnlosrhero and penetrates 
primnar.y reactor countatament shall be pro
vrdad with cor.t.inosent is•.t aon valven as 
failows-. un.-ess it can lie atcntnovtzrated ilia*.  
the oent'sinrient Isolation pr n'iulons for A 
Pp;eific eclass of lines. Stich it Instrument 
Ines. --re •e.cepta:le on some otlher defIned Lact.•s: 

IIt One locked closed Isolation valve In
Fide p:acd one locked icu-ad I&olatlon valve 
out.ildI conltainment: or 

121 (ine au1tomna'r lsolaltion valre Inside 
and one lociv.'-I dored Isolation alve out
itde co'ntalusnent: or 

f31 Ole locked closed IsolatIon •takve In
s~de and one aniunnttlc Isnolallon salve otut
side constainment. A slmple ch'".; %-.tlre mar 
n.ot be t.red as the butonntltc Isolatiton Vakve 
outside rintainsnent: or 

M4 One automatic Isolation valve Inside 
and one automatic Isolation tvale outtlde 
containment. A simple check tare may not 
be tused as the stltomatic isolation valve cut
side containment.  
I.iolatlon valves outside containment shall 
be located as close to the containment as 
practical and upon loss of actuating power.  
atn-oma,;c Isolation Valves shall be desl.ned 
to take the position thlat provides greater 
scatteiy.  

Criterion 57-Closed asntemn faolat ion 
rual"r. Ehceh line that penetrates primary re
actor containmenrt and is neither part of the 
r'nacor coolant preAsure boundary nur con
nected directly to the Containment atmos
phere shall have at least one conttalnment 
isolation valve which shall be either auto
nmatlc. or locked closed, or capable of remote 
manual operation. Thiss valve shal be out

side containment and located as close to the 
Containment as practical. A simple check 
valve mnay not be used as the Autonmatli 
Isolation valve.  

VL Fuel and Radlo•rtlrity Control 
Criterion 90-Controf of relceacs of radio

active materials to the enrironrnent. The an
clear power unit deslgn shall Include means

to con'trl suitably the release of radiloactive 
materials In gaseous and liquid eMuenut 
and to handle radioactive solid Iamk-s pro.  
duced during normal reactor operation. in
cluding anticipated operational Occurrences.  
Sufficient holdup capacity &hall be provided 
Pie retelntion Of gascou and liquid elltientx 
contuluing radioactive materials. parrtcu
larly where unfavorable site environmental 
conditions can be expected to Impose uin
titisl olleratlonal limitatitos tulton the re
lease of bich eflsuents to tie envronmen:it.  

Criteriona E1-Fiuet storage and hAaff:nq 
and rudiontirlt•ri t•alM. The fuel Pwrac,
and hs~ndling. rduo2lcilve waste, and other 
systetns wlhich may (inttlixn Itadi.activiti 
s1ial1 be designed to assure adequate t tcr•t 
usder tsttn-ut r.md pwotsrlwed Accident Can
htiutls. Tiele syite11s1 shlasl te destg:ted i I i 
with a Capability to permit in.tpeaion .:%d 
telsting uof erinpwients Inmportani to is) .*.  
121 with sultable s11icldilng ur r3d:W!:un 

-st•e•tumllo. 131 Walls Apupropriaa:e con:.n:s
irnt. ctifUnemein:. antl filterisa: 9:r.4:eis%.  
141 with a re•1ui-ln heat removal. cnlmbht.lty 
havi, rc-ii.bhilitv And te.h:lultP-y t!at re.  
Ilec's the ilaip-riance i0, sFare:v n'C decay lira.  
and other r-Idutal hbeat removal., and 15) 
tn prevent sManifleats1 Tcdttlton. in futu' 

'n.tra:C entasnt Inve:ntur. under a,":c;-I::t.  
condit•liv;.  

Critrrion 6.Prereng;.mn of er:lti-U;j; fit 
artl storage and hJndlln.g. C'rtt!ca.ltr In :.Ie 
fuel storauce And handling byntrlen Xh1:1 be 
prevented by pli"'scal sym.•ses Or proce:se".  
preferably by use of ;eometrlia'l]; Pare 
coinftl-ctirt fIs;.  

C'le'rio•n 63--.1nttlrl(ng filet arnd inaveC 
stornpip. Appropriate sy.oems shall be pMi
vidled lit ftile stermt, And rabnsrtirve w.-:.  
syst.iems and as-ocInted ha.ndli.n ar•as 1it 
in dete.t condltlvnss that tnny rr-ulut in I..s 
of reidual beat removal c.p;thtlli' aAnd .x
tenrlye rauldialton lveves Ana (21 to Intttiate 
aprnopri ate soleiy net eiln.s.  

Criterion 61--Monlno-ira rp dnnr:1!4li re
Patres. Mteans shall be prr'vided fur moultry.  
In:g the reactor ronla,'h;nuent atLnta.;phere.  
ispes contalning: complt.rens fur rctet.rnla.  
lion ot Iret-.-.,fcosiant aerrdli'n flnld,. o~tu.  
Cut dl.thar, pratis. and the ptnt env'irons 
fPr mid:'Inflivily Mal-:t l.say ho re.*.fd fnrini 
nor-m:al tsper.,tslt'. litding ntnth.-.r cat 
operation.al oetr11-nr-.. ansd .r..:n pv utta!ted 
acciden as.  

(Sees. 101. IR2. 03 •1sa . P44. its.,: 42 USC.  9.4)10=1320 

Dated at Wa.lsln-ton. DC.. tlhs lOll 
day of February 197l1.  

For the Atomic Energy Commislon.  

Wv. 1I. Xtccoot.  
Secretary o0 the Coaffrlgsion.  

IFjR Dec.1 -370 riled 2-10-71:1:41 ansi 

Title 14-AERONAUTICS AND 
SPACE 

Chapter I-Federal Av;ation Adminis
trution, Department of Tronsportalion 

(Docket N#o. 71-r-14-23: Amdt. 30223- 15 

PART 39-AIRWORTHINESS 
DIRECTIVES 

Americon Aviation Corp.  

The Federal Aviation Administration !s 
amendItg 39.13 of Part 39 of the Fed
Cral Aviation Regulations so as to issue 
an airwortliness dlrective applicable to
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